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_BELFAST,

Hon. Llewellyn Powers In Waldo Co.

The Sound
Money Democrats

Last Saturday evening Hon.
Llewellyn
Powers of Houlton, the Republican candi-

financial policy which would be
ruinous.
L‘le danger lies in the
revolutionary influences which controlled the
convention and
animated its platform.
“Men may justly differ as to the
best
schemes of natioual finance and
may debate
their differences without
recrimination or
without questioning the honesty of motives
But when men, led on by ambitious
politicians, their minds tired not by the example of
American patriots, but by that of the radicals of the French Revolution, overturn
partv
preceilents and pack a convention to secure
an effective
majority, then by aid of that majority raise aloft tile incendiary banner of
the poor against the rich, attack the
integrity of the Supreme Court, threaten the subversion of national institutions and tile indirect perversion of constitutional
guarantees
incite disrespect to law and
authority, suggest and in substance recommend the repudiation of national and private
debts, and reject by intended implication the fundamental principle of Democracy that that
government governs best which governs leastthen it is time not only for Democrats to
forsake that motley and un-American
gathering, to reject that un-Democratic and unAmerican enunciation of doctrines, and to
join, in such manner as may seem best, with
all patriots who cherish their
country's honor and wish to protect the welfare of its
peo-
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lion. Frank S. lilack,
indidate for (Governor of
.-..mpanied by his wife and
last week at Limington,
Mr. Black’s birthplace. He
-everal speeches in Maine at
• n of
Thomas B. lieed. who
me Mr. Black’s school teacliingemeuts are for Mr. Black
•rtland, Augusta and Bath.
company Mr. lieed through
ngressional district.Mr.
•usly said at Kumford Falls
•■ted a much larger vote in
as a result of Mr.
Williams’
A illiams stumped in
Vermont,
-’’id Democrats of Bath celen.iinination of Palmer and
lay night by firing cannon,
Dplay of lireworks and burntar barrels.Maine is soon
isit from William J. Bryan,
: a tic candidate for President.
his arrival has not yet been
xed, but lie will probably be
nietime between the 20th and
ill make a speech in that city
ait for Bath, where he will
v
days as the guest of Mr.
"pulist Watson writes to L.
the Maine populist leader,
>ig the latter upon the resom- has taken in
regard to the
•I Bryan.
Mr. Watson says
mves even now it is the inten'lily Mr. Bryan of his uomi1

campaign
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populist party.

nd Army

Encampment.

the Grand
emampmeiit
Republic opened at St. Paul,
!. In his address Couiinander.said that the total me tube rtin! Army of the Republic is
-h ;’40,bio are in good standare carried ou the
suspended
•n-pay ment of tlues, a decrease
v
the past year of 7089
The
o.-r during the year was 10,407.
's
during the year was 11,400, of
-r 7,290 was
by death which is a
of

1

from last year. Speaking of
0:11 he said: “As you are aware
passed the House by a large
■■{ is now pending m the Senate,
Gill becomes a Jaw, as I believe
'he next session of Congress, the
I anxiety among deserving pens

"

0

as no pension can then be
except for fraud, clerical errors

ease,

Major Thaddeus
<
■

Clarkson of
"as elected Commander-in-Chief.
G»;n. Mullen of Minnesota was
y elected senior vice commander,
always going to the State where
S.

■piuent is held.
an- vice commandership went to
Charles W. Buckley of Alabama
I
Comrade Slmales of Georgia
amiidate. A. E. Johnson of the
at of the Potomac, Washington, D.

elected surgeon general, and Rev.
Taylor of Massachusetts, chaplainA.t 1 p. m. the officers were instal:
he
encampment adjourned sine die.
,' A2Pe-Hitt of Indianapolis was elect1 "•"■dent
of the Women's Relief Corps.

Powers is

a

vote

for

an

become teachers in our
public schools, but who have had no experience in teaching, enter their names as applicants. They will then be given opportunity to work in the schools for a time, without pay, under the direction of the other
teachers. When substitutes are needed they
will be taken from this number, and when
occur tiie places will be supplied
by promotion from lower grades or appoint-

vacancies

from these substitute teachers.
The fall term of the Belfast schools opened Monday morning with a large attendance in
all grades.
There are but few
changes in the teachers. The new ones are

ments

assistant

in

the

High

Townsend,
school; Miss Alma Tilton, assistant at the
Head of the Tide, and Miss Edith L. BurMiss

Union District.
The teachers hold regular meetings at the
Superintendent’s office the first Friday
afternoon in each month, to which all inter-

gess in the

ested are invited. Other teacher’s meetings
for work in special lines are held as often as
convenient.
The system of vertical penmanship is
being introduced into the lower grades.
A

Statement

from

Mr. Oscar

Hills.

Editor of The Journal : I underthat a report has been circulated that
I am in favor of the Wesleyan Grove Camp
Ground Association being set off into a
I wish to
town or corporation by itself.
state through the columns of your paper
that the report is utterly ami emphatically
false.
Yours respectfully,
Oscar Hills.
East Northport, Sept. 7,189(3.
To

the

stand

money Democrats in convention at Indianapolis. He said the next speaker was not
one of that little
army of summer soldiers
and sunshine patriots now gathered at In-

But it is

Scriptures

were

ip

a

like

a

mere

simulacrum;

a

say be

fulfilled,

it will he

a

fugi-

wanderer on the face of the earth.
“We hold that no argument is needed to
show the revolutionary and Anarchistic
character of the doctrine that the laws can
not be enforced in a State to protect property
which is in the jurisdiction of Federal
Courts, or to protect the Gnited States
mails, or that the Supreme Court ought to
he reorganized, or that the national honor
should be stained, or the national faith violated, or that the freedom of private contract
ought to be limited, or that the function of
issuing paper money ought to be exclusively exercised by the Federal Government.
“We hold that the theory of free coinage
of silver with gold at the ratio of 1(> to 1 admits of argument, but we hold that the
weight of authority, the strength of reasoning and the facts of history all point to its
fallacy and the ruinous consequences of its
tive and

dianapolis to help elect the man who was
the very worst enemy of the
principles of
democracy in this country. He introduced
Mr. Williams as “an honest man with the
courage of his convictions, whose white

patriotism.

without the substance of Democracy,
and no Democrat is bound by it, nor is it
entitled to his fealty.
“It is the Ishmaoi of platforms.
It raises
its head against some of the principles <>f
both parties, and all the principles of the
Democratic Party. It is begotten of the unhallowed union between so-called DemocAnd that the
racy, Populism ami Anarchy.
a

adoption.

hold that it will rob the poor man of
his wages and the rich man of his wealth,
the widow of her savings, the child of its
patrimony, the soldier of his pension, the
industrious of his toil and the inventor of the
reward of his genius. We hold that it will
demoralize and seriously disturb the immense trade and commerce of the republic
and drive the country to a discredited, depreciated and depreciating standard, and
smite our finances as with a paisy and trade
with a blight.
We hold that the nation’s
credit will fall prostrate, its obligations will
be dishonored and its unsullied character
will he stained with fraud and deceit.
“The election of McKinley or of Bryan,
with our support, would mean the destruction of our whole party for a generation.
We therefore stand fast.
We sound a bugle
call throughout the land for all Democrats
to rally for the support of Government and
law, for the. honor of their country and for
the maintenance anil preservation of their
creed, its memories and its glories.”
Thursday the report of the committee ou
resolutions was unanimously adopted. The
platform denounces the action of the Chicago convention and also that of the Populist
convention at St. Louis. It scores the Republican party for extravagant appropriations and legist ion for protection. It declares for a tariff for revenue only.
It demands modern legislation in favor of free
and
duties
shipping
opposes discriminating
levied for the purpose of increasing comIt declares that the best
merce on the seas.
use of gold and silver, both together, can
best he obtained by adopting the gold standard. The platform declares for the policy
of divorcing banking from the government
and opposes the free and unlimited coinage
of silver and the compulsory purchase of
silver bullion. It asserts the necessity of
such currency reform as will confine the
government to its legitimate functions and
assure the
people of the country a safe,
sound and elastic, currency, measured by
of
the people. It emphatically enthe needs
dorses the administration of President Cleveland. Reform in public service is commended and the spoils system is denounced. Strict
economy and international arbitration are
advocated.
Geu. John M. Palmer of Illinois was nominated for President on the first ballot and
Gen. S. B. Buckner of Kentucky was nominated for Vice President by acclamation.
Maine cast 12 votes for Palmer.
“We

j

who wish to

issue of

Presidential election has the
light waged fiercely between the advocates
of different political doctrines, and the ruin
of the country has been freely predicted if
either set of doctrines were established as
the policy of the Government—such predictions being merely the extreme expression
of party politics; but iu this election the issues around which the battle is
waging involve the integrity of our institutions and
the sacredness of our national honor, and
when men have stirred that deep well of
sentiment, ordinary party differences disappear, the moral issue predominates, and all
good citizens stand shoulder to shoulder
against those who would defile the American name and undermine the walls of her
political structure.
“The revolutionary spirit which forced
Bryan’s nomination is manifest iu Ins
speeches now being delivered throughout
the country.
His conspicuous failure at
Madison Square Garden to advance the
cause of silver by close argument has induced him to abandon the weapon of the
logician and statesman and to employ the
arts of the orator.
From the rear end of
cars he has been Hinging out social and
political firebrands among the people. He appeals to the base instincts of the ignorant ox
to the misery of the distressed.
He strives
to array class against class, to incite employe
to
stir
against employer,
up debtor against
creditor, to make this a contest of the poor
against the rich'. May God prevent this incendiary's work! In this broad land it has
been our proud boast that the avenues of
success have been open to all.
The ri< h today were the poor of yesterday. No families
of inherited wealth dominate our politics or
our society.
Before the law all men are

legiance.

Maine for the effect such a reduction would
have in other States, and it is of the utmost
importance that this scheme should not succeed. A Democrat who votes the Republican ticket this year will have lots of company from his own party and incurs no obligation whatever as to his vote in future
elections. It is business, not politics, this
year.
[Ed. Journal.
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Iu presenting Mr. Williams Chairman
Thompson paid his respects to the sound

a

form

hon-

Superintendent Brick proposes, with the
of the Committee, to have all per-

the Ameri-

“If we do nut look into the evidence alluded to to show the Michigan frauds and
other devious acts and practices designed to
pack the convention, the Chicago platform
has the stamp of our party and claims its al-

dollar, and it will be more effective than
a vote for McKinley in November.
The advocates of a dishonest dollar are trying to
cut down the sound money majority in

sanction

an

Chairman Gallery's remarks
key. He said;

est

The Belfast .Schools.

of

equal.”

Bryan and his platform, and a vote for Frank
would be a vote for free silver at the ratio
of hi to 1 and for all the revolutionary planks
in the Chicago platform.
A vote for

is

“In many

To the Editor of The Journal: J am a
Democrat.
I believe in honest money; I
want my vote to count for it, and 1 want to
ask you a few questions.
1st. If the W aterville Democratic convention endorsed Bryan and his platform?
If
so, and 1 vote for Frank, will not my vote
show I am for free silver?
2d. If I want to vote for a good 100-cent
dollar should I vote for Powers? If I do,
would I hi- free to vote the Democratic ticket
in LS‘J8?
I believe in a lull dollar and protection enough to give me work.
1 have not
had much for three years.
Dem.
1. The Waterville convention did endorse

2.

sense

and awakened the American conscience to
the national dangers which lurk in the forces
and influences behind Bryan and Sewall or
Bryan and Watson. The real issue in this

is,

will do so.
Of course
where the cause is abno electoral ticket will

the moral

the action of the Populists at
Chicago, reinforced and emphasized by the
action of the Populists at St. Louis, has not
rekindled the spirit of American patriotism

<

v-*ste

ladies in the audience although the night
was rainy, and
more than fifty per cent,
of those present were Republicans.
The
Belfast Band furnished music, Capt. Charles
Baker was master of ceremonies, W. P.
Thompson, Esq., presided, and Mayor Hanson was among those seated on the
platform, and for once was silent. When Hon.
M. P. Frank, one of the Democratic candidates for Governor of Maine, was presented
as the first
speaker it sent a chill through
the audience, which had gathered to hear
Mr. Williams, but Mr. Frank was merciful
and did not tax their patience long.
In a
ponderous manner lie made a few non-consequential remarks, the only noticeable feature
of which was that lie seemed to think there
was one kind of a dollar for poor
people and
another for the rich. But, if the policy he
advocates is carried out, and the currency is
debased and a dishonest dollar put in circulation, there is no question but that the poor
people will be the greatest sufferers. The
capitalists can take care of themselves.
Whenever you hear a sleek, well-fed lawyer
pouring out his sympathy for the masses, as
did Mr. Frank, and Mr. Williams later, you
can be sure that a
demagogue is not far off.
When Mr. Frank concluded one of his hearers
remarked, “He may be a good fellow but
he is a mighty poor speaker.”

dangBr ?* t*le Chicago platform lies
^T1i‘e
not
alone nor chiefly in its declaration
for a

cage 4.
1 n-ket.

Indiana, Iowa, Michigan
In reply to a question as
states represented in the
place electoral tickets in
Bynum, said: “1 think

The Belfast Opera House was filled to
overflowing last Thursday night with those
who weut to see and hear George Fred Williams, the much heralded “Bryan of the
East.” He has been described as having
red hair and as wearing it parted in the
middle, but the latter part of the description
appeared to be untrue. There were many

The speeches at the sound
money Democratic convention in
Indianapolis last week
were both
eloquent and patriotic, notably
those by ex-Gov. Roswell P.
Flower of New
Y°rk and the permanent
chairman Senator
Gallery. Gov. Flower struck the
key note
when he said: “This
gathering is notice to
the world that the Democratic
party has not
yet. surrendered to Populism and
Anarchy.”
He spoke in behalf of the
Democracy of Tilden and Cleveland, and then said:

Belfast and was the guest while here of Mr.
and Mrs. F. B. Mathews. He called on
friends here and expressed himself as
pleased with the prospects of a Republican victory next Monday.
He
has
been continually on the stump since the

If the Republican follows:
makes a net gain of Llewellyn Powers,
Burnham, Me.:
over ls‘*3, what will be the
A circular on the streets of Brunswick
and how long will it take states that you, when at Pembroke, told a
citizen at the hotel that
“I am opposed to
any the country at this
all forms of organized labor, and
utterly oppretty problem for the posed to all labor
unions.
Of
course it would
.> Financial School to work
not do for me to make this talk
for
outside,
moerats of New Hampshire,
1 am a candidate.”
Write me your answer
-ruinated Henry O. Kent for to this.
W. A. Newcomb.
ised to endorse Cleveland,
“Now I brand that miserable attempt as a
ooings of the Chicago con deliberate and base and
contemptible lie.
d 1 democrats under Judge
of applause.) It is a dastardly
mi withdrew and Sept.
3d (Thunders
ket with G. A. Ramsdell act, and I want to say to the ones who are
Felicitations over the circulating such miserable circulars as the
*"iy in Vermont are com- one referred to that the corn is ripe and
to Major McKinley in
large they had better take down their scarecrows.
major is naturally pleased This will be found to be the fact, next Mon; ee with results in Vermont
day. (Cheers and continued applause.)
x pressed
himself.
He is
‘‘Is it not bad policy, bad government, to
-id to another victory next
be continually running in debt in a time of
M fine votes.The First
Hampshire Democratic absolute peace ? I submit this to every fair•invention nominated John •minded man in this hall or .11 this sectiou.
<
onway, by acclamation, We should legislate so that our own mill
■'••re adopted
endorsing the men, our farmers, our own industries, shall
u
platform.Returns have the preference in the markets.”
ived from every town and
Mr. Powers touched
upon the free raw
nit, mostly direct from town
J\es the Republican candi- material theory of the Democracy aud the
: nor a plurality of
38,401, statement made by Candidate Bryan that
over all of 37,045.
The lie was for free wool.
ke a gain of 10s per cent,
“Lnder the present wool act you farmers
that of 1803.
The gain have been
obliged to seli your wool alonglean vote is 3s. 7 per cent,
side of the coolie and convict-raised wool
in the Democratic is 33 1-3
the second New Damp- i of South America.”
The speaker dwelt exhaustively upon the
-i»nal district Republican
!!•>!). Frank
G. Clarke of tariff aud he echoed the words of McKinley,
is nominated
by acclamation. who said it is not the opening of our mints
Kelly, a liryau and Sew all for the free coinage of silver that is de.uiana, has bolted the Chiit is the opening of our mills for the
md resigned as elector.A sired,
s
of the United Presses employment of labor.
Mr. Powers tribute to the t'niou soldier
\an to say
something about
n
1
Senatui Palmer.
He! brought out thunders of applause and
i-ntally that Solomon had j cheers. In fact, the speaker was interrupt>iiuation in the ITtli verse \ ed many times
by the applause of his hear•■ei
of Proverbs:
“Surely ! ers and it was easy to he seen that the
is exposed in the
sight of crowd was swayed towards him. A scene
• 1 airman \\
D. Bynum of
•
■ordering on the sensational was presented
ommittee of the sound
• tie
party has announced when.Mr. Powers eulogized the past of the
The audience cheered
piartcrs would be located Republican party.
'ii a branch in New York.
Powers, McKinley and Chairman Manley.
by the active men in the
it the main light is to be
Questions from a Democrat.

Wha! he Said In Belfast and What he Said In
Washington.

Candidates.
°f Bov> Fl0Hcr an<1
Senator

Caffwy

Liberty.
Monday morning Mr. Powers drove into

beginning of the campaign. lie spoke MonEditorials. .Kesolu
day evening at Burnham to an audience that
•. n lit.- and
Boats Northport
cm .An Important 1’oint of ! crowded the
largest hall in town. A. W.
ine. .Tiansiers in lieal EsFletcher called the meeting to order and
PAGE 5.
named N. E. Murray as chairman. In in>t
E. \V Gowen in Brooks
troducing Mr. Powers Mr. Murray said,
t.
.Another Freshet.
CAGE 0.
“Next Monday we are going to call Vermont
Note*. .The Visit of Li Hung"Itiiion and Anarchy. .••The and go herd,000 better." Mr. Powers thanked
..1 One tui the lBtti Maine. Ins audience for the ovation
given him, and
1 nfuliillcd i.puein
A Few
Silver..The Non-Partisan W\ said he did not believe in going about the
'■a ksport. The Sixteen-to-()ne
State and making misstatements or in ridiPresident W hitman's New
culing his opponents. He spoke of Mr.
Deep W ater Vessels.
page 7.
Frank as a personal friend, and had nothing
t.-The “Plain People” HumM->nths’ W arning. .Bateman on to say against Mr. Bateman or Mr. Clifford.
vpocm).
He discussed the silver question at some
PAGE S.
y
funty Correspondence..Ship
length ami called attention to the revolu;'.iths Marriages. Deaths..The
tionary character of the Chicago platform.
The Churches.
He then read a despatch, just
received, as

Geo. Fred Williams in 1896 and in 1892

“^iomln»t«

date for Governor, addressed the citizens of
Liberty and vicinity in Hall St. George.
People came from miles around and the hall
was crowded. Mr. Powers touched
upon local
matters, such as the lime industry, with
which this section is closely identified, and
his address was well received. It was one
of the best political meetings ever held in

MAINE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1890.

Levi C. Seavey of Greendale, Mass., arrived Tuesday morning to join his family,
who are visiting relatives in Belfast.

plume

is

seen

always up in front and

never

the rear.”
It may as well he said at the outset that
Mr. Williams was a decided disappointment.
Mayor Hanson has been called “the George
Fred Williams of Maine,” but we think this
does injustice to the Mayor. He
at

certaiuly

talk louder, and while lie may, and no
doubt does, say things that are not so, we
have not heard of his garbling quotations
from authorities on tinanee. In consisteucy
we thiuk the Mayor also has
the advanHe has been a silver man all
tage.
through. Mr. Williams was seut to the
can

Chicago

convention

as a

sound-money Dem-

and deserted his associates and misrepresented Ins constituents by flopping to
Populism and free silver. Those who know
Mr. Williams best—the Boston Herald for
ocrat

j

example —say that lus most prominent
characteristics are vanity and egotism, and
that they predominate to an extent that impairs

judgment.

Upon these points it is
not necessary to continue the comparison.
But to return to Mr. Williams. The sight
of this rather dudish looking young man
pouring out sympathy for the masses, and
for the suffering farmers, was the reverse of
bis

impressive. His appearance, no less than
his language, showed that he could know
nothing whatever of the people whose cause
he so volubly championed.
He was pretty
nearly right in according the beginning of
hard times to the spring of 181KJ. They really
began with the election of Cleveland in November, 18*J2. He said the tariff w as not an
issue and could not be made an issue, and
that the putting of a few articles on the free
list and leaving the duties on others could
not affect bus mess. The people know better.
They know that this Wilson bill
has closed factories all over the country,
and thrown thousands upon thousands of
people out of employment, and thereby restricted the farmer’s best market, the home
market. When people are not earning they
cannot buy.
But Mr. Williams, w ho sneers
at Reed, McKinley, Lodge and other prominent Republicans, declares that the tariff is
a mere tax bill.
Finally lie got fully launched upon the money question and spoke at
great length, making unsupported assertions
where Republican speakers have given official figures and wearying without convincing his audience. One of Ins hearers said
“If I had gone to that meeting a free silverite I should have come away a convert to
sound money.”
There wras plenty of applause during the
evening, but it all proceeded from the rear
end of the hall, mainly on the right-hand
side, and from the rear of the gallery. From
the body of the house there wrere no noticeable demonstrations. This was a new feature for a political meeting and has caused
much comment.
Iii 1892 Gen.Fred Willliams was serving his
term in Congress and led the Democratic opposition to free coinage in the House of
Representatives, and as a member of the
committee on coinage submitted a report
which represented the views of the minority
of that committee of which he was one.
The majority had offered a report in favor of
the free coinage of si Ives at 10 to 1, and
Mr. Williams replied to it in a carefully
prepared report for the minority. It was a
one

long and very vigorous protest against the
policy he is supporting to-day. He smote
the free coinage wing of his party hip and
thigh. Some extracts from that report will
prove
interesting and instructive now.
Speaking of the danger of free coinage he
said:
The. peril is not great of an avowed depreciation by our government of the value
of its own promises, we shall never openly
repudiate our debts, or corrupt the medium
of payment; the danger lies in legislation

as this bill proposes which shall make
the government unable to maintain its
promises and tokens on the basis upon
which they have been accepted. That basis
is the dollar which is changeable nowhere,
exchangeable everywhere, which does not
give up 30 cents at our oorder, nor yield
anything to tire or water—the dollar of gold.
Substantially all obligations now existing in
this country are expressly payable in gold,
or have been
incurred since this nation
resumed specie payments and has continued
on a gold basis.
The gold dollar is, therefore, not only the best, but the only honest
dollar in which obligations can now be discharged. But, under plausible theory or
confident prophecy, the citizens of this
country may be misled into repudiation,
which they "would not consciously approve.
To make this bill understood as a measure
of repudiation is to secure its defeat.
Here, it will be seen, Mr. Williams asserts,

such

NUMBER 37.

and supports his assertion by
argument,
that free coinage means repudiation—and
because it meant repudiation, was
enough,
in his opinion, to secure its defeat.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Mrs. H. D. Crie lias returned to Searsmont
from Criekaven.

Chas. P. Harrison is visiting relatives in
N. S.

Halifax,

Speaking of the effect of free coinage, he
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Staples are visiting
pointed out that it was the laboring man friends in Rockland.
and the people of small means who would
Mrs. Ella Cummings of Augusta is visitsuffer most from it. The rich he
thought ing friends in Belfast.
could
protect themselves.

guage :
Men

Here is his lan-

“creditor class.” For every creditor there
must be a debtor, and for every debtor a
creditor.
If the industrial classes of this
country are not bankrupt, but, on the contary, have accumulated something from
their work, it is safe to say that their accumulations have in large part been so invested
that they stand as creditors within the
meaning of those who assail the creditor
class. In savings banks alone, in small
accounts, sixteen hundred millions are said
to be deposited—more money than there is
in active circulation in this country.
Every
workingman who is a depositor is a creditor
of the bank. The volume of
deposits in the
national banks and other banking institutions is likewise enormous, and every depositor is a creditor of the bank, and the
bank belongs to the debtor class.
Of the deposits in savings banks in this
country a thousand millions of dollars are
said to be invested in mortgages. The mortgage creditors of the country are, therefore,
to this extent the small depositors in savings
who have trusted their scanty earnings to
be invested by these institutions of savings.
To depreciate by :30 or 40 per cent, the
value of these securities would be to rob
millions of our industrious citizens of their
hard-earned savings.
Depreciate the standard of the dollar,
and every pensioner of the country, every
holder of a policy of insurance, every widow
and orphan enjoying the proceeds of trust
funds will by so much suffer from this fraudulent reduction of standard of the country.
The revenues of the government will be
depreciated in like manner, and every dollar received in duties and other taxes will
represent about two-thirds of the amount
now fixed by law.
lie eitect or tms repudiation upon future
attempts to borrow’ money will be disastrous
to the borrower. Money is loaned at rates
which accord with the risk, and repudiation
will raise the rates of interest and a fluctuating standard of value will burden the borrower until we have returned again to a
stable and honest standard of payment.
Credit secures money, and credit is fixed
by a willingness and ability to pay. Nor are
the poor to gain any benefit from the degradation of our coin. The debtors of the country are they who have had credit upon
which to secure advances. As a rule, the
poor are not in debt, and those who borrow
have means of payment. The rich borrow
the most, the poor the least. Repudiation
will benefit the rich and the money dealers
more than any other class.
They can protect themselves.
To-day he scouts the idea that the laboring men and wage earners will suffer. He
has reversed his whole theory, and now is
contending that it is the bankers and gold
bugs of Wall and Lombard streets who will
be hit, while the wage earners will reap an

K. Lewis and A. H. York moved to
Waterville last Saturday.
Frank J. Starrett was in Portland
last week on business.

Horatio Mears and family will

few

Rev. J. M. Leighton left
Saturday for
weeks’ visit in Boston.

|

Miss Augusta Leonard of
Belmont, Mass.,
visiting at Fred N. Saverv’s.

A. J. Harriman left by train
yesterday to
visit his sons in "Waterville and Bath.

Geo. A. Quimby and family are spending
the week at The Pines, Quantabacook.
Pearl Hutchins of Penobscot visited his
brothers and sister in Belfast last week.

Charles Wright left last
Thursday for Middletown, Ct., where he has employment.

Boyd Bartlett and wife of Chelsea, Mass.,
at the Revere House Monday.
F. L. Libby and wife of Burnham were in
town Tuesday on their way to Camden.

were

Miss Ina Pottle of Bangor arrived last
week for a visit to Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Brick.
Mrs. J. A. Merrill of
Newburyport, Mass.,
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Cottrell.

Miss Lulu Putnam was at home from
Castine to spend Sunday with her parents.
Mrs. Charles Crockett of Brooksville is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Fred S. Hutchins.

Prof. J. H. Gerald of Dartmouth
College
guest last week of Rev. Geo. S. Mills.
Miss Kate P. Bickford arrived home
Sept.
2d from New York and will spend the month
here.
was a

Joseph Williamson, Jr., Esq., of Augusta
in town Tuesday
attending Probate

was

Court.

Wales L. Miller went to Lewiston last
to visit his daughter, Mrs. Underwood.

Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Cole of Boston were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Burgess the
past week.

Dr. and Mrs. G. F. Eames of Boston returned home by steamer Penobscot
Friday

Mrs. Julia A. Bryant of Lowell left yesterday for home after a visit to Mrs. Sarah M

night.

Mansfield.

Mr. Chester W. Cottrell of
Derby, Conn.,
is visiting bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Cottrell.

George E. Bean of Philadelphia left for
home Monday after a visit to relatives in
East Belfast.

Capt. and Mrs. A. L. White of New York
arrived by Saturday night’s train for a week's
visit in Belfast.
Mrs. Annie L. McKee

Burgess left by
Waltham, Mass.

n

and Miss Flora A.

steamer

Friday night for

Hon. W. C. Marshall went to Androscoggin county yesterday to attend meetings of
the State Assessors.
Charles M. Cross and family moved yesterto Bangor, where he has employment
in Morse & Co.'s mill.

day

Mrs. W. H. Bittenbender and children left
for Boston Friday, after spending a few
weeks in Belfast.
Mrs. C. M. Ellis and

Ct., who spent the
home Friday.

son

Mrs. Sarah Coffin of Minneapolis. Minn.,
left for home Monday after a visit to Mr.
and Mrs. N. C. Putnam.

Frank of Putnam,
here, left for

Mrs. John G. Damon

summer

Miss Gertrude Ferguson will leave
day for Bowdoinliam, when she .s
assistant in the High school.

Russell Brier left by steamer City of
Bangor last Thursday fur a visit to relatives
in Boston and vicinity.

a

Miss Maud (bimmau.s loft b. steamer City
visit

a

11.

;n

Belfast and Swunville.

I’. Farrow

Esip,

of Belu

uit.

he

Mrs.
elit

to

me

by

an

insane man,

or a

Populist-Democrat

Dobson of Waterville were
week. They are making
tour of this section on their wheels.

party proposes to accept the gold standard,
so by the force of circumstances, and
stand by it as the single standard until by
agreement between civilized nations the silver may be put much more in demand for
coin and the ratio between that and gold so
arranged as to make it equally with gold a
measure o" value. When that is accomplished we will have a double standard and not
before. When silver was above par it was
the single standard, but the free silver party
proposes by enactment of law to declare
that which is not a standard of value by
natural law to be such notw ithstanding, and
the.\ would have no better success if they
should gain control than the king did who
placed his feet at low tide upon the seashore,
and said to the sea, thus far shalt thou go
and no farther.
When the sea came up over
him ami would have engulfed him he had
sense enough to retire and
save
himself
from certain death.
N. B. Milliken.

the first of the

Hon. Clinton B. Davis of Hartford, Ct.,
chairman of the Democratic State committee,
is a pronounced sound money man and will
make his influence felt on the right side in
the present contest.

Eftie Clifford arrived home Saturday
two weeks’ visit in Bangor, accompanied by Mr. Charles Field of Bangor and
Miss Sadie Seale of Brunswick, who are
guests of her parents this week.
Miss

September
nal, Philadelphia,

made

A

Monroe

Man

on

the

Stump.

enthusiastic Republican rally was held
at West Falmouth last Saturday evening.
The first speaker introduced was Mr. Arthur Ritchie of Monroe, Waldo county. Mr.
Ritchie states that, although Waldo county
claims to be the headquarters for silverism,
it is firmly believed that the county will go
Republican by un encouraging majority. Mr.
Ritchie then spoke very ably for a half hour
upon the financial question, dwelling somewhat at length upon and exemplifying the
correctness of “Gresham’s Law,” under
which the dearer of two metals in use as
coin will leave a country while the cheaper
will remain, thus illustrating the doctrine of
the “survival of the fittest.”
An

a

The

number of
contains

the Farm Jourportrait ami

a

sketch of Prof. Charles D. Woods, who asduties of Professor of Agriculture in the Maine State College and Director
of the Maine Experiment Station, July 1st.

sumed the

j

Mrs. V. A. Mitchell and her daughter, Miss
Hattie A. Clark, and John Smalley went on
the excursion to Quebec and Montreal over
the Bangor & Aroostook and Canadian Pacific railroads, which left Old Town last
Thursday afternoon. Col. W. A. Kimball
personally conducted the trip.
Mrs. S. D. Sprague, Mr. Frank Adams and
Mr. Fred Sprague and Mr. Jacob
Fairfield of Islesboro, Misses Alzada and
Flora Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boggs of
Lynn, Mass., and Mr. Stephen Patch of Littery returned to their homes the first of the

family,

week from
Ground.

a

visit

to

Maple Grove Camp

N. B. Milliken, Esq., of the Pension Bureau, Interior Department, Washington, D.
C., is spending a few weeks in this vicinity.
Mr. Milliken is well-known to the readers of
the Herald through his able articles on the
Financial Question, etc., and is a brother of
Hon. Seth L. Milliken.
[Camden Herald.
Mr. Milliken
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the < >akc." -•otTage, h
home Tuesday.
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P-,ia"

rue-1

B. Pooh- of B -st
guest of Mrs. < i-o. W. Be’.." a
the summer, returned home by st- a.u
Mrs. Alice

been

of

is

a
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Bangor Tuesday night.

fourteen representing
female iiu- m-t
with
Mrs. A
M
Fern aid in
<rs
Tuesday. The eldest member is sr>
ohl and the youngest i years. Th*- generations were represented by the following
members: 1st, Mrs. Lois Gilkey, Be: ist .Id,
Mrs. Helen A. Taylor, this B-»-: n
;-l.
Mrs. Alinciiia M. Feruald am: Mrs
I an
L. M< Mahan, Belfast
P h. Mrs
la A
an L.
Seavey, Worcester, and M-'S— L
Feruald and Bess..- M. M. \lai.ail. B-.fast:
1 .1th, Misses Re La 1 and L:i
>.
L S-a
-l
in town
Worcester.
a

W. E.

from

is

Oal— ami Miss Farr

at

a

would be absurd enough to ask why
they did not use iron instead of lead to
weigh the gold and thus have a larger
amount of iron used for weighing purposes,
but I cannot believe that he would think
that by using smaller pieces of iron and
more in number to weigh the gold with, it
would make the gold heavier or lighter.
The standard of value asserts itself just
as naturally as the weight of the gold does
and cannot be changed by law only in name.
The difference between the two parties on
the money question is that the Republican

I

-ml

Sea! Marn.-r.

a:

eoine as soon

MUSS.,

Packard of Brockton, Mass., spent
Sunday with his family, who are visiting his
wife’s parents, (. apt. Ansel Wadsworth and

who

!!.»..

••

business.

Mrs.

A. A.

1

be

will

hotel

guarantee or by some wife.
Prof. A A. Drury was in Belfast the past
equivalent. Or we may take a piece of iron
and put into one scale which will weigh a \vt ok from Brockton, and returned
Tuesday,
pound of any material not too bulky m the accompanied b\ his mother-in-law, Mrs.
other scale, and that piece of iron is a standPr.shaw.
ard measure of a pound, but a much smaller
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Pattersball are taking
piece of lead may be used in one scale to ; a carriage drive through the country, visitbalance the same :• -end in the other scale
ing friends in \ assalboro, Augusta ai.d
and when you have them both they may be
vicinity.
standard
of
a
double
called
weight. Lead,
Congressman Milliken's appointments for
however, might be more convenient with
tin: remainder of this week are as follows:
which to weigh very heavy material like
Monmouth, Sept. 10; Belgrade Depot, Sepi.
gold as it would take up less space in weigh11 ; Augusta, Sept. 12.
ing large quantities of gold as they often do
in New York or Boston banks. There might
Geo. A. Dobson of Waterloo, N. J., and
ference

Ch-n.ent

Amos

arrived home In

has

M. Paul went to Bangor last
Saturday for a week's visit to her daughter,
after which she will go to Boston for a visit.

you would say the dry measure is
standard and you must make up the dif-

1.

Tuesday.

returned

Mrs. Anno

measure

!!,
s.r

day.

t<-

j

Saturday from North Haven, where
heeu surveying highways and lots.

wine

«*t

Newton. Mass.

Mrs. Voting of New V rk, w:
Samuel Nickerson and wbe ■>( Phi itdel- ! ■••isiting friends in Belfast, left ?
summer
ohia returned las Thursday from x visit To | Point, wi!'*.!•<* she has

relatives

it

Mrs. Lucy Roland, son and ■! tug1:'
Providence, R. I., who have he.-n
s-ting
Mrs. C. F. Ma

relatives in East Belfas*
l"r

t„.

Miss Sarah J. Da'vi*
f Pn rid*
left for home yesterday, after a
friends in Belfast and \V il-lobem.

Master Henry Weeks of Boston returned
by Friday night'- steamer frmn a visit to

night

ttur-

Miss Elizabeth B. Jon--s r-lurn- It.
water, Mass., Norma'. sele-ol
spending her vacation at. home

Miss Frances Crawford and niece Cora returned home last Thursday from visits in
Augusta and Warren.

m

S

Mr. anti Mrs. Robert Clark and Miss 1
Grinnell of I’nion are visiting Mrv
sister, Mrs. Tliomas R. l.--gan.

E. L. Wilson and wife of Howard, R. I.,
left for home Friday, from a visit to relatives
in Belfast and vicinity.

Bangor .Saturday

two at

the State Fair in Lewiston.

Mrs.

friends

three

awarded

was

premiums and Miss Maud Gammans

Mrs. Warren Hanseom of Thomaston arrived last Friday morning for a visit to her
father, D. E. Bird.

of

to

Clinton G. Ferguson was in Belfast the
first of the week, from Mt. Desert.

a

Mr. and Mrs. A. PL Moore are
visiting Mr.
M.’s mother, Mrs. A. K. P. Moore.
IVIr. and Mrs. Percy R. Follett went to
Rockland last Friday for a week's visit.
1

move

York was a guest of
Mrs. Edward Sibley.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin \V. Keating
spent
Sunday with friends in Castine.

two

is

guest

a

Mr. and

Miss Sarah Blodgett of
Bucksport visited
friends in Belfast last week.

To the Editor of The Journal: The
standard of value, whether single, double or
thrible, is made by the force of circumstances
and not by legal enactment. The most that
legislation can do or has done is to adopt or
acknowledge the measure of value that the
natural laws of supply and demand have established.
The measure or standard of
value may be explained by the following
illustration. You have a measure made of
tin which will hold just a quart of milk or
other liquid, and if there were no other kinds
of material used to make quart measures the
tin quart would he the standard, but if I
should have a measure made u wood that
would hold the same quantity of grain then
it would be equally a standard quart measure and the two together might he called
the double standard of measure, though the
tin quart w ould be more suitable to measure
liquids in than the wooden one, and vice
versa.
But in fact the wine measure which
is usually made of tin is not so large as the
dry measure which is made of wood, and if

the

a

Miss Caro Billings of Rockland is
Capt. E. L. French’s.

Sharon, Mass., to-day.
Dr. Beckley of New

days

The Standard of Value.

out gram to yon in

at

A.

advantage.

measure

Mrs. F. G. Ryan went to Camden Mon<’
for a visit to friends.

Fred L. Young of Lynn, Mass., visited
Henry Haugk last week.

speak lightly and thoughtlessly of the

1 should

Frank Hanseoin of Thomaston is visiting
friends in Belfast.

Belfast Monday on
his way to Montville for a few days’ visit.
was

in

Miss Gertrude Harmon, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Harmon of Old Town, lias
accepted a position at Stevens school, New'
Gloucester, as teacher in English literature.
This is a compliment to Miss Harmon, as
she is a graduate of this school, which is
said to have an able corps of teachers. Miss
Harmon left for her position last Monday.

A

live

family party

of

generations in

the

j

Wedding Kells.
Patterson IbmiNsoN. Mr. Wibrn
Patterson and Miss Anno- M Robins,

K

married

last evening at the homo
n,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bmp m
Robinson, No. ti Waldo Avenue. The hr i<

bride’s
was

dressed

in

a

grey suit trimmed with

Dresden silk and lace. Tim ceremony was
performed by Rev. Geo. S Mills inti presof the two immediate ft:..:<:«s
Tim
: a ,arg"
were the recipientnumber of handsome and v id add- presents,
including pictures, linen, rocker; silver
and glass ware, jewelry, etc. They wh, hegin housekeeping at once in their ev\ I. use
on Union street,
i'he best, v s1.,- a
,..gr
circle ol friends go with tiu-m as *b y -t.tr:
on life's journey together.

ence

happy couple

.•

Fhkkman A

place

took

A
Tliursitav

hx* id.

last

ii ng
tie*

j-r*:
.-vet,

home of Mr. ami Mrs
when their daughter. Mis-. H
Freeman, bee.une the \\ i'e ..f \\

n,
•

■

:I-

tm

b.uu

Arnold <•!

Ti e
Scarsm.ml.
n>
1
*:
.r
lb v. F. M
o clock,
seven
the brida
pa:!
-i- .11 u
beneath a beautiful arch a wl
ferns in the parlor.
i';cs
About t
and friends witnessed the
c• a.• *:
'L
bride was very atfracti\el\ in ;red
silk with lace and nhh.ui 4 0 m: :•«
.od
was attended b\ her sister. M
N
id. a';,
Freeman, maid of honor, dress.
!;
gown of white muslin and r:b!
1 v-s
carried bouquets of white asters
M
of the tirm of Carl X Jones, 1’.. fa>:
at- 1
was

performed by

••

.■

..

••

••

as

best

man.

The bridal party

nr.

v.

..

parlor to the strains of Lohengrin art.s' .1!
ly played by Mrs. A. K. Williams o| |’r..vidence, It. I. Hearty congratulations and
good wishes were showered upon the young
couple at the close of the ceremony, and
then a nice lunch was served .11 the diningroom, which had been

occasion.

flower-decked for the
1
arriage

Shortly afterwards.

conveyed Mr.

and Mrs. Arnold t-desti-

and obi
unknown, followed by ri
They will make their home m BelThe gifts to the bride were many and

nation

shoes.

fast.
showed the love and esteem in which she is
held. Mrs. Arnold was a member of the
Class of ‘HI, C. 11 S., and is an attractive
and capable young lady with a great many
friends. Mr. Arnold is a son of Jarvis B.
Arnold of Searsmont, a young man f push
and enterprise. He is a commissi' 11 merchant and a buyer of wool for mi s. The

Herald extends congratulations.
Herald.

[Camden

The Two Tornadoes.

could not be selected. Visitors live in tents,
and during the last meeting of the Assem-

I

bly

at

least live hundred

BY WOLCOTT CALKINS.

people camped

A careful inspection of the desolations
left in the track of the recent cyclone in
St. Louis has convinced me that it was the
precursor,in nature of a more serious disaster in the public affairs of this nation.
Another tornado has come, and the extent
and severity of neither of them can be
You must stand in
realized at the East.
Lafayette Square and eouut the church
buildings ou all sides of it iu ruins, the
iron fence prostrated on one side, the
residences unroofed and the trees uprootYou
ed or stripped of their branches.
must see the complete sweep made of all
the buildings in vast sections of East St.
You must hear witnesses tell of
Louis.
the sudden and aw ful darkening and rushing wind and of the killing of men before
their eyes.
Anu you must be in the West, also, to
get any impression of the new tornado
Rethat is sweeping over these States.
semblances crowd upon me as I attempt
Its suddenness.
Two
the comparison.
weeks before the Chicago convention your
conservative papers were insisting that if
it could be postponed honest money would
win.
Exactly two weeks before the convention a Methodist minister in St. Louis
was one of two orators at a college ComThe other was William J.
mencement.
Bryan. The conversation between them

upon the spacious grounds. The platform
of the Assembly has been graced by such

prominent
William

men

as

Washington Gladden,

G.

Sumner, General John 13.
Gordon, Major William McKinley, Bishop
John P. Newman, Talmage, Joseph Cook
and many others equally well known.
It is said that there are fully forty miles
of roads

as

smooth

which

one

outing

from the

can

as

boulevards

ride when starting

an

city.

Nature has bestowed lier

generously

over
on

gifts

most |

where is situated the Univer-

The
Wisconsin.
sity of
University
grounds are about a mile west from the
capitol, reached by electric lines, by
drives through one of the handsomest
..FOR
portions of the city, or by walks of the
pleasantest character. The buildings are
Sound Money,
located on the hills which ascend gently
from the city, and when the heights are
National Honor,
reached the magnificent buildings stan$
Horne Prosperity.
grandly overlooking the city and surrounding country.
The University grounds comprise two
The City of Madison, Wisconsin.
was reported to me yesterday.
hundred and forty acres, including Camp
“Mr. Bryan, have you any hope of a
[Special correspondence of The Journal.] Randall and the University Experimental majority for free silver'.*”
“A week ago 1 had not the slightest. It
M'AsniMiTox, L>. (
Aug. 31, 1806. farm, at the east of the city of Madison.
We shall
to look more favorable.
Situated ou an isthmus between the beau- At the foot of the
University hills, and begins
make a desperate fight and may win by a
tiful lakes of Mendota and Monona, which from its spires and domes and windows
bare majority.”
foin. a part of the “Four Lake” region of charming views are obtained of Mendota
Like the atmospheric currents the causes
of
this political tornado have long been
TV hi <'nsir. the natural beauty of Madison, and Monona Lakes and of \ aliara river.
but they have been invisible
the capital of the Slate, is beyond descripAt the north, Mendota, the largest and gathering,
and mysterious. The storm has burst in
tion.
The spot has been visited by many most beautiful of the
lakes, bathes the all its fury with little warning. High aud
touiisis in sealcb
f natural loveliness, shores of the
University grounds, while low are laid in the dust together by both
There was a power house iu
tornadoes.
•_ such web known men as Horace
across its broad expause oue sees rugged
Three men were
the track of the storm.
(>u :<\. Ikivard Taylor and Sir Edward shores or shores
gently inclining into the killed by the instant fall of its two lofty
and the testimony of each is that waters of the inland sea and notes the
A
chimneys. One is rebuilt and smoking;
*‘n
atuti.l beauty ol situation Madison
gleaming crests of the State Asylum they are laying the last bricks on the sumAud hard by
mit of the other as I write.
is fa:
] eiioj to any other western city.” building. Governor's Island, Maple Bluff
the poor in scattered
are tenements of
’I in
is an ideal one for summer and and
picturesque Picnic Point.
rubbish; they will be the last to be rea v
j. toe: ists, and tb.e remembrance of
As you go larther west and reach the placed.
Aud the silver whirlwind lias
the i
I’acing atmospheie, the noble point where is situated the Washburn Ob- struck the President of the United States,
the Supreme Court, the national credit,
iills
lakes of raiost beauty, must reand look toward the
the
...

al campaign in our history, not excepting
The Maine C. E. Convention.
that of 1800. A more complex problem is
to be solved, and the ignorance of the peoSkowhegas, Sept. 1. The opening
ple about its very axioms is almost iu- meetings of the Christian Eudeavorers tocredible. A committee has already been
day were the sunrise prayer meetings at
appointed iu one town in Arkansas to sethe First Baptist and Bethany churches,
cure a fair division of the “free silver”
which is soon to he distributed by the led by L. I. Walton and Miss Helen Beede
Government! To enlighten the deluded of Auburn.
A conference of secretaries
minds and to straighten the twisted con- was
held.
Miss E. W. Milliken, State
sciences of discouraged millions will resecretary, presided. Committees on nomquire an uupartisan and thorough cam- inations, resolutions, telegrams and greetpaign of instruction. Why not put such ings were selected. A praise service was
men into the field as Archbishop Ireland
! held at Si.30 at the Methodist church, led
and Cyrus Northrup? The sober second
| by i. X’. Smith. Addresses of welcome
must
be
of
set
the
thought
upon i were made for the local societies
people
by Rev.
and
as
our
for
its
sake
own
honesty
only I W. H. Kimball, for the churches by Rev.
escape from the tornado.
[The Congre- I)r. H. C. Hanson, for the citizens by L. 1.
gationalist.
Walton.
Mrs. W. E. Youland of Biddeford responded for the visitors.
The convention sermon was delivered
before a large audience by Rev. Dr. Nathan Butler, president of Colby University, on the subject of Christian growth.
Mrs. Cora B. Bickford, State president,
presided at the meeting. Open air pxaise
services were held at noon in two public
places in town, led by Rev. A. T. Kingold of Gardiner and Rev. C. L. Talker of

Ashland.
and

.,

Thomas

A.

Johns.

A Common

<

•>

Affliction
Permanently Cured by Taking

AYER'S t§
A CAB-DRIVER’S STORY.

‘T was afflicted for eight years with Sait
Rheum. During that time. I tried a great
servatory,
west,
the banks aud all the great enterprises of
medicines which were highlv recmany
Those
long
It is worse than the wind
the country.
I land gently recedes and the Agricultural
ommended, hut none gave me relict'. I
was at last advised to try Ayer's Sarsapcisoi.s ii.dding in tiie eastern States of i farm lies below you, and as far as eye I storm, which left out of its track the
parilla, by a friend who told me that I
of St. Louis.
loftiest
■: » 7
w he contemplate a visit to the ! can
Strong
must purchase six bottles, and use them
reach, the soil is rich, the scenery i men havebuildings
trembled while they were tellaccording to directions, l yielded to his
iio::in\tst slniuid most- eeitainly include
persuasion, bought the six' bottles, and
j picturesque and suggests the peaceful- ing me tl.at they looked out upon its fury j
took
b
the contents of three of these botin
i111:i iaiy this most delightful j ness which the
fields, the woods and the from their offices iu Hie fifteenth story,
tles without noticing any direct benefit.
! *. Las lu en said:
and knew not what minute the colossal
'One might streams can alone
Before I had finished the Pairill bottle,
bring to the tired mind j structure
would be prostrated. Our greatmy hands were as
:
ii ; ;-\ [gate tl.e elobe in search of natand the weary soul.
est political and financial interests lie ex<
\
'it;.
a*
and then not lind a lovelier
At the southwest are many handsome actly iu the track of the new tornado.
n
i..>: ;;; els the c\ c at Madison.”
residences <.u the adjoining hills, some of But the farmers and the working men
as ever they were.
My business, which
will be the worst sufferers and the last to
is that of a cab-driver, requires me to
M.u s- li s within easy reach of tliepeo- the
prettiest in the city, located on Uni- recover.
be out in cold ami wet weather, often
last. hut a liith- m< mm- than two
:.t
without gloves, and the trouble has
versity Heights and Wingra Park, one of
nave just come irom me motley crown
never returned/'—Tin-mas A. Johns,
d\ s 1 -•« :i._ la yuired lbr the journey-from the
of Populists at their headquarters.
most beautiful suburbs of the city.
They
Stratford, Ont.
and which can be:
"Washington. 1>.
At the south 5* Camp Randall and the ! are vociferating in little groups, and you
can easily gain access to the center and
i-h.i;
To Cincinnati, the
asy stages.
pretty city is again shown, and in the dis- ask them
What are their
omy
questions.
(v*i'1 * a City." i] (> popular Chesapeake tance the lakes are again seen in their setgrievances?
World’s Fair.
Admitted_at_the
m.u < hi.i -hotdd be
as
road
this
“The
of
the
East!
of
emerald landscape.
selected,
ting
They’ve
gold-bugs
extend-, through tiie must delightful porThey are ruining
The buildings of the University which got us by the throat.
l*ills Cleanse the JJoivels*
Ayer’s
us.
They are lording it over our great
tion uf the mountainous country of the are used for educational
purposes are States of the West.
Do you suppose we
Mates
and
West Virginia, af- thirteen in number.
Virginia
The three oldest, are going to be trodden down by syndiu.idiv_ iie traveller visions of the match- 1
Diversity Ilall, North Hall and Agricul- cates in New York and Boston?” Of
course not, but you want to know what
less scenery through the New River can* tural
Hall, stand on or near the eastern
they have done that they should be hated
yoils and- along the banks of the Kanawha summit of
Ilill.
University
Agricultural so fiercely.
and Oak. streams, famous the world over Hall is
“Done! Why they’ve got mortgages on
occupied by the offices, lecture
for their picturesque scenery.
all our farms and railroads and public
The ever- rooms and laboratories of the
College of
changing panorama in crossing the Alle- Agriculture: North Hall is used by the buildings and sclioolhouses and meeting
houses. We can’t
God; nor teach
ghany Mountains, where nature has sur- departments of German and Scandinavian our children to worship
spell, nor harvest our
passed herself, is one of the most pleas- languages and the school of Pharmacy; corn, nor eat our miserable pittance withing feature s of the trip.
while University Hall contains the lecture out having their greedy eyes upon us.
Do you suppose we’re going to stand
Fru «i ( iucinnati to Chicago there is not
rooms for most of the
remaining depart- that?”
much tu attract erne, and this trip can be I ments of
Y'ou take a look at their excited faces
language and literature. Across
taken at night over the line of the famous the east front of
the campus at the foot of and clenched lists and don’t think they
are going to stand it, but express some
bin l 'in
whit h provides every comfort I
Diversity Ilill is a row of splendid build- wonder
what they are going to do about
io; ;iie convenier.ee of the traveller.
The ings erected
by the State of Wisconsin. it.
Inn- is virtually a pait or an extension of At the
south is Ladies’ Hall built in 1870,
“We’re going to pay them off in silver
the < ht sapeake and < >hio system.
When we borrowed the money a
and used as a dormitory for young women. dollars.
bushel of wheat would pay a dollar of the
>eveial lines connect Chicago and MadNext stands the library and Library Hall.
debt.
They shall never get two bushels
iSl,m hr.t for elegant appointments and Still
farther north is Science Hall, the for one.
We’ll bo fair, but we’re bound
mi peril
service no other can compare
largest and most costly of the University to be free. Now’s our chance.”
witli the Chicago and Northwestern. The
Y'ou keep pressing your questions. Their
Jt contains lecture rooms,
buildings.
journey over this line should by all means laboratories and museums of most of the borrowed money—has it not stocked their
farms and broken more acres, so that they
he made in the day time, and the route
scientific departments of the University raise twice as much wheat as before? Does
via
Milwaukee selected, instead of via and of those of the
College of Engineering. not one bushel pay for a day’s work and
.lanesville.
Nut more than live or six
Next to Lake Mendota is the chemical buy as much clothing and coffee and agricultural machinery as ever? After all, are
hours is icquired fur this trip and the ride
laboratory and behind this is the machine not they better off than when they preM
shores
of
Lake Michigan, taking shop.
;ll,'iig
Near this building is the central empted tiie homestead without a dollar to
!
-a s
h cities as Evanston, Waukegan.
heating plant. Half way up the slope of ! begin woik with? You get wild and eonRacine, and Waukeshaw is most pleasant' University Hill, on the south side, is the I dieting replies until you come to your last
THE BOSTON DERBY.
word: “My friends, you have your grievand enjoyable.
new building for the law school,
which, ! ances. But are you taking the right way
AN
jsla«:i>n is pleasantly situated in south- in addition Lo the
library and lecture ! to end them? The atrocious crime of the
ein \\ i.-eonsin
POK
a series of beautiful hills
rooms of the college of law, contains the j gold bugs was to lend you their money.
1 ct w t en
! They will never do it again!”
Lakes Alenduta (the l>eau- office of the Board
of the Regents, of the
1 hat sobers them.
I have never known I
t'lii;)
Monona (Lake of the (Treat President of the
University and the rooms it to fail. 1 have seen a crowd of these
Spirit.) The former is about twenty miles of the School of
Economics, Political excited Populists pause and look at one
in ii< umleranra, its shores
being more .Science and History. On the western another thoughtfully at this rejoinder. ! Any man who wears one of our new style WILSome of them have the candor to admit
rugged than those of the other lakes. summit of
COX MATS immediately becomes an object of
University Ilill is the Wash- that the demolishing of credit by repudiAL !.<•!:,! is six and one-half miles
admiration°=-not of himself alone===but
and
long
hum
Near it are the ation is not only inevitable, but is the
Observatory.
of everybody who sees him. Come in
two bioad.
About seven-eighths of a Students’
best thing they are aiming at; that it will
and
the
astronObservatory
and let us help you to be handsome.
mile below Monona is Lake
Waubesa, or omers house. On the western slope of the be the salvation of the farmers to be unable ever to borrow another dollar.
OthSwan Lake. Lake Kegousa, or Fish
Lake, hill is the building for the dairy school ers have Utopian schemes for
borrowing
is about three and one-half miles further
and near it is placed the new horticultural of the national Government.
But they
down—all connected by the Yahara or Catare all facing the end
of
the
Western
building. Farther west lie the numerous
MASONIC TEMPLE.
fish river.
mortgage system.
A voyage through the chain
of
the
buildings
experimental farm.
This
track
is
the
most
defined
clearly
of lakes is an event of a life-time and the
Between the lower campus and the lake marvelous resemblance of the tw'o tornascenery is of the most picturesque and is placed the
does.
From
an elevated point you can
and
armory
gymnasium.
beautiful character.
This building is one of the largest and trace the exact furrow the wind storm
plowed from the southern edge of the city
Madison is not a “business
city,” as handsomest for the purpose intended in across the river to East St.
SUCCESSOR TO
Louis.
And
that trim is generally
interpreted, and yet the world.
the political storm is plowing one furrow.
sevo al
manufacturing plants have been
Besides the general University library These Populists have started a dozen, like
the graduated income tax, Government
established here.
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
The population of the students have free use of
the University
ownership of telegraphs and railroads and
cit \ is about 18,000, and
the
being
capital Law library, of the library of the Wiscon- granger legislation.
You don’t hear any
of the Mate and seat of the State Universin Academy of Science, and of the State vociferation about these issues. You hear
no more about bimetallism.
The silver
sity. its people are refined and educated. Historical
Library, in all consisting of storm alone
is
wherever 1 have
Their chief desire seems to be not to frain about
250,000 volumes.. The laboratories been in Illinois, howling
in Missouri and in Kansas.
any jutc< cions giowtli for their city, but in all
departments of science are equipped
Tornadoes hustle men out of their places
to stto.e a home for their children where
.
On that awful
MATS.
with apparatus of the newest and most very swiftly sometimes.
,
they ran have the advantages of a superior approved pattern. For advanced work, evening in May a barber was in the midst
his
of
work. He had prepared the face of
*
educaii'uand associations of the purest
seminary facilities with special libraries his client, and stepped to the other side
chaiai ter.
The citizens are cordial and have been
provided. The new home of of the room to put an edge upon his razor.
h; spital ie in their greeting to
strangers, the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, When he returned his man had disappeared and a goat was sitting in the chair!
ETC.
or to
tlu.se who may desire to settle which is now in
progress of erection upon Who will be in
places of honor and reThere is a gentle dignity the lower
among them.
FINE
LINE
OF
of
the State University, sponsibility when this storm is passed? 1
campus
about Madison that will at once impress
is to cost about $350,000 as ultimately am not making any comparison of the
ore.
Its residences are unostentatious,
of stainless private character and
planned, and is destined to be one the most men
most religious scruples who have been
hut exceedingly pie tty, many of them
ALSO SUCCESSOR TO
beautiful public buildings in Wisconsin. nominated
for our highest office. Such
being surpassingly beautiful. Alany ele- It will probably he completed in the an odious
personality is as far as possible
gant residences aie located on the ridges autumn of 1S9S. The
library of the His- from my thought. I have in mind presioverlooking the lakes; well kept lawns torical Society, now housed in the capitol, dents of banks, managers of manufactories
and controllers of our industrial enterHarness repairing In all its branches and
with their bright flower-beds enhance contains
upwards of 185,000 volumes and prises. What sort of competence for such
Carriage Trimming done promptly
tlie beauty of the city.
is rapidly increasing.
to order at the most reasonable
Among the great responsibilities can be expected from the
The capitol building is modeled after historical libraries of the United States it men who are raising this storm? The
rates.
All persons having unsettled accounts with the
goat in that chair is the man who imthe capitol at Washington. It is situated now takes the third
place. Its collection agines that a depraved currency will
bring late tirm are requested to call and settle \vith the
on Capitol Hill, a
lofty site, where the of newspaper files reaching back as far as prosperity to farmers and working men
at undersigned at the old stand.
14tf
dome can be seen for miles in every direc- the earliest
English and American issues the expense of creditors who can afford to
C.
K.
STEV52JNS,
settle at fifty cents on the dollar.
tion.
It is magnificent in design and is next in size and
importance to that of
±ne uauger is tremendous,
nave never
No 59 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
commodious, and is undoubtedly one of the Library of Congress at Washington.
heard Eastern men speak of it as solemnly
the finest public buildings in the United
The University strenuously avoids all as Western men who are sound for honest
States.
In a doubtful State, like Misthat is sectarian or partisan; but it en- money.
with heavy probabilities against
The Monona Lake Assembly, which is deavors to extend its
Notice is hereby given that warrants have been
sympathy and in- souri,
the
gold, the excitement is indescribable. posted in the several wards of this city for
located here, is one of the features of Mad- fluence to whatever contributes to
State
election to he held Monday, Sept. 14, 1896.
good Nothing else is talked of. It gets into
The polls will open at 9 o’clock a. >i., and close
ison in the summer time.
It is of the
citizenship and high character.
prayer meetings and Sunday services. at 4 o’clock i*. m.
Belfast, Sept. 1, 1896.
Chautauqua order. The grounds of the
Located amid surroundings of the most The moral questions at issue are beyond
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.
2w36
others. In our Congregational churches
Assembly comprise thirty acres situated picturesque and beautiful character, gov- all
here and in Kansas I have not met one
in a beautiful grove on the southern boun- erned
by regents of the highest ability, silver man, and 1 am told there will be
dary of the lake from which it derives its endowed with income sufficient to supply very few. But the pastor of another dename.
It is but a trifle more than a mile it with every educational advantage, the nomination tells me that his congregation,
University of Wisconsin is entitled to the composed exclusively of men on salaries
A very desirable front office in Johnson
from the city and is reached by rail, boats
proud distinction of being one of the best and wages, are for silver to a man, and
and a perfect drive. A more picturesque educational institutions in the United that he himself is in doubt.
Block. Enquire of
H. T. Hopkins.
This ought to be the greatest educationPOOR A
Belfast.
spot in which to spend a summer outing States.
main

vi

one

foi

a

time.

|

j
\

Free from

■
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Eruptions

1

Ayer 8

«

atternoon the report of the State
a large gain numericalincrease of work performed. In
ly
Christian
Endeavor is the
many places
only religious service held. Sixty-live
new societies have been formed
during the
The whole number of societies in
year.
Maine is 603. The sum of 84,700 has been
contributed for benevoleut objects, a
larger amount than in any previous year,
while 920 members have united with the
various churches and 488 transferred from
the associate to the active list.
There are
now 26 local unions in Maine.
The work
of tiie Pine Tree Eudeavorer, the organ of
the society, is commended.
Miss Bickford, State president, made
her annual address, representing the society as prosperous and hopeful. She
suggested that the society adopt a cousti\ lotion, and later L. L. Lawton, Thomas
! Varrey ami J. Li. Boardman were appointI ed a committee to draft one.
Miss Flora Berry of Portland, junior
superintendent, reported 174 junior societies with a membership of 4,92s, a gain
of 34 societies during the year.
Memorial services for the late V. Richard Foss of Portland were held, with addresses by E. T. Garland, Miss Mary E.
Purington, and a paper by James II.
Stevenson.
In the evening addresses were made by
Sec. J. R. Boardman of Bangor and Rev.
Leo. I). Lindsey of Portland.
The State
Skowiikoan, Sept. 2.
Christian Endeavor convention began, towith
.sunrise prayer meetings led by
day,
Miss Laura E. Pulsifer of Auburn, and E.
P. Garland of Portland.
The forenoon
service was on the topic “Saved to Serve.”
Addresses were made by Rev. Elis.m II.
Purdy, Portland: Miss Annie L. Cold*,
Saco; Miss Myra !). Webster. Biddeford;
Miss Alice M. Whittier, Skowhegan, and
Rev. C. L. Parker, Ashland.
Mr. Parker
has to his credit, for two years, the organization of 20 day schools, nine Endeavor societies and one Congregational
church, all in Aroostook county. Mr.
LaMarsh of Dixmont officiated as vocal
soloist.
no exercises, tins afternoon, m < oImrn hall, had a large attendance, the j
delegates being increased to _'»(). I. \V.
Case, State treasurer, reported 171 societies and individuals had voluntarily
contributed to the State organization
The amount expended during the
$373.
year was $339, and something in the way
of liabilities were increased.
Five hundred dollars were estimated necessary for
incidental expenses the coming year.
The stockholders of tlie Endeavor Publishing Co. met, to-day, and increased the
capital stock from 00 to 100 shares and it
is all taken.
The old board of directors
was re-elected.
One new director was
added, Willis Bailey, Skowhegan. Miss
Cora B. Bickford was elected president of
the company; It. W. Shaw, Boulton,
secretary: 1. W. Case, Lubec, treasurer;
W. F. Cobb, Auburn, business manager.
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of Belfast addressed the convention upon “New Light
in Old Lands.”
Miss Sarah Ward, Skowhegan, sang a solo. A report of “lloatI ing” work in Maine harbors, by supt. A.
lh Chase, was read by Miss Hattie E.
Bobbins of Belfast.
Ellsworth and Biddeford apply for tiie
convention next year, and Maehias for
1S9S.
In the evening, a meeting of nearly 1,000
listened to addresses by Miss Sibley. Bev.
F. \. Fletcher and Prof. Amos B. Wells
of Boston.
New
Representatives from Florida,
I his

secretary showed

Serseperiile
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An Object of if miration!
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St--WINTER

Dwight P. Palmer,

Stevens & Erskine,
ARNESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,

*£;$•

TRUNKS,
bags,
WHIPS,
ETC.,

-55-

Custom Harnesses.

F. A. Robbins,

City

Carriage Trimmer.

of Belfast.

Office for Rent.
SON,

an

“Check it!”

If he had bought

Indiana,

*“

5 cent piece
would have been able to take it with h
There is no use buying more tha:
5 cent piece of

“

a

Battle Ax.”

A 10

c

piece is most too big to carry, and the
cent piece is nearly as large as the 10
piece of other high grade tobaccos.

|

Hampshire,

&&

Catarrh

—

How many people in this chm.ut
■:
from Catarrh? Not a great many, in
Now, if yon happen to hare a H >tlie
water you have probably hern

ire

1

who
that

fair trial. We can't toil v n here h
Home Treatment Bo
tell?
send
^
stamps to pay postage ; it is a good invest incut.
Specific is a good thing to have in the house.

just give
it, but

it

a
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Now is the time to
First

..

our

your Wirf.

buy

Quality, Thoroughi

BOSTON.

v

F

CO

ra

Massachusetts,

Rhode Island and Connecticut responded
to the eail of the president.
Skowiii:<. aN, Sept.
The Eudeavor
convention exercises began as usual with
prayer meetings in two churches at •».:*0.
There was a railroad excursion to Good
Will Farm in the forenoon. The exercises
there consisted of singing, an address of
welcome by Rev. G. W. Hinckley, response by J. R. lioardman. and addresses
by Rev. Dr. A. T. Dunn of Waterville.
and Prof. A. R. Wells of Boston.
In the
afternoon, L. L. Walton, Esq., for the
committee, reported that the constitution for the State society was adopted.
These
officers
for the
ensuing year
were
elected: Miss Cora B. Bickford,
Rev.
Ellison R.
Biddeford, president;
L.
L.
Purdy,
Portland,
Walton,
Skowbegan, S. L. Hawley, Mechanic Fails,
vice presidents; Miss Anna L. Cobb, Saco,
corresponding secretary; Miss Katherine
Berry, lloultou, recording secretary; I.
W. Case, Bubee, treasurer; Miss Frances
R. Upton, Brewer, junior superintendent:
Mrs. George C. Burlington, Farmington,
missionary superintendent: Rev. U. L.

Parker, Ashland, evangelistic superintendent; Rev. R. G. liarbutt, Searsport,
good citizenship superintendent; C. II.
Moseley, Portland, superintendent of
tloatiug work.
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WORMS IN CHILDREN.
Hundreds of children have worms, but their
theua for nearly everything else.

parents doctor

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

Is the best Worm Remedy made. It is hU'-wise the
edy for all the complaints of children, m-.'-h ms 1- vei
('osti vcness, I ndiir- stion. Sour stomaeli.
n
household remedy for to years. 11j:i

hem-

Two hundred and two dollars was se- j
»»<. i»
cured in pledges for the work of the ensuResolutions
were
ing year.
adopted j
Druggists, or of the Proprietors.
Dr. j. F. TRUE 4 CO
thanking :skowbegan citizens. EndeavorAub
ers, churches and
railroads for reduced j
in
of
the
late
Richard
Foss:
!
fares;
memory
...I! 1 I
recommending the support of the society
the
“Piue
Tree
organ,
Endeavorer;”
thanking the retiring secretary, Mis-; E.
W. Miiliken, for her faithful services, and
all who have helped in the work of the
convention, the singers, speakers, officers
.loitUKi.’s m
and committees.
Rev. J. E. Cochran, missionary superJust received, a complete assortment <>t
intendent, made his report of the work
for tlie past year.
The treasurer of the
lists’ materials—oil colors, water col..i$
FEED,
United States Society, Wm. Shaw of BosFrench colors for china painting, caina- on
this
and
was
the
ton, arrived,
stretchers, academy hoard, palette-', porceafternoon,
SEEDS and
Consecration
lain plaques, easels for same, pit-tun- and
speaker of the evening.
service closed the exercises of the evenretouching varnish, saldc. camel-hair and
CROCE
ing and the convention.
bristle brushes.
While the attendance was not as large
I 111 port 4't'!»4 ol '•»
as expected, it was above the average of
ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.
Dealers in the finest <jualitv
former conventions.
The audiences have
been large, and much interest has been
manifested.
*

For Summer

Sketchinq.

1

POOR & SON.

Electric Bitters.
Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
any season, but perhaps more generally
needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when the liver is
torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
and alterative is felt. A prompt use of this
medicine has often averted long and perhaps
fatal bilious fevers. No medicine will act
more surely in counteracting and freeing
the system from the.malaria^ poison. Headache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
yield to Electric Bitters. Only lifty cents
per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
Store.
CA.STORIA.
simile
™
signature

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

e7er7

wrapper.

L0<^

ZSr ORDERS PROMPTLY t
Actual business bv mail ami

common

BU?£B“
SHORTHAND

.'IT Front St.. /(<

carrier at

TELEPHONE -1-2.

COLLEGE
UVU1J1JUIJ

n is

Portland and Augusta, Me.
F. L. SH AW, Principal,

PORTLAND

The Nose and Thn

3m33

No. \MS> NewbuiM

A Corporation controlling tine lines of manufac
tures to retail dealers wants resident agent for

I.

this county. Would require deposit according to
counties given control of. Must he intelligent and

The fae-

CRAIN,

hard worker.

Fullest reference

required

dress, P. O. Box 3721b Boston, Mass.
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Hours,

only.
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Other hours
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the Deck of a Mule

on

induras

-liina in Central America.
,!r. lie Sula to Cumayagiia.

tiitf hours

oi darkuess.
lie may hang his
hammock in the general
sleeping apartment, or under some convenient
as

From

suits

oinliiiee of The

rough walls of the passage way. Anon it
skyward up and up and up, at such'an
angle the wonder was we did not slide off
the donkey's
tail; or zigzagged to and fro to
scale the face of a
cliff, where we could
see the pack-mules
directly below, toiling

tree,

him

best,

and

cook

and

eat

Journal.] his meals wherever he
likes, as Jo!loM»t has, July 20th. j
seph and Mary travelled in Judea.
11
to
be
said
about
San
:i,.11*
Provisions, such as dried beef, chickens
ept that it is the pres- cheese, eggs, milk, rum and
tortillas,
.minus of Honduras’ only,
may usually he bought iu these
villages,
ti.au 10 miles inland, in and
during seasons of plenty at the small
at ion of a sunny valley
haciendas, or farms; but what with
mains that bound the locusts and
revolutions, and the poverty
s in a Kip Van Winkle
and inanity of the people, it is not wise
to
n<’tiling, apparently, can take the chances, or the weary pilgrim
ie one event of the day,
may often be compelled to turn supperthe screeching train from less into his hammock, with uo better
the only connecting link prospect for the morrow.
lie should by
world—does not seriously all means go provided with such tinned
aility: it only yawns and goods as lie can conveniently carry, not
.is ,i few doors are
open- forgetting knife, fork, spoon, plate and
ggle lazily down to the cup; also salt and pepper, ground
coilee,
fti
foreigners—Consuls, tea, if he is addicted to it, and sugar if he
; uilway
people—among has not learned to do without that super;:a:> Americans, make fluous luxury. A small iron affair is also
>t life there is in the
indispensable, to serve for kettle, stewa
to have partaken of pan,
coffee-pot, punch-bowl, and maybe

up the
of

ing

town—all

has never penetrated since the world
where the moss and ferns of centuries, growing in a thick, dark tangle,
hide what mysteries, who can
We

i houses of sun-baked

hold altar in the

••cuing gardens and wilds,
paints, wide-spreading ; large
tree, whose.
which is just now

enormous
a.

|

of crimson blossoms,
ass-grown plaza,
'\vs and mules, and
fre-

a.
m

*eil

boy-soldiers of the
tlirough their leisure

g

Pedro has one boon

•saii

part of the world—a

tis

i

American

an

indifferently kept by
or iaider

conferred

uy mistake,
upon the

the hotel was

haps, such

1

si

Unless arrangements have been made
beforehand by some obliging friend on

a

Pedro

Sula,

Yankee Chinese

iThe

before mules and mozos for

V

1,eds, hers is tire only

Honduras,
•

No

■a.

found
•'

delight-

in which to

wauted

oiie

only

rest

uiintcrrupted leisure for !

undertaking,

ia.

like

WILL

an 1

|

m>'/,o, with several other mozos, or servants—the latter walking the whole distance in their cow-hide sandals.
Mules
Honduras

to

arc

what the camel

is

to

Arabia, for without these patient and

lie making of a book.
hardy creatures there would he no means
i> ai! that could be i of
transporting goods across the sierras.
11,\. and Crusoe's soliThe nmla or she-mulv is considered much
more unbroken.
Sit- • more valuable than the macho,
she* is
I

•*:

mate

veranda,

a

has

one

! taught an easy, ambling “rack,” or rapid
day | walk, unknown elsewhere, which carries
the

imii'ul prospect,
s end
to year's end

■

•ai'

<ttly

'■

the

-iii

to

hills

green

grace of

wonderful stretch of country
in a day with little fatigue to the rider.
The inula thus broken is known as an
•

an*»ther

<»ue

stately

:

1

me

over

a

on

every nudfidora, and is seldom used for cargoSlitting lights and ; carrying, being valued at from 870 to
’kc Milton's heavenly |
■slot); while the price of a good, common
hie phalanx lirni ad- ! mule is
about 8b0 in silver. In

only

going

mountain top to ! across
country it is better to purchase a
uacked in the hoi- |
good animal for one's own use—and sell
eithed in eternal sun- i it at the other end of the route for what
'V
sleepy breezes.
one can get, or give it
away if no pur:
to
Tegucigalpa, the chaser is found—than to trust the chances
is, is a mule-back jour- 1 and
probably the greater expense of hir»n

!

1

days, according

'i

a

to

‘‘‘■Chijt.s

by

feeble

and

privations

than that of a
in the palatial

more

antic

A-

New York to

m

and

••>

San

But

despite
hunger and thirst,

oman

car.

experience in “Tlie

us

which I would not

one

least half a

kingdom.
loads lead to Home; but
uis to the Capital of lionet, there are no public
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’uluranee in the saddle, i and the
railway people all these details
aces
which cannot be; were
perfectly arranged before our arOf course the ride ;
rival; and on the appointed morning we
\ diilicult and
tiresome, had
to mount our borrowed andaunaccustomed to mounthe cost of it, with all
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ing

but the little jourde Sul a to where

ithin
h

her

walls

of

than 100 miles as
ieh more in zigzag
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!‘l'ing—is quite another

doras and
1

sally

forth in quest of adven-

like modern Dons Quixote.
In Honduras every lady has her own little saddle-

ture

mule,

as

MELT

THE

A<

her sisters iu Bahia have their

rivixv

in

“Trade lias taken on a great activity
chairs,
since the war with .Japan came to an end,
carriages or bicycles. She rides with the and China’s commercial outlook is now
ease and grace that can only come with ! excellent.
There is at present only 187
miles of railroad in operation in the entire
constant practice since early childhood
but we are improving in this disitting on the right side of the mule, for country,
rection also.
Inside of two weeks a new
the Central American saddle is constructrailroad, of which the outside world has
ed on opposite principles from those to heard but little, will be ready for the runwhich we are accustomed.
The right ning of trains between Peking and Tienta distance of 80 miles.
It will open
foot is placed in the stirrup and a tiny sen,
up trade wonderfully in that section.
but effective spur is worn on the heel—of Another road from Hankow to
Hong
silver, or of gold, if the lady be very Kong, about 000 miles, is in contemplawill
tion.
both
be
controlled
They
by
“swell.”
The habit is usually of gray
the Chinese emperor.
linen, or unbleached cotton, or some
In answer to a question, Capt. Lancaslight-weight checked goods, the broad- ter said: “In my opinion China is not a
brimmed hat, much like those affected by good place for Americans to go to just
the female members of the Salvation now, unless they have been engaged to
The contake some paying position.
Army, tied under the chin, while the ditions there are rather unsettled and, of
and
the
hand
holds
the
bridle
left
are
not
right
course, foreigners
popular to any
carries a sun-umbrella, for a whip is not great degree.”
The Yankee Chinese naval ollicer has
Not only is all
needed with the spur.
with him a silver medal of which he is
to
town
from
town
accomplish- very proud. It is the decoration of the
travelling
ed on mule-hack, but short-distance visits order of the Double Dragon, and was conand ceremonious calls are made in the ferred upon him by the Chinese emperor
after Li Hung Chang and a party of Chisame manner.
made an oflieial trip
nese nobility had
Our patient and plucky little beasts caralong the Chinese sea coast on his steamfrom
visitor
China left for New
er.
Tlie
at
and
the
ried us easily up
over
heights
He came
York at 10 o’clock last night.
an average rate of 3 miles an hour, 10
here via San Francisco.
[Denver, Colo.,
hours a day, including halts for al fresco
sedan

or

in the United .States their

—

Jiepublicau.

luncheons, and did not appear specially
Capt. Lancaster was in New York when
"Mit ral
America, is exact- fatigued at the journey’s end. The trail the
Viceroy arrived and is daily expected
1
Andes, at which we leads directly up the face of the mountain, east to visit his old friends before
proa
long apprenticeship. along narrow ledges cut in the solid rock,
ceeding to Glasgow.
‘royal road,") is only invisible a few yards ahead. Of course
the sierras, upon which we rode in
single file, the chief mozo
vpect to find any of the
leading the procession,' and the pack1
ivilization. The camino mules
bringing up the rear, their guides
as*
running from Omoa on trotting gaily along on foot, unhampered
ist to Fonseca
Day on the by a superfluity of raiment; and always Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constiw lateral
paths leading to when the night’s resting place was attain- pation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
Pills.
They do their work
vai'y in population from ed they were as cheerful, helpful and cured by Hood's
but
so
been
the
if
the
miles
had
route
these
alert
as
30
along
attered, from 8 to 10 many rods. In places this “royal road”
a,id the traveler must make is cut
through the living rock down some
the end of each
day’s jour- enormous incline, in steps as sharp and
>
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being bruised
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easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
25 cents. All druggists.
Prepared by C. 1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
The only Pill to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

XL

Ul^Iakers

premiums.

.1^

I
I
I

This is as great a convenience as preserves, the preparation of apples for sauce
not being always convenient for the
busy
housekeeper. Inferior apples may be used
in this way, and the windfalls of early autumn, when one is fortunate enough to
owu an
orchard, will be found quite
available.
They should be peeled, cored,
and freed from every blemish, then cut
in
up
quite small pieces. A large earthen
Gold Goes in Hiding.
jar with a cover should be ready to receive
them.
the
Ground
Into this put first a liberal
and
Holes
In
Receive
Tel-'
Stockings
low Hoards Queer Traits of Misers.
sprinkling of sugar, with cannamon to
then a layer of apples, then more
The free silver scare has greatly stimu- taste,
sugar and cinnamon, and so on till the jar
lated the hoarding of gold by the people. is full.
The sugar should be regulated
A steady stream of the yellow metal is according to the tartness of the apples,
flowing out of the treasury iuto the ol d from a quarter to a half pound for one
pound of
being the rule. The jar
stockings and cracked teapots which are should be apples
placed at the back of the range
used as private hiding places for money.
and the fruit kept covered and gently simIt is swallowed up like a brook iu a san dy mering through the day.
It should then
be set away to cool, and the apples taken
desert, disappearing from sight and without only as they are reeded for sauce or
drawn from usefulness to mankind.
The
desserts. Having no water mixed with
notion seems to have struck many tlirif ty
them, apples prepared in this way are
persons that gold will soon be worth a very palatable. [September Ladies’ Home
Journal.
premium, while others imagine that no
its ingredients the purest
French brandy ami the best of
ir :ported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gingers
Ask for SANFORD’S
gi i as substitutes.
< iN'GER, and look for “Owl** trademark on
the wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug
and Cheat. Cori\, Sole Proprietors, Boston.
Containing
medicinal

VICEROY.

Tin; tkade.

■

Apple Sauce that will Keep.

stomachics.

Skipper.

In New. York city Capt. Lancaster expects to meet Li Hung Chang, viceroy of
China, tutor to the heir apparent to the
throne of Chinn, etc., etc.
lie is familiarly acquainted with the mighty Celestial
potentate, as well as his son, who accompanies tiie aged statesman on his trip
through the civilized nations of the West.
“Li Hung Chang is juntas fine an old
man as you would want to meet,” said
Capt. Lancaster last ever.ing. “He has
always been square in his dealings with
me, and treats all foreigners kindly.
He
does not speak Lnglish, but his son, who
is about 55 years old, spe: ks, reads and
writes English well.
When the son was
on his way to join I.i Hung Chang on this
trip he sailed on my steamer down the
Yang-tse Kiang river from Wuhu to
shanghai. He is a rather p easant young
No matter what is said of the
fellow.
Chinese and their dislike for foreigners I
must say that 1 don’t want better employers than they have been to me
during tiie
2'.’ years I have run on the Chinese coasting steamers. The middle-Mass behave
all right toward foreigners, but it is a
good scheme to always keep your temper
among them; for unpleasant little things
will turn up once in awhile.
“Our line was subsidized by the government about 22 years ago.
The steamers are all engaged in the coasting trade.
1 run up the Yang-tse-Kiang river to Hankow, 500 or 000 miles from the coast, and
bring down tallow, rice, vegetables, tea
and other commodities for shipment to
the ports along the coast.
You know the
Chinese pay their taxes mostly in rice,
and this rice can be handled only by the
vessels of the China Merchants’ Steam
Navigation Company. The tallow we
handle is a vegetable compound and comes
from the province of Zechueu.

sary to go with a mule-train to carry the
luggage, in charge of a muleteer or chief

if not in

more

the smallest service performed.
Besides
horses or mules for the party it is neces-
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Tub J. B. WILLIAMS CO..
Glastonburv, Conn
of Williams Famous Shaving Soaps. Writ, lor illustrated
catalogue of choice
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stocking.

the

parlor

stove

is

a fa-

„ow
ai]ti the„
ghev
a day or two, and art’ only notier;! because they are unsifhtlv tilings and
vexatious things
Hut they ate more than that.
They are warning.
Signals that the blood
is impure
a coi
iition tliat may terminate in
serious iHner.s
impure blooci is due to eonstipalion, and constipation is cured every time by Dr.
Fierce's Pleasant Pellets. One
Pellet in mild
cases, otherwise two.
Never i»ri ■ rq-'o
tripe. Druggists sell them. rtLLt 1

making

no

profit.
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On and after June 22, lSJOi.tramscmme.tmg at
Burnham and Waterville with through trams for
and from Bangor. Waterville. Port laud am! Bos-
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FROM BELFAST.

3.

1896,

steam-

will leave Belfast.
For Boston, via Camden and 1;< ekland, Mondays and Fridays at. al it lid'.O p. m Tuesday s.
Thursdays and Sami dayat al.«.: t ."> p y\.
For Searsport and Hampden, Wedm .-day- and
Sundays at about S.<»(i p. m.
For Winterport, Bucksport and
da
except Fridays and Mi i.days at a! "tit 8 a, ii.
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NEW IMPORTED POWDER.
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SEDOISANTE,” only 25c,,
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Leave Belfast at In u. \ y.
(;>
n
.-non- vx
and Cast me. where
steamer Cunbria fot al! landin.s n u
to Bar Harbor. Tuesdays. T uvsua\- a
>
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I

•.

>
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•
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s

With steamer Trenton: Monday». W<
and Fridays.
Leave (*ast ine 1.80 p. m., or o
'•
-i
er Cimbria and Tretnoiit from B.ir ll.i
fast direct, when- connections a1- :«.•
steamer's foi B«.>ton
bo
am
n-.-* -n
Leave Belfast at 8 1*. M
; Lslcsboro. Castinc and Brooks-, tile.
nc;
Connections will be made at Cas> m"*>
! er < B. Connors to ami t'n m I
week day.
w
Exclusion tickets will be s-> •! ..*
round trip to parties desirin
around tlie Bav.
li. Kyiv,
ACKNTS: ll' A. Crcer. Belfast
■»
•"l'n
.-t «•>.. Hu
itvdcr's Cove: Win. Be
M’. Vogel 1, l.'tistWic K. A Dodge B■

50tf

c.

W. SMAl-LIDGE, Manager.

Diamond

l:
We ... ti:i 1.1
dies a:i<l gents’ ls-ari patter:-.
Dlanieii'l Hi. \eies. This 1-e \\ i

and * Atomizers

t«>

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
tine view'of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
line cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, ylum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH.
44tf
Or^C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

•!•

I

$50 each.

Those wheels may

.:

ti:

Jewelry
HONPOE,
Manager.
Belfast, July J. Is1**’.-j(.t

C. H.

To let by the clay or hour at my larding, north side of the steam noat wharf.

Belfast, May 21, 1896.—2m21

year.

at

,.o.

Ilcrvcy

POOR <£ SOIV.

O. R. WEBSTER.
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one

35c.
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Effect J ;;y 1,
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Lovell

For Hot Weather!
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FRED H. MATHEWS.
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PILES!
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Belfast, and Castine Route.

or

STEPHENSON, who

customers.

everywhere,

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
Dr. Williams’
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F'G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
ly4G

■

7 4»‘»
son

station.

g
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Limited tickets for Bo-ton are
s’
from Bellast and a)! Main-iis »n 7
No
:!i
Through tickets to all points We-; a;
h 1
west via all routes, for sale n\ 1
Ki.li.
PA VSoN 7 :
ygent, Belfast.
Vice Pres, am; <o i/ Manager
F. L. BoothItv, (ien'l Pass, a; o Tielo A yent.
Portland. June 22. I8i>t>.

steamers, or any part of the
Orders by mail or express
attended to at once, and prompth tilled at lowest market rates.
Liberal discount to boarding
bouses and hotels. Ice cool milk always on band.
delivered

COLD'N HEAD

M

r.

1..

I
Thorndike.
Knox.

Fresh, Salt and Picklsil Fish

vantage of using good soap and the
economy of buying it direct from our factory
without paying tribute to storekeepers, buy a

Belfast.

7 77

Having bought the market formerly >>m.lui t-d
by M. If. Knowlton, 1 \\ i>li to announce to :bc
pie of Belfast ami vicinity that it will coutimieto
be headquarters for

Thousands
of
wise
housekeep-

hill,

Belli1 'll.
Clinton...

Flag

Soaps.

is

.">

>

:■

r u
2

:

Larkin

rose

Water.ill.'...

irt
n i t \.

city, free of charge.

particle is applied directly into the nostrils,
is agreeable. 1’riee 50 cents at Druggists or by
mail ; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.
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Belfast. arrive.

the contents of
one Jio.oo
Combination
Box of The

A
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riry|i.»mt.

by selling among
perhaps ten of
your
neighbors

PILES!

I
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Lobsters, Clams and Oysters, ami all other
season.
Having one d the larges;
refrigerators in the city, I am prepared to furnish
peddlers and jobbers at market prices. All goods

j
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40
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Taste
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Boston

1 resli Cod
Haddock. Hake. Halibut, Salmon, Blue-Fish, Butter-Fish. Sword-Fish, Mackerel, Alewhes. Cun

BAL,CATARRH

a
,:

‘‘.7.7.

solid oak

CREAM

>

-ps

"MV;.
TO

:

at

af all

whole box for their own home use.
From Kitterv to Caribou are hundreds of
girls and youths who have earned, by a very
little effort, one to a dozen of our premiums,
which they will possess all their lives long

11

'■■■-

1:. -1 () 1! X S(»X, A go I. t, Bel fast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, (Jen1! Supr.. Bost'-r.
WILLIAM il. HILL, <ien'l Manager. Boston.
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Desk Free,
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Bangor..
Waterville

Boston,daily except Thtum ays and Si
f> p. m.
From Bock land. via ( a mden. ;iaiIy except Mondays and Fridays ;it frem ,r> Vo t; a. .’t.
From Bangor, via Wii.terpoM and B:
port.,
la.,
Mondays ami Fi idays till a. m.. i.e-d ,y
days and Saturday .-’at ‘J p. ;t.
From Hampden'at 11.lit* a m r.-a >!■..•>} i.r at
2 p. M. Mondays and Fridays.
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You pay us after
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earn a
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THE LARKIN SOAP MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

vorite place of concealment for the family wad. It is only thus employed for

however.
purposes,
Every
now and
then somebody unacquainted
with the situation of the hoard lights die
About
stove, and up it goes in smoke.
100 cases of this kind are inferred to the
redemption bureau every autumn. They
are the most hopeless kind, nothing but
ashes being left usually.
There recently
turned up the case of a Jersey woman,
who had put her money in the coal scuttie and covered it with coal. Another
member of the household thought that
the lire needed replenishment, and that
settled the business.
Many persons think
that the best place to conceal money is
beneath the floor of a room, or may be between the laths and plaster of a wall.
In
either case the result is the same: the
mice get at it and tear the notes into little
bits for nests.
it is said that sonic people are Hoarding
gold just now in tlie shape of fine bars.
These bars are sold by the government
for use in the arts.
They are absolutely
pure gold, without the slightest particle
of alloy. Anybody may purchase them
by applying at a United States assay office.
The bullion brokers have them for
sale at a premium of one-fourth of one
The
per cent, over their intrinsic value.
bars are made of all sizes up to big bricks
If you
that a man can scarcely handle.
want one, you apply for a bar that is
worth about $'>,000, say, and you get one
that comes some'where near having that
amount of gold in it.
You give only the
exact, intrinsic value for it, the govern-

^

of Bangor and Penob»
scot in Commission and Sail.

Happy
est

Pills

in an

The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervoup
diseases of the generative organs of either sex, such as
Nervous Prostration, Failing or Lost Manhood,
linpotency.
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to
Consumption and Insanity. \\ ith every $.> order we give a written
guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Sdd at $1.00
per box, O boxes fur $5.00.

.BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

Steamers
children's faces are the prettipicture a mother’s eye can see. Hut
they won’t always be children; they are
growing all the time. If they are to
grow up into a comfort and support, they
must be carefully guarded against sickness and all
injurious influences. Every
mother ought to have a copy of Doctor
Pierce's great book The Common Sense
Medical Adviser” in the house. It will
help her to take the best care of her
growing family in sickness or health.
It points out the wise precautions to he
taken at the most critical periods in
young people’s lives. It contains over
two hundred simple
inexpensive prcscriptions for curing common ailments;
and valuable suggestions in nursing
the sick.
Its author, R. V. Pierce, M. 7).. is one
rf the most eminent and widely
experifneed medical practitioners in America;
he has been for nearly thirty years chief
consulting physician of the invalids’ Ho.
cel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. V.
This great thousand-page book treats
fully of anatom;, ir.d physiology, and all
the practical foundation questions of
physical life. It has over three hundred
illustrations and colored plates. A paperbound copy will be sent free to any one
who sends 2r one-cent stamps to pay the
cost of mailing only.
Address, World’sIr.spensary Medical Association, Buffalo,
N. Y. For a handsome cloth-bound
copy
send ten cents extra (31 cents in all 1.
one
littlc P’-,n!l!ff
J"st
DR
■ >l\.
PIERCE’S
I II-IWl. o

RIGHT

RESTORED MAMHOOD

^■■mil

Boston & Bangs: 11 So.

|

parts

RIGHT

SMOKES

FOR SALE BY R. H.

habitants of such remote districts a favor- j
ite method of concealing cash is to put it |1
in a tin box and bury it either in the celi
lar or in the ground near the house.
Another plan commonly adopted is to put I
the money in the garret, under the caves.
Where the rafters meet the beams there is
!
a convenient space left, like a
shelf, and
nobody would be likely to look there for i|
valuables. Women are apt to choose mat)
tresses for hiding places.
They rip a
seam a few inches, tuck in the
“wad,”
and sew it up again.
When old women
die, and their beds of feathers or straw i
are emptied and cleaned,
mone} is often
found in them.
1 iiese persons are not misers.
The !
treasury experts say that women misers
are rare.
There is not one female miser |
to half a dozen men who practice that
vice. They know. too. because they come
into frequent contact with the miser business.
When a miser dies, much of his
money is likely to be found in a more or
less dilapidated condition, having been
hidden away in strange places, and it is
J
-sent to the treasury for redemption.
As
j
a rule, the miser buries his easli
deep in
the ground, using as a receptacle a tin
box »*r a large baking powder can.
Not
a few misers, on the other
hand, prefer to ;
conceal their wealth in odd corners about
the house, scattering it about in different
spots, so that in some instances it ha« !
been considered worth while to tear the
dwelling to pieces in order to come at the
secreted coins and notes.
It is commonly supposed that misers
love gold beyond all other forms of
money, but treasury officials declare they
prefer paper usually. They like notes of
big denominations. The average miser's
hoard that reaches the treasury consists
mainly of notes, with some gold and per- j
liaps a little silver. The paper money has !j
the advantage of small bulk, so that it
The miser’s
may be easily concealed.
vice is somewhat of a puzzle from the
(*£
view of the everyday individual,
point
but it seems to be merely a morbid development of the normal saving instinct,
The saving of money is accomplished by I
The family Bible, the'
many self-denials.
unabridged dictionary, the tea caddy, the
clock, the toes of old shoes and the pockets of disused dresses hanging in
the
closet—all these are common
hiding :
places for the hoard. A stocking is a i
convenient substitute for a purse, and
may be readily concealed in an out of the !
It is noticeable by the way, 1
way corner.
that most women regard the stockings
they have on as the safest of all tempoThe corset
rary hiding places for cash.
does well enough under ordinary circumstances, but ultimate security is in the
In rural

RIGHT
CHEWS

his mountain

■

Washing powder,

i&V tamily needs and saves many a bill for
M Toilet Soap in the course of a year.

Jita

>

work herself—from
i'Uig. from waiting at

*

Enterprise.

Kvvang Sii ordered Connell <Sr Co., ship- pretty evident. Likewise it is with some
journey can be secured. builders
of Glasgow. Scotland, to build
get this far on the re- Like other
banks, which are giving up notes in large
the
Spanisli-Americans
people for his subsidized line two steamers of
amounts and storing away eagles
'U‘d Pennsylvania where
and
hereabouts are full of “munana” and more modern model than the others.
tlie prevailing “leethThese are
Lancaster will be skipper of one of double eagles in their vaults.
Capt.
never do to-day what can
be
depossibly
wiil probably never get
them, and is now eL route to Glasgow, the items which come under the head of
ferred until to-morrow; and though ap- from
where he will navigate his brand “hoardings” in the treasury bulletins,
hates IIoudurians as a
parently in wretched poverty are quite new ship to the port cl Shanghai, via the and they amount just now to hundreds of
and will not consent
above the blandishments of “the mighty Suez canal and the Indian ocean. A crew thousands of dollars a day.
them as ‘‘boarders,”
of native Chinese sailors are going to
dollar.”
j There is at all times a good deal of
That is, they are indifferent to
Glasgow by the direct route, and they hoarding, says the Washington Tost,
herefore her guests dollars
when not inclined to bestir them- will man
Capt. Lancaster’s vessel on it's | especially in parts of the country where
visits, and since she selves. but demand the
j
highest price for bo me ward voyage.
savings banks are scarce. Among the inhe
she. with her cliil-

r.

superb cake of Toilet Soap in every
package of Ivorine supplies all that a

Navigation Company’s forty steamers are
subsidized by the emperor of the Celes- other form of cash is quite safe at prestial kingdom.
Capt. Lancaster has for ent. When the every-day citizen comes
over nineteen years had charge of these
to a sub-treasury and asks for gold in exand
craft,
consequently is directly in tiie
government employ
Recently Emperor change for notes, the object in view is

the spot, the traveller across country is
liable to be detained many days in 8an

few years
intent, and he

ness

drenching, a
the saddle,

pleasant recollections.

lire misfortune, and reone 1 cason.
she came to
husband

entirely
strong

under possible mis-

occasional

an

an

true, as

purest, safest, cheapest,
best of warming

Boy Who Is Now Ihe Trusted Servant ol an
Emperor.
Twenty-nine years ago M. V. Lancaster, a Yankee youth of til years, sailed
from Belfast, Me., in a side-wheel steamer bound for China.
He liked the Celestials and the country so well that he settled among them, making Shanghai his
home, anti he is just now on his first visit
to the United States since the close of his
trip on the side-wlieeler.
it is as Capt. M. T. Lancaster of the
China Merchants’ Steam Navigation Company lie registered at the Brown l’alace
hotel last Monday evening,
liis present
mission out of China has been undertaken
under orders from the Chinese government.
The China Merchants’ Steam

way across the continent and ever afterwards refer to his trip with the most

man

few-

mq

a

A

day, 18 hours in
or an involuntary
toboggan, mule and all,
down a mountain side, he may laugh his

the necessary genius.
Pedros acquired her

>s

-«

as

life in

tried and

and

Maine

ludicrous.

constitution

dinnerless

It is a time hon-

'*

picturesque
enjoy

garb, and a
enough to bear up

mmodations for the mulcame.

is of no use in these
also carry along a

and

so

and comfort-

SANFORD’S

of communication with the Atlantic seaboard.
It is interesting to think of a
country absolutely and entirely depend-

with every chocolate-colored native
he meets; and if lie cannot find endless
amusement and ample recompense for his

the

grateful

ing,

having improvrough and uncertain road, but as
we continued
scrambling upward, 1 admired them for
moving about at all under
such conditions.” After
all, we who had
chosen to take this road through curiosity had certainly no right to complain of
what was to the natives their
only means

of

novel

built,

iving that, “every
1”
and certainly

amount

With the zest to

expected
.iu,

so

ent upon such
thoroughfares for every
alcohol; and that is necessity of life. For whether it be a
liable to be spilled, or otherwise “come postal card or a
piano, or a bale of cotton
to grief” when far from afresh
supply. or a box of matches, it must be brought to
Equipped as above indicated, and with Tegucigalpa on the back of a mule or on
good company, the stranger may defy the shoulders of a man, who must slip)
hunger and pass in safety, barring acci- and slide anil scramble either over this
dents, from one end of Honduras to the trail, or one no better on the western
Fannie Brigham Ward.
Other, exchanging a cheerful “buenos coast.”

both

of the “boom,” when
to continue on

>

can

say?

thought

ed this

trouble, lie must be alike blind to beautiful scenery, and incapable of
appreciating

a

of St. Peter of

gates

e

one

nothing in medicine is
so speedy, safe, and sure,

dias

\

at

one

unless

cities,

guard against them

To

of the remark of an American traveller who
recently came this way:
“At first I conceived a
very poor opinion
of the Hondurians for not

for wash-basiu in case of
emergency. The
alcohol burner with copper vessel on
top,
" hi eh is our hires and
penates and house-

its

way like the tack-

suu

often

The record for the voyage from Portland to Louisburg, C. B., was lowered
from three days to 00 hours, on the last
trip of the big four-master, the William
B. Palmer of Bath, 1S00 gross tons, commanded by Opt. Frank E. Dyer of Waltham, Mass. The W. B. Palmer has been
under charter by the Dominion Coal Co.
since last spring, and has made several
quick passages. The record of three days
for the outward trip to
Louisburg, however, had been held by the Sarah E. Palmer, also of the Palmer Beet.
The William B. Palmer left Portland
Tuesday
and
evening, July 28,
dropped anchor in
harbor
Louisburg
Friday morning,in sixty
hours.
She had only a five and six knot
breeze the first 24 hours.
It freshened
gradually and during the night before her
arrival at Louisburg the log showed for
several hours in succession 13 1-2
knots,
and for about two hours 14 knots.
The large four-master Alicia B. Crosby
left Boston 24 hours before the Palmer left
Portland, and reached Louisburg five
hours after her.
The return trip of the
Palmer to Bangor, with 2,850 tons of coal,
was made with a succession of calms and
light head winds and heavy fog.
The Marjorie, a big four-master hailing
from Dennis, Cape Cod, left three
days
ahead of the Palmer, but either by good
luck or the latter’s ability to keep moving in light winds, the W. B. Palmer
made the run in ten days to Fort Point,
head of Penobscot Bay, arriving Aug. 1(5,
14 hours ahead of the Marjorie.
[Bath

a

began

’.

little

sam^winding

ship against the wind. Again
the trail leads
through jungles so dense
that to wander a few
yards from the trail
would be to lose ones’ self
irretrievably;
and along the
verge of gorges which the

-n

.c,ht and so lost the amKut it is a clean and

Bath Schooner Beats the Record.

led
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FOR SALE.
Very Desirable Real Estate.
Main
1
Lanre two story house and lot. N
128 Main
street; one two story house ami lot. N
street; also story and one-half house and lot, No
4 Cedar street. All the above property within
two minutes’ walk of Post Office. Enquire of
JAMES D. TUCKER, Belfast, Me..
lin 34

Or MRS. OLIVE S. TI CKER,
North port Camp Ground.

The State and County Ticket.

ISepublfcan Journal.
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PRESIDENT,
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WILLIAM McRINLEY of Ohio.
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Llewellyn Powers
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JOHN F. HILL of

date in this
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district.,

First District .EDWIN PA YSON.

|

NICKERSON.

of his constituents

CONGRESSMEN:

Third District...SETH L. M1LLIKEN.
Fourth District.CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.
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speak
Sept.
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last
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principles

continue;
triumi>h of

final

over

the enemies of

good government.
atic party in its platform at
(.Me igo i> pleading the cause of a nation's
pca-av.ii v." said George Fred Williams at
"Tin-

:

>ei

Tnen it must be the peasantry
of Great Britain.
There is no such class

Hmdtnn.

in this country.
crei-.

S|

u

the

the

70 to 1—70 for

meetionsthe

: n:

t•

money'will

in-

U-ttei

A

lium

majority

in Vermont

be east in the shade.

President Cleveland

on

the imam-al question would be good readin, m this time, n w that the Democratic
held its convention at Indian-

: as

iiy

apoiis. nominated candidates and adopted
a platform.
TLert is of course no doubt
as to the positii n of I’resident
Cleveland,
and

am

his Cabinet

are

a

unit for

sound money’.
d in- result of the Vermont election at
m <- m
n.gl.t a healthful reaction in busiwhich bad been

ness

ti

paralyzed by the
of the silver question. Conimprovement may he confidently

agitation

men-

mm-:

jo diet ed

as

the assurance of

Bepublican victory

is

more

a

sweeping
and

more

manifest.
The

mservative Kepublioan estimates
probable plurality in this State on
Monday next are about 20,000. One Democratic stumper, however, has expressed
t.lie opinion that the Republican plurality
Per contra, W. R.
may reach 40,000.
Iiunnewell of Pittstield, a member of the
Democratic State committee,
predicts
<

of the

Democratic gains in Somerset, Franklin
and Waldo; and Fred

Emery Beane, secivtary of the Democratic State committee,
says that they will carry Waldo, Aroostook am’ Knox counties.
The Democrats
do not claim the State, however.
The Republican editors of West Virginia called upon Major McKinley at bis
home in Canton, Ohio, last week, and in

reply to their address Major McKinley
paid the following tribute to the patriotic
press of the country:
'■N'-ver did the Republican cause have
such mighty support from the
newspa!.he United States as it has to-day.
pers
This help is not confined to the Republican press alone, but includes
many of the
greatest newspapers which have hitherto
advocated the Democratic cause.
(Great
«

Applause.)

A Tennessee business
last week

man

in Boston

reported

that all party lines are
broken in his State and that the Democratic business men are

balance in favoi

j

charging
tine is

a.

trious, lie makes

an

ideal treasurer.

unit.

stulling

or

sysTo this end the

of them.

to

manipulate

the vote at their

own

sweet

reunion

of
held at

Of

nesday, August 20th, and

was a

very

by

would he of very great value to the westStates producing silver, but I cannot

see

that it would be to the rest of the

country.”
seean

Nor would it.

The Tennes-

has sized up the situation very ac-

curately.

Maple

j

occasion. The forenoon was spent socially and at noon the company, consisting of
[ forty-five persons, sat down to a bountiful
dinner. Members of the family were present from Belfast, Northport, LincolnviHe,
Rockland, Penobscot, Boston and Bridgeport, Conn. Immediately after dinner the
meeting was called to order by the President, and entertained by vocal and instrumental music by Mr. and Mrs. Hartshorn,
Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth and Mrs. Leslie
Miller, followed by a recitation by Alberto
Farnham. A vote of thanks was extended
to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson for their kind endeavor to make all enjoy the day. The fol| lowing officers were chosen for the ensuing

GROUND.

H.

Cummings

F.

oj

Law.

review, vs. Joseph E. Doherty,
defendant in review, to the Supreme Court
of the United States. At the January term,
1-SP2, Doherty entered a suit against Knowlton on account annexed for a lull of liquors
purchased in Massachusetts. At the January term, l.SPJ, Knowlton was defaulted and
in

execution

an

was

issued for

>

One of
was

More

ex-

perienced last Sunday. It not only rained
but poured all day, doing much damage to
the roads. Fall feed is good, which goes a
good way toward helping out the shortage
in the hay crop. lu fact,
everything has
made a heavy growth. We think that the

Medicinal value in a Lottie
pari 1 la than in any
More skill is require i.

farmer who has attended to his business has
occasion to find fault. We think there is
no class of people who feel the hard times so
little as those who till the earth for their
daily bread. We happened in to one of
our neighbors the other
day and stopped
to dinner, and a king might well feel proud
at the repast set before us. We grumble and
find fault with this and that, and think our
lot is hard, when we should be the happiest
class of people on earth. Think of him who
depends wholly upon his daily work, shut
up in the city with a family of children,

More

>

t,

More curative pow
combmutemi, pi
which makes it j.

More people are empio;.
ctipied in its I•
More wonderful 01,
t ini-m in Is

r*‘<

i

*

•.

More sales and iikm--*
are reported ov
More People are taking !l
■

today

than any

•i

taking it today th
.MomMore and stii
given why you slim

soon coming on and
nothing in the
house to fall bark on, and compare it with
the farmer who has his larder full. Let the

winter

Hoods
Sarsaparilla

silverites howl, but stick to your farms, my
brother Grangers. Help those who need
your help, as far as you can with justice to
yourselves, and all will be well As goes
Vermont so goes Maiue next Monday.
A

One True Wood Purifi-

The

Voter.

Hood’s Pills

Sick li,

Transfers in Real Estate.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Sept. 9, 180*5: Sarah

Hall, Belfast, to F. L. Howard, do.; land
and buildings in Belfast. Henry H. Webb,
Brooks, to Fred B. Edwards, do ; land in
Brooks. F. W. Baker, Liberty, to W. A.
Lamb, do.; land and buildings in Liberty.
Frank H. French et als., Boston, to French
Bros., do.; land in Stockton Springs. Win.
F. Brackett, Lincolnville, to Chas. E Brackett, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Charles E. Brackett to John A. Porter, Lincolnville; land and buildings in Liucolnviilc.
Abbie J. Pratt, Belfast, to Roht. If. Coombs,
do.; land in Belfast. Otis E. Robbins, Scars111 ont, to Henry Morse, do.. land and buildings in Searsmont. William S. Pendleton,
Islesboro, to James O. Pendleton, do.: land
in Islesboro.
Augustus Clark et als., Belfast, to Fred A. Holmes, Swanville; mil!
property in Monroe. Julia A. Bryant, L -well. Mass., to David W. Manslield, Belfast;
land in Belmont. Charles B. Manning. Boston, to Caleb .J. Norwood. Hamilton, Mae.
land in Lincolnville. (-has. D. Harriman,
Belfast, to Annie B. Harriman. St kton
Springs ; land in Stockton Springs and Pr. spcet. Oscar Hills, Nortliport, to J-l,a A.
Roberts, Reading, Mass.: land in Nortliport
Ezra A. Carpenter, Jackson, to Eugene If.
Fletcher, do.; land and buddings in Jackson

with

\

that

glas.v-'.

GEO. R. P

Bs

*

Belfast,

105.01. Knowl-

petitioned for review at the January
term, 1NP4, when the ease was sent to the
Law Court on report.
May P, ispf>, the
certificate was received from the Law Court,
giving judgment for Knowlton for the
amount of the former judgment for debt and

1\!

CAPITAL, $150,000
SURPL

costs, with interest, which left a balance due
Knowlton of AJo.SO. The rescript, which
covers a legal point of interest is as follows:

from 9 to 1? /

Open

1

intoxicating liquors are nought ill
another State, with tin* intention of selling
them in this State in violation of law, the
vender cannot maintain an action to recover
the purchase price in any of the courts of
this State. And it is immaterial whether or
yy nere

not

The Secret ct a Beautiful Sk'in

white hands, shapely nails, and lnxnriant
hair, with clean wholesome scalp, is fo-i•..! in tinperfect action of the I’okks. produced by Cl' Id
( l KA SO \I*. the most effective skin
purilii r,

Soft,

and beautilier in the world.
Sold throughput the world. Potter
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EASTERN ft)

1

DUROIN,

that the purchaser of these liquors, bought
before August (!, 181M), did not intend to sell
in the original packages, lmt did intend to
sell them at retail and in violation of law.

Doherty through his attorney, R. W.
Rogers, then petitioned for a writ of error
and to change the case to the United States
Supreme Court which was granted.

4 P

to

DEPOSITS

such vender knew the illegal intention

upon the part of the purchaser or in any
way participated in the same. The statute
referred to is not in violation of that clause
of the federal constitution which gives Congress the power to regulate commerce between the States. And was not prior to the
act of Congress, approved August 8, 1890,
making interstate commerce relating to intoxicating liquors subject to the police powers of the several States,
if liquors were
bought in another State, prior to the act of
August, 1890, with intention to sell them
in this State in the original packages, it
would not, at that time, have been an intention to violate the law.
But the court finds

Miss Lucinda A. Savage
of Madison and Mrs. W. Benjamin, Jr., are ;
at the D. C. Cottage.
At the Fuller cottage ;
fur three weeks are Mrs. Eliza Bean, Mrs.
Mrs. Charles O. Parsons and daughter of
Volney Thompson, Misses Edna, Bertha ami Florence, Mass., is tin* guest of Mrs. ParMadge Thompson, Mark Messer ami Ralph son's brother, O. II. Dihvorth, for afewdavs.
Thompson, all of Montville Centre.
[Watervilie Mail.

of whom is not

opinion,

only equal,

in his

boro, and

owner of the yacht Snarleyow,
has returned to his home in Philadelphia.
He has left the Snarleyow in capable hands
to be sailed in the last of the cup races at
Rockland.

own

to demolishing Senator Frye, but
Before such an
as

this Bath must

how’s

This !

We olfer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
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by

Williams’ appearance will have the same
effect here that it did in Newport.
He
no

converts and his arguments simthe convictions of those

ply strengthened

who stand for honest money and the maintenance of law and order.

Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walking, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by al
Im35
Druggists. Testimonials free.
West &
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County Treasurer

Hiram L. McAllister of Burnham

Stevens of Belfast

Charles E. White of Belfast
William H. Ginn of Prospect
Edwin Jenkins of Monroe
Charles E. Sherman of Burnham
Oscar >1 ills; of Northport
George C. Sanborn of Waldo

County Commissioner

Cr. F. Sherman of Burnham

Noah B. Allenwood of Belfast

County Treasurer

Small of Belfast
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Judge of Probate

Stephen F. Files of Thorndike
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For Senator

Darius K. Drake of Frankfort

E. Johnson of Belfast
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Hiram F. Krskine of >lont\:i!
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For Senator
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Representative to Congress
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For Senator
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Governor

Representative to Congress
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The families of John and Frank York of
New York, who have been occupying cottages on the South Shore for the summer,
left for home last Saturday.

Mrs.

Important Point of

plaintiff

Capt. Trueworthy is still here with the
yacht Hattie C. Meehan and took out a
party Saturday to Turtle Head. He had a
party Monday for Islesboro,

Searsmont;
Manchester, Me.

station.

Tilestou Wadlin, Esq., Clerk of Courts for
County, lias received from the Law
Court the order of Chief Justice Peters to
remove the case of Clarence M.
Knowlton,

The culvert at tlie South Shore gate washed out during the storm of Sunday and there
were several other bad washes in our streets.

sun,

police-

Waldo

street.

Among the new arrivals are the following:
At Brown's: Benj. S. Mathews, Pittsfield;
Mrs. B, S. Mathews, Master Harris V. Mathews, Kittie Dow and Frauk Scanlan, Cambridge, Mass. At the Morrison cottage:
Ernest Crosby, Claire Wellington, Roscoe
Clark, Maud Crosby, Lua McLaughlin, Minnie Foss of Albion.
At the F. B. Knowlton
cottage: Mrs. Clara B. Palmer, Mrs. Eleauora Waterhouse, Miss Isabel M. Edmuuds,
Walter J. Bean and Wesley J. Wentworth
from Centre Montville; Mrs. W. C. Thump-

Gilbreth

To the Editor of The Journal:
the heaviest rains for a long time

a

in Maine; and last, but not least—in numbers—we have the “steer team” of six,

made

An

j

The heavy rain of Sunday washed the
streets very badly.
Maple street is in very
bad shape. Main street is also badly washed.

some

ern

pumping

W. Knowlton of NTewburg and Mrs.
Stella Loud are visiting C. W. Miles on

ant

Scull,

one

CAMP

resignation
accepted.

was

The City Clerk was instructed to request
the Western Union Telegraph Co. to grant
permission to the city to run wires on thenpoles for tire alarm, from the city to the

Amos

pleas-

case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's
legislation
(treat Republican gains in Newport, Vt. Catarrh Cure.
that would help us in our cotton industry.
And yet that is one of the places where a
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
] do not want to be considered as taking a great crowd went to listen to Mr.
George
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
Fred Williams.
We repeat that the size for the last 15
narrow view of the situation, but it seems
years, and believe him perfect
to me that is just what the west is doing of the crowds that turn out to listen to ly honorable in all business transactions and
free silver oratory is no indication of the
able
to
financially
carry out any obligations made
to-day. The passage of a free silver bill drift of things. [Boston Herald.
their firm.

“What we would like is

NORTHPORT

Chase and friends of Bangor left fur
home this week.
Dr.

this year, cannot fail to !
Mixer. The seventh annual reunion of
very handsome majority.
the Mixer family was held at Silver Harvest
for representative from Belfast \V. h.
; Grange Hall, Waldo, Thursday, Sept. 3d.
Littlefield, Esq., has been nominated to Although tlie morning was stormy KHJ were
succeed himself.
This is not only in ac- present, coming from nine towns. The meeting was called to order in the morning by
cordance with party usage, hut a recogni- the Vice President and the
following officers
tion of Mr. Littlefield's good service in were chosen: President, Isaac Mixer; Vice
Charles Sanborn, Sanford MixPresidents,
behalf of his constituents during 1,is first er;
Secretary, Deal Sanborn; Treasurer, W.
term, a record that will be sustained in B. Cammett; Committee on Arrangements,
Phebe Fraser, Henry Rogers; Sarah Rogers,
the second term now assured him.
Committee on Entertainment, Lydia Cammett, Almeda Whitcomb, John Fraser. Af- j
in a sound money speech at Chicago ter an adjournment for dinner the meeting
was again called to order and the
following ;
lust Saturday Carl Seliurz gave this desprogram presented:
Music; reading by
Sarah
of
the
Lulu
mental
calibre
of
Rogers;
Win. J.
recitation,
Cammett;
cription
singing, Lu Patterson ; recitation, Mae WhitBryan:
comb ; music; recitatious, Carrie Rogers;
Mr. Bryan is certainly a remarkable singing, Eva Mixer;singing, Josephine Mixman.
Being still so young I wonder how er, Lottie Kelley; declamation, Guy Blood;
he found time to accumulate so enormous singing, Lu Patterson; recitation, Margie
Cook; recitation, Gilfie
speech,
a store of misinformation and to
develop Henry Rogers. Then a Whitcomb;
short time was deso mature an
incapacity for understand- voted to dancing and a good time generally.
ing this subject, i say this in all serious- The only regret is that we must wait a year
ness, compelled by my respect for the ex- for another reunion. The next meeting will
alted office to which Mr. Bryan aspires. be held at the same place the first Thursday
Considering that for years the discussion in September, 18ff7.
of these questions lias been his only busiResolutions of Respect.
ness, and that he has remained so entirely unacquainted with the most rudimenWhereas, it has pleased our Heavenly
tary of economic principles and with the Father in his wisdom
to remove from our
most conspicuous of business experience,
midst Mrs. A. B. Strattard, one of the charwe must conclude that he not
does
ter
members
of
No.
only
9, therefore, be it
Corps
not know but is unable to learn.
Resolved, that we tender our heartfelt
Imagine
such ignorance coupled with such assur- sympathy to her husband and children in
this hour of their affliction; and may they
ance clothed with great
power.
Imagine look beyond the
shadow and by faith behold
him as President of the United States,
the wife and mother waiting their coming
parading such childish absurdities in his on the other side.
message! It would make us the laughing
Resolved, that in the death of our U te sisstock of the world, and every self-respect- ter Corps No. 9 loses a
worthy and efficient
American
member.
would
his
head in
ing
hang
shame.
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions
be placed on the records of this Corps, a
The Democrats have three speakers from copy sent to the family, also the leading
for publication.
papers
Bath on the stump in Maine, Francis B.
Miss Helen Nealey,
Signed
Torrey, K. C. Plummer and John Scott.
Mrs. Rill a Cook,
Bath is proud to furnish the most speakMrs. Horace Webber.
ing talent of any place in the State. [Bath
Yachts and Boats.
Enterprise.
Bath isn’t in it with Belfast.
We have
Fields S. Pendleton’s yaclit Eftie
Capt.
first, our Congressman lion. S. L. Milli- brought over a party from Islesboro last
ken, the peer of any man on the stump Thursday and to attend the Democratic
to-day; then we have Mayor Hanson, who meeting and returned next day.
can talk louder and longer than any man
William
a summer resident of Isleswii

man

if he is elected the interests of Ins constituents will leeeive his prompt attention.
111
fact he is just the man every voter in this
town and
lass wants as a representative,
and the way to make his election sure is for
every Republican to go to the polls next
Monday and vote the straight lie publican
ticket. By so doing the result will be safe
aiid Mr. P. G. Hunt will go to Augusta this
winter without an iota of a doubt.

Herrick. The third annual reunion of
the Herrick family was held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wilson of Belfast Wed-

existing

stances

as

The chances of Mr. P. G. Hunt, the Republican candidate for tlu1 Legislature, of
carrying this place are very promising indeed, notwithstanding it is naturally a Democratic town.
He is not only very popular
among the
masses, but is held in
high
esteem by men of all parties; hence his
numerous friends who differ from him politically will deem it a pleasure to cast their
vote for so worthy a young man.
His integrity of character lie eds no voucher, for
Phin is,
everybody in town knows \vh
what lie is, aud all about him. They know
that ali the dependence in the world can be
placed in him, and every voter knows that

re-

Family Reunions.
was

enjoyed

the result of her exertions.

will.

Cross-Jackson. The eighth
the Cross and Jackson families

they

good

a

several candidates the county convention year: President, S. B. Herrick, Belfast;
Boston;
I Vice President, J. B. Howard,
selected Frank A. Cushman of Montvilie Treasurer, Mrs. J. A. Wilson,
Belfast;
|
for County Commissioner, and that alone Chaplain, Mrs. J. B. Herrick, Northport;
Secretary, Mrs. George Herrick, Belfast,
would testify to his fitness.
This com- I committee, Mrs. Leslie
Miller, Belfast; Miss
a
Herrick, Rockland, Mr. J. F. Taber,
ticket
of
merit
pletes county
exceptional
j Myrtle
Boston.
and popularity, and which, under eireum- j

array of speaking talent
come down.

a

picnic gotton up for the members and friends
of the Baptist society Sept. 2d on Carver’s
shore, where about lifty-six people enjoyed
a delightful day.
Clam chowder, roast corn,
pies, cakes and doughnuts comprised the bill
of fare, and that the large company did full
justice to the good things need not be doubted in the least. Every moment of the time
from the beginning to the end was greatly
enjoyed by every one and it was unanimously declared to have been the best picnic ever
enjoyed by the society. As the big jigger,
filled with a joyous throng of the pienicers
and drawn by a large yoke of oxen were

of the

the duties pro tern.
Mr. Hazelfine penman, and in every respect

“What direct interest has
the South in silver anyway?” he enquired.

to

To Mrs. R. Patterson more than to any
one else belongs the praise of
originating
and carrying to a successful termination the

fused to give Republicans representation
the election boards, and were thus free

vacancy
county committee have placed in nomination for llegister of rrobate Charles
P. Hazeltine of Belfast, who is now dis-

claims to have done so.

most

j

sence.

was

al-

against Bryan

|

Mr. aud Mrs. George Whitney of Boston arlast Saturday for a few days’vacation,
and Mr. W. A. Whitney left Monday to take
charge of the business during his son’s ab-

the Demo-

Honesty Grange Hall, Morrill, Thursday,
September fid. It was not a very pleasant
day, hut the Crosses and Jacksons gathered
from various directions numbering about
ninety in all. A splendid picnic dinner was
j served. The afternoon services were opened
by prayer by Rev. H. I. Holt, followed by
music by the chorus, address of welcome by
Mrs. Ella M. Littlefield ; recitation by Lovina
J. Aehorn; music by Althea Woods; recitahis reforms lie has had the aid of clean tion
by Rosa Cross; song by Freddie Randall
and capable deputies.
of Boston ; music by Justin Merriam ;essay by
lion. George E.
Johnson will succeed himself as Judge of Lucie Jackson; dialogue by Rosa Cross and
Probate, an cilice lie has filled with abil- Mary Thomas; reading by Sarah Jackson;
ity and to the entire satisfaction of the declamation by J. O. Whitcomb; song by
public. The death of that capable and chorus. It was voted to hold the next meeting on the second Thursday in September,
popular official, J. I). Parker, Esq.,
1S‘J7, or, of not pleasant, the next fair day.
made a
on the ticket and the
year

<•

was

1

>

v,.

K;i i< y ,-nd Hobart and one for Bryan,
if all the Olier families do as well in the

writing

j

rived

on

the county
of his

v*

M

but at this

Democratic Election Commissioners

end

ex-Go\. Boswell P. FTow-

taken, and the result

tematic

the best

qualified for the duties of the position.
Ellery Bowui-n, Esq" of Winterport, the
Ni n Y<»rk a* the Indianapolis con- present incumbent, is the nominee for
i:
m ;.:n! the i*
it made to Congress
County Attorney. He is a young man of
m
! ,.-(] V.'ii1. ims in Is02, are quite
ability, a growing man in his profession,
■j
i;«•
id. Bepuolican argument to day, and fills the office
admirably. The candimm
i;>t they will have an attentive date for
County Treasurer is A. A. Small
of Belfast, one of the host accountants
reading.
and book-keepers in the city.
A man of
A: tl
j’iisbi ry family reunion in Bostoii
i';
week a political test vote was sterling integrity, systematic and indus'1

Mr. James Brohan, mate of sch. A. Hayford, is at home for awhile and is anxiously
waiting to drop a straight Republican vote
into the box next Monday.

State election in Arkansas

a

was

Mr. William Upson and family closed their
season’s sojourn here last Thursday and returned to their home iu New Jersey.

S3,357.83, a gain of 84,8-51,12,
caused principally by an economical
administration of the sheriff’s department.
in addition he has improved
the sanitary condition of the jail, which
foi
years had been a reproach, and
the county buildings and grounds under
his care are kept in the best of order.
In

of the most in-

one

and at

SI,273.20,

county

lslesbol'o

Hi *»ks

Dingley, Jr.,

substitution of the ballot boxes

every taxpayer in Waldo county to reelect Sheriff Norton. For example: When
Mr. Norton became sheriff the excess of

first

<

l

admittedly

liabilities over resources of

APPOINTMENTS.

:!i:11 Col. .1. It.
Pitkin of
.r. I'...-Hum S:u:ii-i;iy
veiling,
liuii.i will l.e 'in attenilJU-

\.

The regular meeting of the City Council
held Monday evening. Mayor Hanson
absent and Alderman Welch presided
in the Board of Aldermen aud Municipal
officers. The following jurors were drawn :
George W. Patterson aud Alton K. Braley ;
traverse jurors, Frank B. Strout, T. L.
Sliute, George H. Davis, Robert H. Coombs.
Frank B. Strout was chosen^election clerk
for Ward 5 for the September election in
place of George H. Davis, who will be unable to attend on that day. The roll of accounts was passed. The highway bills were
somewhat larger than usual for August on
account of the washouts caused by the
rain of Aug. 9th.
The Committee on Fiuanee reported that
they have examined the books of the Collector for 1895, aud recommend that upon
the payment of $2,673.78 the Treasurer be
authorized to settle with the Collector. An
Order was passed instructing the Treasurer
to so settle with the Collector.
In this settlement the tax of the Ralph C. Johnson estate, $1,172.50, is credited to the account of
the Collector.
i±. r
Mason, Collector, reported $3o,402 99
collected on taxes of 189(3.
Norman Wardwell, City Solicitor, reported
on the claim of C. M. Kuowlton for
building
destroyed the night of July 3d, that the city
is not liable.
The Committee on Sidewalks reported on
petition of D. T. Guptill and others for a
sidewalk on Durham street, recommending
that the city furnish plank and the petitioners build the walk and an order was
passed
to do so.
On petition of John Dolliff and others for
a sidewalk on James street, the Committee
reported and the petitioners were given
leave to withdraw.
On petition of John F. Smalley and others
for improvements in the sanitary condition
of Waldo avenue, it was recommended that
the walk be repaired, the crossings flagged
with stone and the ditches cleaned.
The Highway surveyor of the City District
was authorized to rebuild with plank the

Rain and Sunshine.

was

tendered her.

mated at from

time show that it is for the interest of

were
H.

Mr. Charles Pendleton and Mr. Wyman
Faxon left for Boston on Monday’s boat.

Miss Flossie Drinkwater went to Boston
last week to accept a situation that had been

do not appear to have decided just
what their majority will be.
It is esti-

sheriff Waldo county has had for years.
1 he statistics we have published from time

Til FASERFR,

A LI RLD A. S.MAL1.Belfast.
FKANi\

of the National

these? Hon. Nelson

was

Monday,

ticket is that of S. Cl. Norton
He is the present incumbent

of the office and is

ATTORNEY,

1 «>R (VIA I V

authority

crats

county

Belfast.

ERoRATF,
ZELTINE.Belfast.

REGISTER OF

< HARLES P. li

City Government.

10,000 to 100,000, and could
easily be made 200,000. It was known before the election that the Democratic plan
This is also true of our Waldo county
was to allow Republicans to vote, a privicandidate for Senator, Dr. A. J. Killings
walk on Main street from Bridge street to
of Freedom, a veteran himself, and one lege they have not always enjoyed,—
the residence of A. A. Hicks.
since the murder of Clayton a few years
who in all the relations of life has proved
The City Treasurer was authorized to althe shot gun argument has been given
low the Collector of Taxes the amount ashimself worthy of the highest measure of ago
sessed
against the Belfast Water Co.,
as dangerous to those using it, as well
confidence and respect. He will ably rep- up
in consideration for water furnishpassing the house of Mrs. Patterson they $014.25,
as to its victims—but not to count the
ed, according to the terms of the contract
resent the county in the Maine Senate.
asrose and gave three hearty cheers in recogwith
said
company.
vote, or to make it impotent either by a
The next candidate on the Waldo
nition of the
The
of F. A.
time
had
as

District.THOMAS B. REED.
Second District.NELSON D1NGLEY, JR.

FOR SENATOR,
NiKAM J. BI.Ll.INGS

as

There

irrespective of party,
and whose voice and vote are always to be
depended upon in behalf of the Union
veteran.

First

FOR

Milliken,

who has ever looked to the interests

one

Fourth District.ALBERT H. SAWYER.

1 > 1:. AI

Hon. S. L.

will have the unsolicited support of bundreds of Democrats, who recognize in him

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.

FOR

The candi-

in addition to the full vote of his party,

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.

Second District.A. R.

ples”

delegation has stood
ability and influence and

will be returned unbroken.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
For electors at large:

and the

says, in a letter to Zion’s Herald:
The preservation of the public faith,
antagonism to all schemes looking to. the
depreciation of the currency and the repudiation of private or public obligations,
reprobation of the anarchistic plank of a
great party which condemns the executive
of the nation for performing his sworn
duty by interfering to prevent the stoppage of United States toail trains and the
destruction of interstate railways by mobs
beyond local control—not to mention other
questions—all clearly raise moral issues on
which it is the duty of the minister of the
gospel to take the side of honor, good
faith, law and order, and the public welfare.

The Maine

at the head in

NORTHPORT NEWS.

Mrs. E. B. El well and Miss Myrtle Herrick went to Boston last Monday to visit
friends.

Government to suppress dangerous riots.
an honest man take in such “princi-

he has spoken he has made an excellent impression. Of the Congressional
detail.

honest

in

Can

candidates it is not necessary to speak in

Moulton.

Of

diciary

evt'i

j

“The

But apart from the money question, the issues presented in that platform
involve the stability of our Supreme Ju-

During the present campaign he has visited every section of the State, and wher-

For Governor

Mon.

reported
principles of the

dollar.

which he

GARRET A, HOB ART of New Jersey

Portland

Sheldon is

any
Chicago platform
The town election this year will be held in
man.”
Yes, if an “honest man” can be Union hall instead of Elwell’s hall, as forcounted for repudiation and a dishonest
rnerly.

the bar and in the councils of the party of
is now the standard-bearer.

PRESIDENT,

North New
C.

take

Republican ticket stands for an honest dollar; the Democratic-Populistic ticket for a dishonest dollar, and a train of
evils scarcely less dangerous to the prosperity and peace of the country. The
head of the Republican ticket, Hon.
Llewellyn Powers of Houlton, was born
in a log house on a farm in rittsfield, the
eldest of ten children, and is a typical
Maine citizen.
His industry and ability
have won for him an enviable standing at

Journal Pub. Go.

Republican

2nd

to have said:

involved.

The
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speech at
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For
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Charles F. Stevens of
For

Represent a (iv.

of
Sc wall 15. Kl.-tcio
Oscar Hills of Northp
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rftf

f >v. Bote remained ashore from the
City
of Bangor during her upriver trip last
Thursday and bought a quantity of hay for
shipment to Boston.

_

Next Saturday evenRepublican rally in Bel>.v Hon. Henry B. Cleaves,
luef executive, and Hon.
Louisiana. The Belfast
:.gaged and if the weather
speaking will be on the
u. with a concei t by the
the meeting will be in
In either event it
it re.
cting. While in Belfast
!><• the guest of Represen-

u i.v.

Mrs. Ralph H. Howes gave a ii\e o’clock
last Friday afternoon in honor of her
guests, Mr. R. H. Barrett and family of V.rtea

ginia. The rooms were very handsomely
decorated and it was a very enjoyable occasion. About seventy-live invitations were
given and accepted.

Among the coincidences of the past week
may be mentioned the fact that of the six

nshall Relief Corps holds

M

Friday evening

every

<•

at

L. P, Swett of Norway, the champion bicycle rider, visited friends in Belfast the
past week. In company with E. *M. Hall he
rode to Rockland Monday to attend the

Massachusetts, aged
i:d o, are visiting in Belfast,
they were asked by a lady
ins, and the younger prompts'ma’am, we’re not twins.

Many
Fernald for

one.

Excursion

Courts.

Camden. The
steamer
Sedgwick will leave Searsport at 8 a. m.
to-day and Belfast at 8350 for Camden, arriving there at 10. Cars will be in readiness
for Rockport, Rockland and
Thomaston,
enabling those who wish to visit the State
prison. The steamer will leave Camden on
the return trip at 9 p. m. This will give
members of the 20th Maine Regimental
Association anti their ladies an opportunity
to attend the 11th annual reunion of the
Regiment at Rockport. Fare to Camden and

Coy.

return 50 cents.

Morrill lost quite a
recently, shot while in the
wo mouths colt, by her side.
'cs not know that he has an
world and assumes that the
cidental, but it was none the
of

I
Reg-

■,/eltine, Esq., served as
i»y appointment of Judge
September term of Probate
He will doubtless
Cleaves to till out Mr.
it-d term, and be confirmed
:ng of the Council.
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in

aster, Populist candidate
to Congress from the
spoke before a small audience
House last Monday evening,
live

chiefly personal

is

attacks

on

and his audience grew small
! beautifully less from start to
vile to saj* he made no converts
received last week from Mr.
of Morrill a specimen bas-

u
•'

h;s
Tii

■

raising. The basket was
delicious cultivated blaek-

centre

ii<•

which

s«-

were

'a!

was a

large plum

re-

from California,
red and white cultivated
rotiie

perfect ripe strawberdecided novelty at this sea-

some
a

car.

the Fourth of July somethe hell from the High
ami its whereabouts were

■'h-re
!

va\

|

Friday night. Superinhad jimt settled himself for
last

leading at home, when there
mb ms ring at the door-hell.
sjunal lie found the long-lost
‘■rstep, blit no one in sight.
■

ai

^

signs

of ha\

ing been buried.

1

Facts.

and

a

pound
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for
on

one

the

run
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season
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Welch a: Patterson, the new proprietors of the lunch car, took possession last
Saturday morning. In the evening they had
a free opening and served ice cream and cake
to 102 persons... .The titles are
running very
low-No more Saturday half holidays at
tlie shoe factory. They have heard from
Chat.

native growth, for
high priced, are now
W. .Tones, Main St.,
display of guns and
Bailey lias recovered his

who picked it up in

a

field where Mr,

F. W. Gowen in Brooks and Jackson.
Brooks, Sept. 7, ‘tki. Prof. F. W. Gowen,
International Supreme Lecturer, addressed
the largest temperance meeting held In this

nation will declare at the ballot box in thundering tones, Thou Shalt Xot. Mr. Gowen
also opposed free silver with vigor, and at
the close of his address was warmly ap-

plauded.

GLENWOOD

Jackson.

RANGE

ing the dramshops of the country the people

*

'METER

on the oven door tells the
and when the oven is just right
°°k Meat, Bread, Cakes and Pies

heat,

®

‘fitly.

Sold in all

prominent cities and

towns

throughout New England.
WADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.

Mr. F. W. Gowen, Internation-

al Supreme Lecturer, addressed a good audience iu this town Friday evening, Sept.
4th. He spoke for one hour and a half and
was listened to with much interest. He wras
opposed to free silver as well as free rum.
Among other things lie said that if all the
silver iu the country was coined into standard dollars it would enrich no one outside
of mine owners ami speculators.
By dos-

be bothered

enough

damage.

about6

until

p.

m.,

when there

was a

brief

A Keating
CARLE

Strictly High Grade $100 Wheel for only $65.00.
&

JONES,

Belfast, Maine.
fc

^

5); >)c

Comfort

jJc %

^c >k

Health

and

..

furnace

..

Thompson

«£

Sen,

below, with

|

would save over S1,000,000.OOO^in one year.
The licensed saloon squeezes the material
and moral life out of our people and ought
to be overthrown.
On account of the
Centkk Montville.
serious illness of his aged grandmother,
Mrs. Sarah Clement, Mr. F. W. Gowen, International Supreme Lecturer, did not speak
here. He will be unable to lecture in Montville, the town of his boyhood, this fall.

Mr. Daniel Robertson of North Searsport
died Aug. 25th, aged 56 years, 5 months and
Mr. Robertson had been afflicted
11 days.
with a cancer in the face for several years
and had been a great sufferer. Ife moved
from

Monroe to this

place

in

March,

181)5.

He was a soldier in the late war and a member of tbe G. A. R. of Monroe. He leaves a
wife and four children who have grown to
manhood and womanhood—Charles, George
and Benjamin Robertson, and one daughter,
Mrs. Richard Brown of East Belfast. The
funeral services were held at the M E.
church at North Searsport, O G. Huzzey of
Waldo officiating, ami the remains were
taken to the village cemetery at Monroe for
interment,
Marion

Mrs.

White of

Unity died Aug.

advanced age of Si years and 7
was the widow of Charles
White of Unity, and was the second member to die in a family of five, all of whom
passed the age of 70 years. The remaining
members are Joshua Thompson of Moutville, Eben Thompson and Mrs. Sally White

olst at the
mouths.

of

She

Unity.

with regret that we record the death
Mrs. Eliza Holbrook, which occurred
Aug. :’.d at- her home on Camden street.
Mrs. Holbrook was the second daughter of
.James and Betsey Kirkpatrick and
was
horn at Isleshoro May 25, l8i<>. Of the fourIt is

of

teen brothers ami sisters of Mrs.
seven

Holbrook,

still survive her, four brothers ami

three sisters.
young lady, Miss
Kirkpatrick married Capt. John Holbrook,
who passed away about fourteen years ago.
By this union seven children were born to
Mr. and Mrs. Holbrook, two of whom died
iu infancy, the late Ibra Holbrook, who
died ah- lit five years ago at Eagle Hock,
Va., and the four who survive them; Mrs.
Orrissa Files, Mrs. Frances Curtis of Boston,
Mrs. Harriet Files and Wm. D. Holbrook of
this city. Mr. ami Mrs. Holbrook came to this
city about sixty years ago ami for fifty years
have occupied the late residence on Camden street. At the age of twenty-two, Mrs.
Holbrook joined the Methodist church, but
afterwards became a member of the Free
Will Baptist church when that church was
organized, it b eiug more convenient for attendance. She remained a member of that
church until her decease, although she still
held to her Methodist views and beliefs
throughout her hn\g life. Mrs. Holbrook
8(j years, 4
was of the adv aOeed age of
mouths and 0 days. She had lived a long
and useful life, always a kind and helpful
neighbor and friend, a ready and willing
worker of the church, and a devoted wife
and mother. Although unable to rise from
her bed during her last sickness without assistance, yet she was patient and ever
thoughtful of others, and was ready and
only waiting for release from pain and sorrow.
The funeral was solemnized Wednesday morning at 10 o’clock, Rev. Mr. Bradlee officiating. [Rockland Tribune.
When

a

to

a large mass of earth attached
the roots.
In Grove Cemetery there was consider-

able

damage by washing

out

newly

NEW

made

mounds and the grading of lots.
The bridges near the Ritchie Grange Hall
and in the Bragdon neighborhood in Waldo
were carried away.
The water in Tilden Pond rose about .'1
feet during the shower.
REPORTS FROM THE

Direct from the Manufacturers.

75

town.

Waldo. Sunday’s rain carried away the
Simmons bridge and there are numerous
washouts, but nothing very serious.

a

Specialty.

Lowest Prices.

Elexeu \ ears

MAIN STREET,
Store

Experience.

BELFAST,

formerly occupied by

\V.

C.

MAINE.

Marshall.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

Liuerty. The heavy rain of Sunday did
great injury to the roads in this vicinity.
Bridges were washed but in many instances.
Brooks. The storm of last Sunday was
the most violent for an all day's session that
we have had for years. The water in Marsh
River was never higher at this time of year
and large quantities of rubbish and drift
wood was floated away. The roads which
had been put into very fair condition were
left in terrible shape, nearly every hill being washed and gullied, in many places being impassable.

L. A. KNOWLFON, President.

FRANK R

WIGGIN,

Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

IMMYIIHAL

Feb.

2S 1*1*4.

DEPOSITS:

Juiy i 1.1 s!i.ri.

July 21, ISD-I.
$5!M*0.'2!*

Dec.

Sunday we hail a very
heavy downpour of rain, similar to that experienced by Mr. Noah and his family. It
did not continue quite as long, but the quality of the article, no doubt, was just as wet,
to say the least.
In all probability the large
volume that fell during the day will prove

These

figures

are

of the Currency, Washington,

March

lv.c<f

N >:».!»7

JULY 14,

Der.U.lMW.

taken from

Js'M.

$7I*,4*0..*!I

*,2:i’,ls5-5s

Last

1896.

3172,093.16.
our sir >rn
on

the ah

statements to the

ire

Comptroller

dates.

DEPOSI TS in tile INTEREST DEPARTMENT pay. 11»• m dom i; I. draw
r»*st i.-»\ •»!.'••
I
ary 1st anti July 1st. Deposits during the first three days ..i
,-■/ month draw interest : M-ni’ r-t
ms.■•••/
ot that month. This department oilers ,an.-h
depositor* han s j- p (!l^ Ml ls
much as every deposit is a loan to the hank, and all deposits in our Bank are
o
u ,,
ipt.
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank beim* the latest established Bank in Waldo Conutv, our vault ha-a * In* latcs* ininr-wements in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby o 1‘eriiu
>>•
t., d*;. .*itors tii.in mv .oliebank in this countv.
We still have a few *5.<M) SAFE DEPOSIT HOIKSAl'mir boxes at- o,v cm,locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
v,
>

■

•.

,•

>.

injurious to the potato crop, as they
were beginning to rot badly before the rain.
They will decay more rapidly now if warmer
weather should prevail for a few days.
Prospect. The rain fell Sunday last in
torrents. The pond rose in the heaviest rain
1 inch in 7 minutes, and at our place it lacked only 0 inches of the last spring freshet.
No damage is reported so far; only the usual
very

amount of fence near the stream is gone.
Our onions, beets, carrots, parsnips and turnips, more than half an acre, were from one
to five feet under water. There was only a
wide expanse of water without a single top
of garden truck to be seen in the Hood. Monday all the tops were out of water but leaning down stream. As yet we cannot get
to them, but they look all right with the exception probably of a stump coming down
stream and tearing away a few onions.

ADAMS,

STORE, NEW GOODS.

Repairing

COUNTY.

Winterport. The storm of Sunday did
much damage to the roads and bridges in

Northfort.

39 Main St.

JEWELER TO THE PEOPLE.

Towusend,

NO HOUSEKEEPER USING A

i

was visited by another
heavy
Sunday, which did considerable
The rain fell almost constantly

This section
storm last

SAMUEL

>

■

Freshet.

Largest Rainfall Ever Known Here. Damage to
Highways In Belfast 9$00. House Damaged
by Lightning.

J. C.

village in recent years on Saturday evening,
Sept. 5th. C. E. Lane, Esq., called the meeting to order and introduced the speaker.
Mr. Gowen said, in part:
“I shall fight for
temperance as long as I live. He urged the
people to support Dr. A. J. Billings, candidate for Senator, whom he had known from
infancy. He opposed Democracy tooth and
nail, and held up the Congressional Record
of the 53d Congress containing a speech by
Hon. Wm. J. Bryan. This gentleman, said
the speaker, who is a candidate for the highest office in the gift of the people, stands up
in Congress, the most powerful legislative
he went into the office ami
body in the world, and makes use of the folbus excursion
party coming from Bos■ugh the large Window there, ton to
lowing language:
Bangor in steamer Penobscot, fell
“The per cent, of illiteracy is higher in
iiidow, pane and sash. He was overboard soon after the steamer left RockNew England than in the Western States.
•il.
Friday night a large boar land Sunday morning and was with difficul- New England lias been, as it were, the.
n Sanborn got out of his
pen
ty rescued from drowning. Win. A. Herne spawning ground of those financial eels who
have heretofore been so slippery as to get
P High street. On the way he
and a Mr. Reagan of Jamaica Plain jumped
; out of the hands of the United States every
1 bit a German sailor
belonging overboard to save him and all three were time it has tried to bring them to justice.’’
|
Msel in the harbor, and attacked
kept alloat by a life raft thrown from the
Any man who will utter such language as
men on bicycles, but
manthey
steamer.. .The Castine remained in Belfast this in the halls of Congress is unfit to he
him.
a
After
short
time
ipe
making attacks
Tuesday for repairs to her ma- President of a great Republic, said Mr. Gowand while waiting, the tide, which
arsons, who escaped by going chinery
en.
I had rather be a McKinley to-night,
was unusually low, left her aground, thus debe ran up to Waldo avenue,
taining her until about 5 JO o’clock. The trying to save the country from national disshot by the police at the request City of Bangor grounded at the wharf here
honor, than a Billy Bryan, trying to array
“horn, who decided that the pork the same day, for the first time since she
and employe against emcame on the route.
It was said by some class against class
■i safer
place for such a beast than along the water-front to be the lowest
tide ployer. The new Democracy is striving to
o\v hog pen.
ever know here.
force a bad Bill into the White House; but
the candid thinking people of Maine ami the

't

^

FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS,

the scholars

to know whether the oven
or too hot.
The THER-

PRICE.

i

■*

■

* IN *

Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, ExtensionTables,

rifles... .Geo. A.
watch, advertised lor the past two or three
weeks. It was in the possession of a Northman

REDUCTION

1

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

Vermont.Plums of
scarce and
plentiful.. ,T. H. & .1
make a tine window

port

Another

Belfast, Maine>

Closing Out Sale-Furniture.

fare.
The
home from

Bailey lost it.... Capt. Bramhall finds stone
jars the best receptacles for most of his
uuay morning.
goods and has put in an additional number at
Ttems.
As the two masted
his market-The city lawns are as green
M. Braiuard was beating out of
as in spring-time-Pierce & Smalley have
tst week, Everett Carter reoverhauled and repaired the heating apparit vessel was on the stocks here
atus of the Belfast Free Library_The K.
is J.".o tons net and now hails
of P.’s are drilling preparatory to attending
d... Sch. Mary L.
Crosby ar- the field day at Augusta Sept. 10th_Labor
Portland last week, light, and
day was not observed in Belfast except by
1 Iyer’s dock to he examined for
the closing of the banks and public library.
ni
She was built at Millbridge
-The Kelley ax factory, East Belfast, lias
owned by the Pendleton Bros.
started up, with prospects of a good run_
Sell. Miantonomah arrived Ezra A.
Carpenter of Jackson has sold the
Boston with lumber for Carter “Great
Farm," so-called, to Eugene H.
general cargo-Sch. Nautilus
Fletcher, for §3,000.
u. New York
Sept. 3d with feed
Steamer Notes. The steamer Tremont
Sibley Co. and Howes & Co_
of the Bangor & Bar Harbor line was hauled
nan Cone sailed
Saturday for Banoff on Saturday. Beginning Monday the
umber for New York_The
steamer Cimbria will run three trips a wreek,
Thurlow, owned by Pendleton
leaving Bangor on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
w
is
chartered
York,
to load oil
winter time for the Frank
k fur Cork,
Plymouth or London. Saturdays-The
Jones, the Maine Ceutral’s steamer on the
in Belfast.
Belfast has had
Rockland, Bar Harbor and Macliias line,
st exhibitions on a small scale
went into effect Monday. This will give two
k. One day a large buck
sheep trips a week, as usual after the close of sumWashington street, and after mer traffic-The Castine is
doing a better
number of children by eharg- business this
fall than was expected and it
iuto Davis’ blacksmith
shop, is probable her time will not be changed
ie tried to
escape by breaking until October 1st-Walter A. White of
w
Finding the window not Boston, a member of the Knights of Column

^

MERRELL-SOULE CO.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Street,

Bishop Co., Bangor,

the Banks.

many years

ing

I paper.

^21 Main

.

JONES,

..

arrived at Bueksport in a rain squall Sunday afternoon. Like all the other of the
fleet she “wet all her salt" and brings in all
she can well carry, some 2,700 quintals or
more of
nice cod and 40 barrels of oil, a
very large quantity
Symonds was K» days

|

one

.

rTyi

trout-W.

three-master,

^CARLE &

.

C I WM

net to

fleet, the

NONE SUCH ME4*

to 25c.

..

Wells
this city while trolling recently
the middle of Quautabacnok Pond caught

two

Jardinieres only 10c. Each

is the title of a story written
for the manufacturers of

of the most humorous
by
writers of the day. It will
be sent free to anyone sendaddress and naming this

Saucers, 5c.

illness she was ministered to bv the
DEMAND
J.11C most serious
medical skill and the care of loving
The lltli annual reunion of the 20th Maine
damage to the highways
but all in vain.
She leaves to
friends,
Regimental Association will be held in mourn the loss of a dutiful daughter and was at the Downes' culvert, so-called, cast
PURE WARM AIR
Roekport to-day, Thursday. The morning loving sister, her parents and two sisters, of Gurney’s mills, which is in ru ns. The
in your home
Mrs. Mary Coombs and Mrs. Isabella Grif- ! stone work and earth li 11 for about 20 feet
session will be devoted to business and electin. The funeral was held Sept. 1st at the. on tlie road and 10 feet
an
are
tion of officers.
and
At noon dinner will be
deep
down,
home iu Lincolnville, and the attendance,
it will be necessary to rebuild it. The culserved in the G. A. R. hall. In the evening especially of the. young
people, from Belhotair
there will be a campfire and entertainment, fast,
Northport, Camden, Lincolnville, vert on the road leading from Equity Grange
lockpoct and Rockland was a slight index Hall T«* the Hall’s Corner road was washed
goal
consisting of speeches, songs, recitations to
the esteem in which she was held, while
out. The sewer on Spring street near the
and an address by Miss Charlotte T. Sibley the floral
OR
offerings gave mute testimony to
of Belfast.
Veazie’s brass baud will fur- the loving remembrauce in which she was Revere House collapsed in two places and
Hot Air and Hot Water
held.
has been relaid. The Commercial street hill
nish music.
Combination Heater
below Bay View street was badly washed.
widow
of
I-ikk. The new building on Main street,
the
late
S.
F.
will keep the air Pure and Warm,
A.,
Mary
Walker,
street
from
Waldo avenue to WashBridge
is Economical, Durable and Easv
owned and occupied by Patrick Brogan as a died at her home in Winterport, Friday,
ington street was gullied and there were
to Run.
We make seven sizes,
granite polishing shop, was partially burned Aug. 21st, aged GG years. She had been in
had washouts on Peirce street. A section
portable and brick set, and we
yesterday morning about 2 o’clock. When poor health for about two years, but the im- of North
Warrant every one. Ask us for
port avenue near the water works
discovered the fire was pretty well advanced mediate cause of her death was cerebral
broke down, aud a culvert near East Northparticulars.
and was in the upper part of the building. hemorrhage brought on by prostration from
washed out. At Poor’s Mills the river
the extreme beat of the weather.
Mrs. ! port
Wood &
A part of the machinery was owned by Mr.
Me.
Walker, whose maiden name was Mary A. rose about 7 feet and madeseveral washouts,
Brogan, and a part by Jackson & Dim ton, Hopkins, was born in Eden, Mt. Desert, but
to
travel. Sunday afternothing
impede
formerly J. H. Healey & Co. Jackson & where her early years were passed, but when noon the water stood iu
the road beyond J.
1 >unton also had one large monument and a young woman she went to Winterport,
and hail resided there ever since. Her hus- F. Sheldon’s above the hubs of the wagons.
several smaller stones in the building, which band went into the
The rain gauge of L. H. March indicated
army and was killed in
were' ruined.
They saved their books, the battle of Bull Run, after which she took o..'5 inches rainfall to 0 r. m. and .31 in the
for
the
of
herself
up
dress-making
support
etc.
Their
loss
is
about $400, no inplans,
and little daughter, and for many years was evening shower, a total of 5.61 for the day.
Mr. Brogan’s loss on the building
surance.
Winterport’s best known and most popular This is the largest rainfall in one storm he
and damage to the machinery will be about dress-maker. Mrs. Walker wasfan excellent has ever recorded.
The total of the two
STORE TO EET.
woman, a devoted mother and a kind neigh$200. He has a small insurance.
1
bor, always ready to give assistance to any rainfalls of March 1st and 3d was hut 3.53
North Belfast. There seems to be no one insickutss or in trouble, and she will lie inches, aud that of Aug. 9th was hut 2.14
greatly missed by a large circle of friends. inches.
end of damage to bridges in this vicinity
Much sympathy is expressed for her only
caused by the heavy rains.
Surveyor daughter, Miss Ada, who is left so entirely
There were several washouts on the railhas
the
abutment
of
Hare special cuts in prices to close out their stoc/,
alone by this bereavement. A large number
Mayhew
just completed
road, imt two of which were serious. These
of
friends
were
at
the
funeral
serpresent
the White bridge, which was undermined
H'U'e still I ft a line ussortni ait of
were between City point and Waldo tnd devices and the floral offerings were profuse
by the freshet last March. Sunday the road and very beautiful.
layed the north-hound passenger tram Monbed of Brier brook bridge was washed
day, causing it to arrive in Burnham two
Augustus J Acliom of Lowell, Mass., ac- hours late. The. construction
away to a distance of about forty feet ansi
train was at
to a depth of ten to fifteen feet. The Russ
cidently shot himself at Gum pus poud in work on the road and soon
repaired dam4th.
He
went
Pelham
out
was
carried
also.
Sept.
This was
hunting ages. The morning freight train was somebridge
away
newly built last spring. A bad washout w ith a companion. In stepping into a boat what late and the passenger train got back
occurred at Marsh creek bridge also....Mr. with a loaded gun the weapon was discharg- about noon.
CALL. EARLY WHILE THERE IS A I IM ASSORTMENT
At the house of Joseph Flagg near East
M. A. Barren will preach in the church ed. and the contents entered Aehorn*s neck,
a terrible wound and causing immenext Sunday morning and evening. In the making
Belmont the lightning did a curious thing.
diate death. Mr. Aehorn was a son of Elisha
afternoon several are to unite with the and Jane Aehorn of Searsmout, and leaves a It entered an open window in the kitchen
church, after which the sacrament of the wife, one child, and five sisters. The latter where Mrs, Flagg was frying doughnuts,
Lord’s supper will be observed.... Several are Mrs. A. C. Morse and Mrs. Frank Moody* upset the fat, tin*w the doughnuts about, 1
Belmont; Mrs. F. 1. Wilson, Belfast; Mrs.
out of town boys and girls are attending Laura
Trask, Windsor; and Miss Lilia and prostrated Mrs. Flagg. No tire resulted, j
our schools this term, and ten of our boys
Aehorn, Searsinont. Mrs. A< horn was a Mas- though the fat was spilled upon the hot
and girls are attending the High school at 1 sachusetts lady. Mr. and Mrs. Morse, Mrs. stove. Mrs. Flagg is confined to her bed b;>
|
Mootly and Mr. Wilson attended the funeral
Belfast-Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Eaton of which was held at his late home
Sunday. the nervous shock, though she escaped other
Newport, R. I., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Deceased was janitor of a business block in injury.
R. S. Gay-Mrs. C. A. llopkins and Lowell. The teuauts and their employes
A large tree was washed from the bank
sent a very handsome lioral offering. The
daughter Edna are visiting friends in Boston. interment was at
below the steamboat wharf to the beach
Mass.

A. Macomber, who
get bait for eel traps, caught
three mackerel one night last week. He lias
also taken squid and dogfish_The fourth
and last vessel of Nicholson’s Grand Banks
a

rMi*.Popki'tV
IhaatotivkqE,

five of whom grew to manhood, Joseph
Waldo, Lewis Henry, Geo. F., Amos M.,
and Wm. J. Matthews. Her three living
children are Lewis Henry,Geo. F. and Wm.
J. She had lived in the family of her
youngest son, Wm. J., for many years and
was
tenderly cared for in her declining
She lea-es eight grand-children,
years.
Mrs. Charles Hills of Everett, Mass.;
Mrs. Etta Chapin of Lowell, Mass.; Mrs.
Albert Eames of Belfast; Geo. A. Matthews
of Belfast; Mrs. G. E. Chapin, Edward A.,
Martha J. and Wiunifred Matthews of
There are four great
North Searsport.
grand-children, Waldo Chapin, Mattie
Chapin and the two little daughters of Mrs.
Charles Hills. The funeral services were
conducted hy the Rev. J. P. Simouton of
Winterport, and her remains were interred in
Mt. Olivet cemetery. The entire community
extend their sympathy to the bereaved ones
in their hour of affliction.

Flower Pots with

’
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high- st

of

sets

2 CRATES JUST RECEIVED.

out
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CHEAT3.

cessation, followed by another heavy shower
Miss Ree A. Howe died at the home of her from 8 to 9.
At intervals during the day
parents in Lincolnville Aug. 30th in the and evening there were heavy thunder and
seventeenth year of her age. She was born sharp lightning.
Luckily there was little
in Lincolnville and was the youngest daughwind and the damage along the shore was
ter of Capt. William L. and Amanda Gard- very light.
ner Ifowe.
She was possessed of natural
About 11 o’clock in the forenoon the house
abilities of a high order and was liberally of P. G. Hunt, about three miles southwest
educated. Having tine musical tastes she of the city, was struck
by lightuing and
had gained remarkable proficiency in that badly shattered. The
lightning struck the
pected 2.i0 delegates, anil these ladies will
line and was an excellent performer on the chimney and demolished it. The current
soon call upon their friends for that
purpose.
piano and organ. She was a lover of art then divided into three parts, each of which
Waldo County Crops. Bulletin No. (1 and had attaiued considerable
skill, especial- left a track of damage. Mr. Hunt was sitfrom the Maine Board of Agriculture gives
ly in photography. She was a general favor- ting in the kitchen close by the sink, and
the following summary of crop reports from ite wherever known and had a large circle
although the kettles under the sink were
of warm friends among both young and
this county:
old. Her cheerful disposition under ail cir- smashed the only effects he felt were tingfceven replies,
Grain injured m the har- cumstances won the hearts of those with
ling sensations in his legs and feet. In the
vesting Hy rains; none threshed : 24 per rent, whom site came in contact. Her aim was
dining-room the floor and carpet were torn
will be fed unthreshed.
Condition oi fruit, to make others happy, ller health
began
and in the bed-room a stove was broken.
108 per cent.; quantity of hay, 70 per cent.,
failing about two years ago, but during all up,
potato prospects, 81 per cent.’: condition of her illness and pain she maintained a cheer- The walls and ceilings
throughout the house
corn crop,
Potato tops showing ful disposition and thought more of the
per cent.
were badly shattered.
No one was hurt and
considerable rust, with slight indications of
of others than < f herself. Throughhappiness
no fire resulted.
rot.

only a few minutes
starting, lit took rim I in Haag’s s. hooner Clara. Tlicy sailed MonSwiftly heim changed his day
.Messrs. C. (). Poor, W. F. Beau and
as possible, came out by
Master Fred Poor went to LUiantabacook
: walked
Swiftly down i last week fora few days fishing... Mr. A.
f

FLOWER POTS_

Mrs. Jlartlia D. Matthews, who had reached the advanced age of S>5 years, 2 months
and 7 days, died Aug. 23d at her home in
North Searsport, where she had lived for
Mrs. Matthews was the
more than 70 years.
eldest person living in town at the time of
her death. Mrs. Matthews was a remarkably smart old lady and had never been sick
in bed a day at a time for more than fifty
years. Sixty years ago she united with the
M. E. church and had lived a Ohristain life
ever since.
She was a sister of the late
Wm. J. Dodge and was of a family of ten
children. Mr. Richard Dodge of North Searsport is her youngest brother. In early life she
was united in wedlock to Walter Matthews,
and by this union had several children,

Tlie State Convention of the W. C. T. U.,
to be Held ill this city Sept. 2b and 30 and
Oct. 1, will be addressed Sept. ;'o by Miss
Agnes Slack of London, and on Oct, 1st iiy
Miss Stephenson, National
Corresponding
Secretary. All meetings are to be open and
the public are cordially invited. Committees
have been appointed from each of the
city
churches to secure entertainment for the ex-

Messrs. IT. E. McDonald, F.
Master Carl McDonald of
Belfast and Capt. Geo. E. Chapin of North
S.earsport- are down the hay on a fishing trip
Frsir

E. Cottrell

1.ice
1

prices
guns....Two crates of fiower pots just
received by Carle & Jones, 21 Main street,
and Helling cheap.
on

Mrs. Charles Baker, Mrs. Elisha
Conant, Mrs. J. M. Fletcher, Mrs. Cutter
Sibley, Mrs. June.-. Gammans. Mrs. Charles
A. Pilsbury, Mrs. John Damon, Mrs. Martha
Keating.

the

are
al

New Advertisements. J. C.
Thompson
Sou have made special cuts in prices to
close out their large stock of furniture.
Folding beds very low, also mattresses and
chairs. Store to let-J. H. & J. W.
Jones,
(10 Main street, are making very low

nates:

animals under
but the exa.s.-s than wliere horses
and tlie «ioetor makes

ds

Bros., Ltd., Hudson A Harrison Sta., N.V.

&

There will be a
the Non-Partisan W. C.
T. Alliance at their rooms tomorrow, Friday, at 3 o’clock p. m.
A large
attendance is desired-The Alliance has
chosen the following delegates to attend the
Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. State convention
at
Carihou, Sept. 28-29-30.
Mrs.
E. A.
I). Barrington, Mrs. Annie M.
Griffin, Mrs.
H. P Thompson, Miss Georgie S. Pratt, Mrs.
Calvin Hubbard, Mrs. Julia McKeen, Mrs.
A. 1. Brown, Mrs. B. W. Conant. Alter-

Seore Points Total
3
2
4
1
2

Lever

The Belfast Alliance.

cup,

.19
.18
22
17
18

shrinking.

to

special business meeting

idth shoot of the Belfast
Sept. 2d, resulted as

ru

it does about all the work
itself—little rubbing and no bother
Besides, it prevents woolens from
cause

Peabody, Miss Maud Simmons. Gentlemen
—Mr. S. D. Chase, Mr. Henry Gaskell, care
Capt. Heal, Mr. W. E. Perkins, Sch. Sarah
Mr. Herbert Wagg, care Capt. Chas. Ranger.’

entertainment,
son

only does Sunlight Soap prevent
wear and tear, it
actually saves
clothes. It’s a labor-saver,
too, be-

5, 1896: Ladies—Miss Ella Brown, Mrs. Josie

29th,

very enjoyable
Mr. and Mrs.

is so harassing to the feelings as to have beautiful clothes
torn and eaten by the use of
poor
soaps, full of injurious acids. Not

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Sept.

C.

ig.

Nothing

Wheelman’s meet. They found the roads
heavy and in bad condition from washouts
on account of
Sunday 's rain.

T. U. held their fourth
with Mrs. Etta Ferine,
The day was tine and

\Y

I

Sunlight
Soap

to

from

TV-

BV

the number.

the Custom
has been awarded to James
tv. The price is $600.

repairs

the

r

FINE CLOTHING
SAVED

jurymen drawn by the Municipal officers
Monday evening four are from Ward 5, two
are members of the
City Council, and Alderman Sliute, who did the
drawing, is one of

held.

!

Obituary.

...

NO-TO-BAC~CURE@

Over 1,000.000boxes sold. 300.000 cures prove Its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in any
form. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world.
Many gain 10 pounds in 10 days and it never
fails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnet ic. Just try a box. You will he delighted. We expect you to believe what we say. for a cure is absolutely guaranteed by druggists everywhere. Send for our booklet “Don't Tobacco Suit and Smoke Your Info Away." written guarantee and

tree

sample. Address TUEHYEBLINUBEMEUY HO., Chlcmro or New York.
Sold a ltd Guaranteed l»y KICIlAItD II. MOODY, Belfast, Me.

FOR RENT.
The offices in Hayford Block, Belfast, occupied
by Dr. II. II. Johnson, are olfered tor rent. Possession jjiven immediately. Tins location is very
central and the offices in everv wav desirable. ApEMILY E. PEIKCE.
ply to
Or ('. \Y. FKEDEKICK, Atty.

j

Belfast, July 22,18%.—SOtf

FOR

1 y -7

SALE.

25 horse power engine and holler,
in good condition.
A

oui>>2

II. A. 31 ILLS,
Lincolnville, >le.

Literary

Notes.

News and

Sedition,

leaning and artistic illustrations, Outing
September is worthy >i its foremost
position in the lield oi sport. The contents inc:ude :
‘The Secret of the Tines,”
11. Ai. Hoke; “The Thirty-Foot Class,”
b\ K. T>. Kurchard; “The Courtship of
Jack Curtis.” by Geo. Gladdeu; “Kail
and Ktcdbird,”
by Ed. W. Sandys;
“Witli the Upland Plover,” by Jas. K.
Kenton: “Tenting in the Arid Lands,” by
Jno. \V. Hays; “A Summer Hide,” by
Herman Kave; “Pirarucu Fishing on the
Amazon,” by H. Ii. Smith; “The Moose
Call,” by Frank II. Kisteen; “Lenz’s
World Tour Awheel;” “The Silver Wedding of Canoeing,” by K. K. Kurchard;
“Military Kille Shooting in America,” by
Lieut. A. s. Jones, and the usual edi-

by

article

tember Ath.
Mr. Ford shows that “there
is little novelty in the principles underthe
Populist platform adopted at
lying
Chicago, Wherever a large number of
persons have been unwise in their business ventures, unfortunate iu tlieir undertakings. or bitten by the gambling or
speculative fever, and have carried their
operations so far as to exhaust their credit
and incur debt, there Populism will be
A entury ago such a faction
rampant.
had acquired sufficient strength to bring
iia. wheels of government to a stand, to
d«Ty authority in open rebellion, and to
tie eater he verv existence of the American
people a* a potential power among
nations.

This is

kind of toil with so much unselfishto be willing to take pay for it in
bad money.
In the Bryanese dialect,
“the toiling masses” are the persons who
are satisfied to toil for bad money.
AA'ho are they? They must be a queer
crowd.
Nearly everybody in the United
States has to work.
It remains for Mr.
Bryan to find tiie persons who want lo
work for lifty-three cents on a dollar.
About everybody in the country who is
not a Populist, or Popocratic orator has to
work.
“Tiie toiling masses” are simply
the American people who work; that is to
say, ninety-nine per cent, of the American
people, Populist orators and Popocratic
orators not included.
These folks have been in the habit of
working, and they cannot afford to give it
up: but they have not been in the habit of
taking a bad dollar for a good day’s work.
They are not likely to acquire that habit.
Mr. Bryan and liis friends are impudent
when they represent the “toiling masses”
—nearly tiie whole American people—as
a “class” apart from the rest of Americans. and capable of being made prosperous by conditions which
separate them
from the rest of file community.
They
cannot be so separated.
They are the
and
community. They work,
they expect to get honest wages for honest work.
Air. Bryan wants to deprive them of their
honest wages.
Air. Bryan as an advocate of “the toiling masses'' is amusing. Personally he
never < 1 i■
a good day's work in his life.
His. work, if he ever worked, has been
that ot a ninth-class lawyer,
lie is not a
good lawyer, lie had done mighty little
work as a lawyer,
lie has preferred to
roam about, the country as a
spouter for
“the toiling masses,” to which he does
ness as

HOOD’S

PILLS

cure

Biliousness, Indigestion,
A pleasant laxative.

not

All

Liver Ills,
Headache.

Druggists.

Now Bryan O’Lin may prepare for a trip,
Up Salt River with Sewall in Sewall’s best

Interesting

Hi van is not an honest working
He is not. a working man at, all.
lie is only a talking man.
[New York
Sun.

|

ship,

With silver for ballast, a populist crew,
Let the craft make swift progress till lost
from our view ;
And may this prove to be, sure the wish is
no

sin,

The political exit of

[Hartford Times.

Bryan O'Lin.

Unfulfilled.

|

Morning sunlight fills the room
"Where the maiden at her loom,
With a hand like Hitting snow,
Moves the

statement by a Young Lady
in Brooklyn.

sample:
My
writing

wear no

socks,

THAT Tin
FAC-SIMILE

Nope, I can’t quite recollec’

now jest how Si
would fix it out,
But I shore liev seen ’im cut ’er, an’ I know
’twas all about
A “per capiter,” an’ “ratio,” an’ I recollec’
thet he
Use’ to orate mos’ convincin’ on the “crime

of sempty-three.”
An’ he ’lowed ’twas then

our

“plutycrat” begun,

slav’ry

to

AVege table Preparation for As
simila t ii\g the Food and Reg u la

ly get about;
But he’d still come down town daily " lien
th’ weather ’ud permit,
An’ heM set out in the sunshine, an’ he’d
whittle an’ he’d spit,
An’ he’d keep right on a-talkin’, es he set
there in the sun,
On the plutycrats an’ ratios an’ about six-

He died

contended an’ he finan-

day, an’ we buried him, an’ th’
county paid the bill.
[Albert Bigelow Paine, in Harper’s Weekly.
one

President Whitman

!

!

While she sings the hours away
of the coming day,
When the world with praises sweet
Views the pattern all complete.

Happy birds on buoyant wing
By her open casement sing:
Zephyrs waft from summer’s bowers
Fragrance sweet from waking flowers.
And the sunbeams softly shed
Rainbow hues upon the web;
All the glory of its beams
Mingling with her poet dreams.
But a cloud comes o'er her way
Soon to hide the golden day,
And ’mid deep’ning, dark'ning gloom
Falls the tissue from the loom.

Mk

my standdon't know Ha
how thankful I am to
you for sav- ^B

Register

And the hope and pride of years
Bring hut sorrow, pain and tears.”
But when death the hand has stilled
May our dreams not he fulfilled?
And the threads unwoven here
Float beyond this earthly sphere,
Where each filament and strand
Gathered by an unseen hand—
Kverv tangled thread unwound—
All in place at last be found
111 that perfect, web of joy
Earth or time can ne’er destroy ?

jS. J. Stevens

in

man.

A

Few

Facts

About

1

Contagious B'ood Poison has been appropriately called the curse of mankind.
It is the one disease that physicians can-

not cure; their mercurial nud
potash
remedies only bottle up the poison in
the system, to surely break forth in a
more virulent form,
resulting in a total
wreck of the system.
Mr. Frank I!. Martin, a prominent
jeweler at 926 Pensylvauia Ave„ Washiugion,i;. v_.,says:

I was for a long
time under treat
ment of two of
the best physicians of this city,
for a severe ease
of blood poison,
but my condition
grew worse all
the while, notwithstanding the
that
fact
they
charged me three
hundred dollars.
My mouth was

Silver.

Populist orators to inA (iood One on the 19th Maine.
hume the prejudices and excite the imMajor Parsons of the 1 Otli Maine told aginations of workingmen must utterly
this one at the reunion:
| fail if their hearers will only look at a few
“There is some doubt as to what part | obvious and undeniable facts.
There is not to-day one great and prosthe P'tl Maine played in the war. though
nation commanding the world’s
most of the boys think it put down the | perous
j respect that is not on a gold basis. There
rebellion.

1

The fact is.

the Path ate up

is not

one

country

on a

silver basis that

Confederacy. They stole has gold in circulation, whereas all the
standard nations have enormous
pigs, robbed hen-roosts, cleaned out !! gold
amounts of silver money also—just as we
orchards and cellars and foraged the
have.
country so thoroughly that the rebellion
These and these alone are the countries
had nothing left to feed on and so lay
; that comply with the demands of the bidown and died.”
!
Then A1 Wells of the same regiment metallists that both gold and silver shall
he kept in circulation.
Free coinage of
took up the thread of the story:
silver means the expulsion of gold and an
“We were sweeping along one day, dinsilver currency.
Moreover,
ing on the fat of the land as usual. An- exclusively
other troop was ahead, and between them there is not a silver country in the world
in which the workman is paid living
and us rode General Hancock.
As the
for his labor.
general was passing one plantation, the wages
When the free coinage speaker is rearaged proprietor came out and stopped the
brilliant
rainbows of rhetoric just
ing
general's party.
him down to the level of everyday
‘General,” said he, ‘1 want some sort bring
life by asking him whether he can impugn
of safeguard.
Those troops that have
one of these plain
statements.
[X.
just gone by stole my pigs, lifted my hen- any
Southern

and emptied my cellar.'
‘Pm sorry,’ said Hancock.
“Yes,’ replied the old man, ‘they stole
everything but my hope of immortality.
Thank God, none of them can steal that!’
‘Don’t be too sure about that,’ retorted the general.
‘The 19th Maine is
coming next.’
[Portland Express.
roosts

Journal and The Tribune.

The

Last year The Republican Journal Publishing Company bail a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by which the two papers were
furnished to new subscribers at 82, and to
| old subscribers
paying in advance for 82.25.

Another contract has been made on even
liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers
arc now placed on an
equal footing and all
who pay for The Journal one year in advance can have
The New York Weekly
Tribune without extra charge. In remitting it should be stated that the Tribune 's
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reThe New York Weekly
quest is made.
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
all the news of the world, while its different
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
make a most valuable paper to all. The
Tribune is very cheap at 81.00 per year,
which is its price. The Republican Journal
will lie maintained at its present
standard,
with special attention to local aud State
news.
Subscriptions may begin at any time
more

Marvelous Results.
letter written by Rev. J. Guilder-

Y. Herald.

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. L'.
Mrs. A. C. Paul, president of the Maine
Non-Partisan W. C. T. U., was in the city
Sept. 2d on a business trip, coming lieve
fiom Portland and

returning

to

that city

on the
afternoon train.
She expressed
herself as much gratified at the excellent
work w hich is being done by the local organizations in this State and especially
pleased at the success which attends the
Girls’ Home at Belfast, which she recently
visited.
The Home is prospering anti has
before it a future full of good work.
The
Children’s Aid Society, under whose manthe
Home is, has issued a paper
agement
called the Girls’ Home, published in the
interests of the institution. Mrs. Paul says
the State convention of the N. P. W. C.
T. U., will be held at Caribou, Sept. 28 or
20.
It will be a business meeting. [Kennebec Journal.

at

]

a

La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing
would last hours with little
interruption
and it seemed as if she could not survive
them. A friend recommended Dr. King’s
New Discovery ; it was quick in its work and
highly satisfactory in results.” Trial bottles
free at Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Drugstore.
Regular size 50c, and #1 00.

CA-STOniA.
The facsimile
signature
of

__

A Note of Warning.

O. that I could speak so loud that all*
would hear what suffering I have seen as a
doctor. Suffering that is caused by careless
neglect of the kidneys. In those days of excitements there’s no living being whose
kidneys are not at times overworked. They
etching. ^0,1'r wait till it’s too late.
l»UlvEK’8 KIDNEY PFLL8 will keep them
in repair.
[ will gladly give advice free.
\Y rite me. I have hundreds of letters like this*
Yours, for health. Dr. E. (J. Duker.
I was run river by a team some ten years ago
and my kidneys were strained; since then have been
troubled with wetting the bed. Two boxes of
your pills have entirely cured me.
1 cannot thank you enough for your wonderful
remedy.’' Yours truly,Henry E. Lawler,Etna,N.H.
Pills 50c. at the druggists.or mailed postpaid,for price*
Laker Pill Co., Bangor,

SAFE!

Bucksport.

UKE!
REEDY!

BtrcKSPOKT, Sept. ~1. T. B. Reed spoke
here, to-night, to me of the largest political gatherings ever held in tlie county.
His talk w as a general touching on various topics,
paying special attention to
“Certain stray gentlemen whom the country

never

heard of until

a

Me.

and H ealing. Cures
i n three to five days
without danger of
stricture or the least
unpleasant effect.

*

^

4

1

^

PRIVATE DISEASES
MEN AND WOMEN.

ago.
He

the no uncertain sound of Vermont.
He speech was repeatedly interrupted
with applause, and at times the audience
went fairly wild with enthusiasm.

There are no good coughs. Every cough
a bad cough.
But some are worse than
others. All the same they let up their hold
on yon under the influence of Adamson’s
Botanic Cough Balsam.
is

Only the sufferer knows the misery of dyspepsia, but Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures the
most

stubborn

cases

of this disease.

charges prepaid to any address
ceipt of price. Complete outfit,
Sent

►
*
►

Yressels.

on re-

We
will guarantee to cure or refund money.
Home treatment book free to any address
on receipt of io cents in stamps for postage.

YIP-SIP CO., P. 0. Drawer 5331, Boston, Mass.

TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING H

BUnSSHlHp
SHORTHAND & TYPEWRITING

SCHOOL^

OFFICE PRACTICE FROM THE START.

Send for Free Catalogue.
L. A. GRAY & SON. Portland. Me.

Dry Theory Discarded.

3m36

]!

Hlx.Se/in//
JRodufh. Salts
Htl/St Seed

Dppcrmint

■

OF EYERT

>

fPb/mSecd
Clarified. Sugar

Wnhry/ct/i

I

I

Jh Carbonate Soda.

BOTTLE

1

f lavor.

J

A perfect Remedy
forConstipa! tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF Sleet
Tac Simile

Signature

IQ
fill

of

('E-tffZTRi;.
NEW YORK,

Castoria is put r.p in one-si.-e
is not sold in bulk. P i.'t all- v
you anything else on t'r plea
is “just as gocd'’ and “will a:,
pose,” Zsr See that yon get C
•>

!
EXACT

COPrOF WRAPPER,

Too

Watches,
Clocks,

MuchJMe!

Sterling

The

Francisco.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
York June 27 for Zanzibar.
Capital!, A L Carver, arrived at Skangliae about Aug S from New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York June 20 for Slianghae.
Gov Rubio, Nichols, sailed from llong
Kong Julit 21 for New York.
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Hobart Town,
VDL, Aug fur Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, Pliineas Pendleton, sailed from New York June 27 for San Francisco.

Josephus, 1* R (ii 1 key, at Slianghae July d
for New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, at New
York lor Melbourne.
May Flint, E I) P Nichols,sailed from New
York July 21 fur San Francisc •.
Puritan. A N Blanchard, arrived at Hiogo
Aug 7 from Philadelphia.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from New \ ork
July 2 fur Anjer; spoken July 2d, lat 2d N.
on d7 W.
R RTliumas,CG Nichols, sailed from New
York June 22 for Hung Kong.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
2 from Samarang.
S L) Carletou, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 2d for Slianghae; spoken May 21),
hit 1U S, Ion d4 W.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelphia July do for Sail Francisco.
State of Maine, II G Curtis, cleared from
New York Sept, 2 for Slianghae.
Til lie E Starbuek. Ebeu Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu July 21 for New York.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, at New York for

July

Silve
Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pe
Silver»Gold
Shirt Waist

of the

surgeon’s knife is begeneral, resulting fatally
in such a large number of cases, as to
occasion general alarm. The press almost daily announces the death of some
use

coming

New
El

so

unfortunate whose system could not
withstand the shock of an operation,
and whose life was cruelly sacrificed to
the keen blade of the surgeon.
Of course, in some instances an
operation is necessary, and is the
on: yr means of saving life, but such cases
are exceedingly rare.
So many deaths
occur under these conditions, however,
that the public is beginning to.realize
that the doctors are too hasty in resortiug to the knife, and if such a state of
affairs continu --s, th. : e will before long
be a general np-u.-iug egliust such measit is but reasonable to believe
ure-.
1 < orations are
that the ir.ul- >r.iy
unnecessary, butv. hen the fatal mistake
is di;v:>>\cred too l;.te, only the doctors
ever a
ow of their error, and though a
j r.-ci e life is g:\ e. up, the public is
assithat death, would have resulted
in spite of the operation, and who is
ever the \-h er ?
The l *11y of resort ng to the knife in
!
cases of cane..-, is demons!rated every
a.
time it i nuu.ru.
Vhe db.ease is ,
;• od
a '■ 1 the cancer or .sore is
in th
!
but the outward manifestation of a j
a of the entire circulaterrible
tion. To cut out this sore, therefore,
does notin any way effect the disease,
and it cmi easily lie seen that the only \
correct treatment is to get at the seat of
the disease, and purify the blood: the |
sore will then heal up naturally.
S.S.S.
is the nr v-t powerful blood remedy made,
cure
for
cancer.
and is the only

W A rch and clock

H J. Locke &

1

Like Driving
1 he

follow*

to

Drive It Home
An
must l>

others

Boston Sept 2 for Montevideo.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Aug 20
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Adelaide prior to July 20 from New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Rio Janeiro July 21 from Hamburg.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Coleord, sailed rom
Port Tampa Aug 29 for Cartaret.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
; Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
St Lurie, Smeed, arrived at New York
Aug 22 from Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griflin, cleared
from Parrs boro, N S, July 2 for Buenos
Ay

res.

Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, sailed
from Buenos Ayres Sept 1 for Algoa Bav,
CGII.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
Ayres July 30 from Portland.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, at Bos-

Buenos

Montevideo.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived at
Bangor Aug 13 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Baltimore Sept 2 for Galveston.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug 24 from Norfolk.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
York Aug 20 from Bangor.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at
Gloucester Aug 13 from Perth Amboy.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Bridgeport Sept 2 from Bangor.
Mary A Hall, M.Veazie, arrived at Boston
Sept 2 from Port Royal.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Norfolk
Aug 27 for Bluetields.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at New
York Aug 22 from Cienfuegos.
Sallie l’On, W H West, arrived at Searsport Aug 17 from Beverly.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Port Tampa
Aug 17 for Cartaret, N. J.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived -at
Boston Aug 30 from Port Johnson.

and

to

£*•1

th*

suit-,

Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Aug i> from Bridgewater, X S.
Carrie L
Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at
New York Aug 20 fiom Charleston, S C.
C P Dixon, N b' Gil key, arrived at Montevideo J une 2*0 from Baltimore.
Edward May, sailed from Boston July 5

from

*

squar«

sailed from

wick, Ga, Aug 2 for Sapelo.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New Y'ork June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
lolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Aug 20 for New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong June 2 for New York.
Mabel i Meyers, Wm Meyers, cleared

t*

nail

a

BARKS.

for Honolulu.
Evie Reed. A T Whittier, sailed from Bos
ton Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard. Coleord, sailed from Mollendo
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,) for Astoria.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Gnat;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Bruns-

■

Belfast National Bank L.

Kong,

Adam \V Spies, C N Meyers,
New York April 12. for Anjer.

;

PRO“1PTL\

San Francisco.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, at
Slianghae July d for New York.
W J Rotcli, Sevvall C Lancaster, sailed
from Vladivostok, Siberia, May 20 for Hong

ton for

few months

urged his hearers to beware of the
man of Dimondale,
Mich., we are permitted will-of-the-wisp of the party self-acknowlto make this extract:
“I have no hesitation edged as blundering in its administration.
( in
He touched briefly on bimetallism, the
recommending Dr. King’s New Discovery,
as the results were almost marvelous in the
labor question, and gave some rather
case of my wife.
While I was pastor of the
facts upon the so-called crime of
Baptist Church at Rives Junction she was startling
with a strong appeal to echo
brought down with Pneumonia, succeeding 1873, closing
From

filled with eating sores; my tongue was
almost eaten away, so that for three
months I was unable to taste any solid
food. My hair was coming out rapidly,
I had tried
and I was in a horrible fix.
various treatments, and was nearly discouraged, when a friend recommended
S.vS.S.
After
had taken four bottles, I
began to get better, and when I had
finished eighteen bottles, I was cured
sound and well, my skin was without a
blemish, and I have had no return of
the disease. S.S.S.saved me from a life
of misery.’* S.S.S. (guaranteed purely
vegetable) will cure any case of blood
poison. Books on the disease
and its
treatment.
mailed
free by Swift
Speci fi c Co.,
Atirin

Painless, Pleasant, 4

Reed

Water

Coburn, J P Putnam, arrived at
Yokahama July 14 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco July 21 from New York.
A J Fuller, T 1* Colcord, from i.loilo for
Halifax; sailed from Delaware Breakwater
Aug 20.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Singapore June
10 for Hong Kong.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from Montevideo May 21), from New York for San

Every woman in
my position should know of your wonderful remedy. X never saw you, but
I love you for being so good to me.”—
Edith-W. 6tli Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

The efforts of

the

Deep

Abner

•

Portland Transcript.

Plain

of

SHIPS.

ing me from^^*
suffering.

Breathes a voice in sad reproof,
“Life lias more of warp than woof,
From its pattern incomplete
All must disappointment reap.

WRAPI

~

Waterville,

joy.

is

IS OUST TH:

Reape of Old DrSAMUEL PITCHER
J'lunpkw Seed

New Home.

of the furniture that he had in
some of this having descended
to him from a long line of English ancestors.
This aged furniture will make a harmoniwide halls and rooms
ous setting in the
where it will next be placed.
Dr. and Mrs. Whitman with their two
children have been spending the summer at
Cottage City, Martha’s Vineyard. Postmaster General and Mrs. Wilson have recently been their guests at this place. It is
stated that Dr. Whitman will give several
dinners this winter and entertain his eminent friends in Washington, from whom he
received lavish hospitality last winter.

I

ton much

Vegetable^

Compound

shuttle to and fro.

lor

-OF

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

President. B. L. Whitman, of Columbian
University, formerly of Colby, will move
into a beautiful residence in Washington on
his return in October. The building is uf
white stone, two stories and a half high, and
stands on Columbia Heights, a fashionable
residence portion of the city. The interior
has been beautifully decorated this summer
and arranged with great regard for utility
and comfort. He has brought to Washing-

Mrs. Pinkham:—After
you, and before your answer
came, I was too miserable to go to the
store, and so lost iuy position. That
I am now back
was five weeks ago.
again in my old place, and never felt
The bearall my life.
so well in
ing-down pains and whites have left
me, and I am not a bit nervous or
blue. Life looks brighter to me. I
don’t get tired, my temper is real
sweet, and I could scream right out
Your

s

:

the

Well, I guess Si must ’a’ talked too much—
it sorter wore ’im out—
Fer at last he got right porely an’ cud sca’ce-

An’

signature

ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

An’ I think Si said the chances was about
sixteen to one
In favor of the plutycrat—an’ then he’d fairly boil
When he’d tell as how they'd squeezed the
sweat from out the brow ot toil.”

teen to one;
lie argied an’
ciered until

'

SEE

all day long he’d argify upon a dry-goods
box.
An’ he’d whittle, an’ he’d whittle, an’ he’d
sliorely demonstrate
How his plan ’ud save the country from a
mighty sorry fate.
Why, we use’ to getlier round him, an’ we
didn’t care a cuss
Fer the ploughin’ an’ the hayin’ long es Si
’ud talk to us.
An’

dear

sometimes

Dreaming

belong.

All

Hung=Chang.

[Harper’s Weekly.

States

Apparently
set of people
which indulges in

some

-•

country.

favorite expression of Mr. AY.

in the United

i-eneial Horace Porter"s personal reeol11
of General (.rant,
which The
publish ,e. inning in NoveHike <ailed
impai. ning with
o :m'
d I or: -r first u «-t General
* •-ai.
he',,:no'>ga : lie smu) heeanie ath'
a—'Uaiu ai.d was with liim eon>otiu \
I: oiii that time until the close of
'<
(-iambs : rst term as President,
"ii;
ue was (.rant’s
private sec.A'
i.is first meciiug'with (>cneral
retary.
i >i am (.ei,- rai l'oru-r \\ as
deeply impressed will, the genius aud power of he great
commander, and l e made a practice of
jotting down impressions of the important e\t nts then cr \ stall
izing into history,
wbn
ii notes; of liis conversations with
!
vi.it i. I'he result is a series of
graphic
t ii-}>i» ii res, which will give the reader a
am. intimate view of the
great general.

own

n

Bryan and his friends.
they believe that there is a
J.

“T1-. Martian," a new novel by George
dll Manner, author of “Trilby" and
‘Peter 1 ebei.'ou," will begin in the October numbei 1 Harper’s .Magazine. There
will be numerous illustrations by the
most good-natured ->f men, the *ery soul
of honor. Hie best of husbands and fathers
and friends, the most fascinating companion that cvei bved, and oue who kept to
tin last the freshness and joyous spirits of
a m-iioolboy and the heart of a
child; one
who never said or did an unkind tiling;
ne\er
even
p'obably
thought one. Generou> and
>]-en-handed to a fault, slow to
oiub-n n. nuicii to forgive, and gifted
with a power of immediately inspiring affee'i"!' ;nd keeping it forever after, such
1 have iie\< known in any one else, he
-tvv
Ik (tor pi his ipuck-tempered impuls \ eness) on. of tlurge’.ilest and meek
est and most humble-minded of men."

Americans will oe glad to see Li IlungChang in lull and undisputed possession
gi Lis jellow jacket and peacock's leather.
1 he sympathy felt for him here when, luring Lie war with Japan, he was stripped of
negaiment after another till the thing
almost b' came a scandal, was sincere and
Half of Europe had never even
proinuui,.
heard »! Ei before the .tews came that the
••.mpei• 'Y bad udeied one of his buttons
1,(-‘ 11
From that time he and his
."th. s became the gossip of the world.
JL'~ >ueecss in
defeating the T’ai-p’iug
icht*!> marked liim out for
high office. At
Hie present moment he is
nearly every'-Jug that human intelligence can compel
a man to be.
He is A iceroy of Pe-clieelee, Senior Grand Secretary of State, Imperial < ommissioner of Foreign Affairs,
Senior Tutor to the Empire, Directorgeneral of the Coast Defence of the North
and of the Imperial
Navy, Northern Superintendent of Trade, and Ambassador
Extraordinary. A man cannot very well
do more for his
country than manage the
army and navy, her home and foreign
affairs.
How far lie has benefited
by the
tenure of his offices
nobody quite knows.
< >ne enthusiastic
writer declares him to be
as ]*oor as <
iucinnatus; another puts his
wealth tt figures that startle even an
American.
A< Innaman to the
backbone,
it probably will not be found that he
has
tar
from
the elementary lines of
departed
Chinese dishonesty.
Li’s grand claim to
recognition is lus appreciation of the superiority »*t American and European enterprise. He has utilized foreigners to
educate his own countrymen.
He encouraged their commercial activity to
lead the Chinese the direction of their
O'st industries,
lie disliked foreigners,
but determined t<> put them to the best
could
think
of.
He lias made it a
use.he
busir.css .f lea 1 ning
something f ron 1 evcrylic it is no interest, no
industry,
no commercial
establishment of the foreigner in C hii.ii which he does not mean
hi time to
supersede in the interests of
his own people.
He created a new’army
on
foreign models; he built an iron-clad
fleet and organized a splendid
system of
coast deUnce; he founded arsenals and
and
ship-yards, military
naval colleges;
he laid down railways and
telegra* li wires
—all this against an inertia and bitter conservatism but faintly intelligible to us.
The war w ith Japan,
though it proved the
incompetence and hopeless corruption of
his subordinates, did not invalidate the
general soundness of his policy. His present tour will
probably have the effect of
encouraging him to pursue it still further.
Li alw ays keeps a
remarkably keen eye on
his country’s good, and one
may be sure
that lie has not come over here
merely to
amuse officialdom with his fine humor
and his opinions of American life and
manners. He will lay America under some
solid contribution to the welfare of his

Should Be More Considerate of Their Health.

Employers

j
j

etc.

by Worthington Chanueey Ford
in Harper’s Weekly for Sep-

The Visit of Li

William J. Bryan of Lincoln, Neb., is the
candidate. [Old News.
Bryan O’Lin and his wife,
And liis wife and mother,
They all went over
The bridge together.
The bridge broke down
And they all fell in;
‘‘The deuce take you all,”
Says Bryan O'Lin.
[Mother Goose.

A Sixteen-to-One Financier.
Silas Simpkins was a financier, although he
wasn’t rich—
Silas was a sorter silverite an’ greenbacker
an’ sich—
An’ he never cut his whiskers, an’ he didn’t

j

“Populism in ITsJ-lTST’’ is the title of

published

TIRED SALESWOMEN.

O’ Lin.

|

foi

an

Bryan

:

In the vast retail establishments of
free silver coinage would precipitate by
large cities, many women are emthe
with
on
a
level
Mexplacing
country
ployed as saleswomen.
ico and other free silver countries, drivMen formerly held the positions that
ing gold to Europe, thus preventing in- | Bryan O’Lin, Nebraska Bill,
ternational bimetallism, he touched upon Built a silver bridge to cross at will,
the claims of Bryan that free silver would Over the creek and muddy Hats
Twixt the populist camp and the democrats,
benefit common people.
The owners of
And the rabble crossed it, with shout and
silver dollars in the event of free coinage
din
would be bullion owners, he said, and “A noble
bridge,”
they could be purchased by working men
Says Bryan O’Lin.
only by the sweat of the brow.
O’Lin lias a silver tongue,
“in all of Bryan’s speeches,” he con- Bryan
A silver charm round his neck is hung,
tinued, “he appeals to laboring men, or And populists, socialists, anarchists,
all
to
receive
plain people, evidently seeking
Are ready to follow his beck and call;
the support of those of one vocation by The great Herr Most declares with vim,
That Bryau O’Lin
arraying them against another.
Is the man for him.
“This is the method of all of the most
I women
| flow hold,
dangerous demagogues of our time. They I Bryan O’Lin is the candidate
are flic people’s most
dangerous enemies That, sponged all other names off the slate.; and while
and should he suppressed.
They declare Old silver bugs, with silver hair,
; women’sorLike “Silver Dick” Bland weren’t anywhere,
for revolution ami anarchy.
ganism is
The
and
Boies
Teller
went
down
ker-tiop,
“An attack on the supreme court is no
less strong
While
O’Lin
Bryan
I
less menacing to all that law abiding citi1 than men’s
Came up on top.
zens hold dear.
When the court, comn
; they are expected to do
posed of men of great learning and unim- Bryan O’Lin pledges speedy relief
duties ■
peachable character, shall be packed to To poor martyred Coxeyites when he is j the same work. Their
Chief,
become tlie creatures of a political facj compel them to be on their feet from
And under his reign it is coming to pass,
to night, and many of them,
tion, where shall we find protection for That no
will he ordered to keep off morning
tramps
lives or property?
tn a short time, contract these disthe grass;
“He whose brains and heart are not “The White House will he, when my reign
tressing complaints called “female
broad enough to comprehend the Ameribegins,
diseases.”
can citizen is not broad
enough to pre- A refuge for vagrants,”
Then occur irregularities, suppressed
Says Bryan O’Lin.
side over the nation.
The most serious
or
painful menstruation, weakness,
and threatening character of the Chicago
Bryan O’Lin’s is the dubious place,
convention and candidate is the socialistic Of a pretty smart, lawyer and very bad case, Indigestion, leucorrlioea, general deCheap talk of cheap money and what it will ; bility and nervous prostration.
spirit shown.
do
“The attack on Cleveland for the best
| They are beset with such symptoms
act of his public life—the suppression of | Is the basis of claims which he knows are as dizziness, faintness, lassitude, exuntrue.
an insane mob and enforcement of laws—
nervousness,
All sincerity is lacking, mere talking to win I citability, irritability,
is a d irect blow at the government, iess
Is a weakness that’s fatal
I sleeplessness, melancholy, “all-gone”
bold but as menacing and insidious as the
To Bryan O’Lin.
'and “want-to-be-left-alone” feelings,
rebel attack in ’(51.
When they indict
blues and hopelessness.
the president for regarding his oatli of Not far in the future, there lies, perhaps,
The event of a silver bridge collapse;
In such cases there is one tried and
office and putting out the fires of sedition,
Its luckless builders depend in vain
true remedy.
Lydia E. Pinkham’a
they hut declare for sedition, revolution On its silver planks as
in
break
twain;
they
and anarchy.”
As the bridge goes down and they all fall in, Vegetable Compound at once removes
“The deuce take you all!”
The following is a
I such troubles.
“The Toiling Masses.”
Cries Bryan O’Lin.
I

full of wholesome

records,

Anarchy.

importance of the crisis which he said

Harriet Beecher Stowe is the subject of
important article by George Willis
Cooke in the September number of the
Mr. Cooke,
New England Magazine.
whose books upon Emerson and George
Eliot lead us to expect good work from
him always in the literary held, writes
upon Mrs. Stowe with true understanding
and admiration, analyzing her character
and the great body of her literary work to
get at tlie real sources of her influence
llis article, which is illusand power,
trated by many portialts and views of the
places associated with Mrs. Stowe's life,
will be read with unusual interest at the
arreu
F. Kellogg, 5
present time.
Park Square, Boston, Mass.

poems,

and

Republican gathering at Sullivan Sept.
After calling upon all to rise to the
1st.

an

torials,

*

That Is What Is Behind the Chicago Platform and
Candidates.
Congressman Milliken addressed a large

The September number of the Arena
contains a most interesting paper on “The
Negro's Place in History,” by Professor
Willis Houghton ol the Ohio State University. Perhaps there is no question of
more interest to the student of social evolution than the rise and fall of the various
races of mankind, and perhaps no race has
occupied a larger place iu the history of
the nineteenth century than the African
Professor Willis takes a most
negro.
optimistic view of the future of the black
race, which he believes lias great possibilities before it.

Plight, seasonable,

Revolution

FOR

BAI

Seirimj Machines fat <
-Shoe Manufacln

MR. WILLIAM

To submit

to

an

WALPOLE.

operation,

is to volun-

tarily endanger one’s life, without the
slightest hope of being benefited.
Mr. William Walpole, is a wealthy
planter residing at Walshtowu, South

Dakota, and is well known all over the
Under date of January 20th, 1S96,
he writes; “About three years ago, there
state.

under my left eye a little blotch
about the size of a small pea. It grew
rapidly, and for the past year, sin ‘ting
one
pains ran in every direction. I 1
alarmed and consulted a good
>r,
who pronounced it cancer, and s-u 11
t
it must be cut out. This I \.
In t
consent to, having litfie fan h in t u indiscriminate use of the kniie,
:
was alarmed at my condition.
of the many cures made 1
determined, to give Ik it rued: T:
and afm r I h n 1 i:-.k n ; L a
7
n ml 1 •• e
v
cancer liee nne irril dr
charge. ’} is after a while cv:.'.
a small .* cab, whimi linaliy
be; 'buy
b;dia
and only
v. ’•» re
scar remained to ma rk ti-e
the destroyer bad in :d till 1 ,-v n. .V
to
are inadequate to ex]>: ess my n r d 11 r d
the great blood purifier, d. S. id, null
write this hoping that it ma \ be the 1:1 cans
of leading other sufferers Lo a cure.”
came

It] 1) U. M heeler A \\ i!--r
These mat 'nines have sa.-e-l T,-.
litter, ami transmitter in head
are the last pattern, with all
oem-m-Aineri an lh• 1 t
These benches should be >e» u
as they ha vc ail the impr<eme
in
\
Ull) \\ llee’.cr A M
it>
Machine. This ma- hnie
holes aut"ina;iealU ami ui*rkOne Wheeler A V\ ilson /in /
■

•.

pattern.

>tihie S nehinc Ma.ni
.r e Uai
Press Macliines. n
The abo\e machine!-} with
K IT.Double Slit' ll ami K
some of them have m-t been
I>

One

h. M. COOK
Or

n

Linden Place. Brookline

10

J. M. Fletcher

■

--

is not incurable, bn! tne only
of curing it is to rid tlic blood of
the disease. S.S.S. never fails to do
this, but it is the only remedy to be relied upon. It is guaranteed purely
vegetable, and cures Cancer, Scrofula,
Eczema, Catarrh, Rheumatism and any
other disease of the blood. Other blood
diseases often develop into such alarm*
ing conditions that the doctors think an
operation necessary. Scrofula, for instance, often diseases the glands of the
neck to such an extent that an operation
i9 looked upon as absolutely the only
relief. This is also a grave error, as the
disease is in the blood and a real blood
remedy is the only cure.
An operation never did c^re a blood
disease. Beware of the knife!
Send for our books on cancer and

Lancer

means

blood diseases, mailed free. Swift Spe*
cific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
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Clergymen

CELIBACY.
Single life is infinitely better than unhappy marriage. Notice how
blessed and noble a single life may be.
Look at Isaac Newton, at Paul, at Miss
Hosmer, at Florence Nightingale and
Frances Willard.
Celibacy often facilitates one’s life work.
It is abundantly
justified also when its motive is the hallowed memory of a departed one.
[Rev.
A. (;. Hutchins, Presbyterian, Cleveland.

The “Plain

People” Humbug.

Pain-Killer.

HE’S GOT IT

to thank but his

Louis Convention the Kansas

and Ne-

braska

pro mised

delegations solemnly

braska

delegations

then returned to their

Thegreat vital and muscle nervine. Itselectric
energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation.
I have used your Anodyne Liniment during
the past few years for removing stiffness of

the muscles after long rides and have never
found anything so effective. I have also used
it very successfully for muscular rheumatism.
J. J. Fecitt. President Roxlmry Bicycle Club.
The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle.
IU’st'd Pamphlet 1'ree S Id cv. rvwhere. Pr:ce,35cent*.
Six bottles.
I. S. .loUXSUN A: CO., Boa»on, Maas.

Liver Pill Made.”

homes and put up a job to give the electoral votes of these States to Sewall.
It
was the most
infamous act of treachery
thatthe entire
can

history of

disclose.

American

P“Best
arsons’

The natural and inevitable

following. Thousands of earnest
men who were loyally supporting Bryan
have now turned against him.
If there
is any one thing against which the great
throbbing hearts of the American people
rebel it is treachery.
Nothing so quickly
And it is to the
men as this.
eternal glory of American manhood that
it is so.
This Kansas and Nebraska deed
of infamy has lost both of these States to
Bryan beyond the shadow of a doubt. It
has weakened him from one end of the
country to the other and it will continue
to weaken him to the end. It only proves
the truth of the old adage that the worst
enemies a man can have are those who
profess to be his own friends. We have
no tears to shed over the result.
We had
rather be beaten by an open enemy than
stabbed to death by a treacherous friend.
They have sown the winds; now let them
reap the whirlwind.
[Maine Populist.

disgusts

Orator.

An
A

voice
Of

fluctuant

as

as

the rise

Where the
nant

roar

And the full bass the siivery interval:
A smile that spreads a glamor tover all,
Like tlie alluring sunlight, glossing o’er
Some treacherous pool no diver dare ex-

NERVE--LIFE

A

plore :
moving mien

to

hold the

that such

Think ye

an

sense

fame,

WHEREAS,

the undersigned ; and whereof said mortgage lias been broken,
by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this thirtv-tirst dav of Auaus:. V.I>. 1896.
CHARLES E. KXOWLTo.X.
3w3G

sung,

Shall stand as peer to Webster nr to Clay ?
Withhold, O men, your clamorous acclaim,
Nor list too eager to a subtle tongue
Lest its false pleading lead from Wisdom's way 1
[Clinton Scollard in the Northern Christian
Advocate.

to me.

as the condition
now therefore,

To Tax Payers.

to

His sudden praises through the land be

1

LEWIS E. PITCHER of Xorthport,
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated the twentv-ninth
day of October. A. D. 1894, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 241, Page
160. conveyed to one John C. Dean, by the name
of John Dean, a certain parcel of real estate situated in Liucolnville, in said County of Waldo,and
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at an iron bolt at the northeasterly side of
the road leading from Grange post office past Kendall’s Mills to Duck Trap in said Liucolnville;
thence northeasterly, by said road 717 feet to a
stone wall dividing two fields (compass
bearing
between said points being north 45 degrees, 30
minutes west); thence over and along said wall,
north 35 degrees, 30 minutes east, 180 feet t<> an
iron holt at the end of said wall; then south, 45
degrees. 3o minutes east to the shore of the pond,
and by the same line continued until it intersects
a line running north, 37
degrees, 15 minutes east
from the starting point; thence from said intersection south 37 degrees, 15 minutes west to an
apple tree marked ; thence same course continued
41 1-2 feet to place of beginning, containing three
acres, more or less, and being the same premises
conveyed to said Lewis E. Pitcher by said John C.
Dean, by bis deed dated October 29, 1894; and
whereas, said John C. Dean, by his assignment,
dated Aug. 28, 1896, and recorded iu said Registry of Deeds, assigned, transferred and delivered

in thrall,

swift-sprung

one,

Notice of Foreclosure.

said mortgage

and fall

upon the shelving shore,
smooth ebb succeeds the reso-

ocean waves

Pills

biliousness and sick headache^
complaints. They expel all impurities
from the blood. Dedicate women find relief from
using them. Price 25 cts.: five $1.00. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St.,Boston.

cure
Positively
liver arni bowel

politics

result is

Fagged^/

1 shall l>e at my oilice in Memorial building
4 l*. m.,
every da\ from 1<> a. m. to 12 m.. and 2
until August lb. All persons who wish to avail
themselves of the tlisemint of f..nr p* r cent, on
their taxes must pay by August lb. lS'.n;.
II. F. M

AS<).\, Collector.

Belfast, July :><>, 1 .s*.n;.
FOR

PREPARATIONS

the

■
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GREAT

BATTLE
OF

NO VEMIJK II
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ARK ALREADY

I'NIHIR

WELL

W A V

A

NEW

President of the United States
TO

1$
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AM

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

j

will, as always, be found in the thickest ol the fig! t. bathing vigorously for SOUND BUSINESS PRIN( ! FEES, which will bring
PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.
THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not only the leading
1’LY A
paper of the country, but is l’KE-EMlXEX

Blood
Will

Mfe

no one

At the St.

Bryan received nearly the unanimous vote
of the convention.
The Kansas and Ne-

!

■

frieuds.

heartiest support to Tom Watson.
These
promises were accepted in good faith and

>

|

own

that if the south would agree to support
Bryan they in return would pledge then-

Want Some

\Wlien

Bryan.

If Bi van is defeated lie will have

Now You

Pain-Killer.

-■

bn

Bateman

The talk about the plain people that
has just emanated from the Bryan nation(pxbby dayis’.)
al campaign committee, and is often heard
\*i.
The weariness
A Sure and Safe Remedy in
every case
from Bryan himself and his supporters, is
and every kind of Bowel
,i t- others weary. TimComplaint is
It is
ridiculous or mischievous, or both.
!>r«»nes spread their
an attempt to create a class that does not
11
Fitzwilliam, Bapdivide
to
Ameriexist in this country, and
can citizens
by lines which are fraudulent
This is a true statement and It
can’t bo
in
the case of those who make the dis
made too strong or too
ut.i c.jAii.
\
Hurrah
PoVl.HTY AND VlHTL'K.
The Cl'Owd
emphatic.
j.
tinction, and imaginary in those who acIt is a simple, safe and
very little uuless ac- that followed the divine Master was of
quick cure for !
cept it. There is no “plain people” class
.■lligeut appreciation the common people—the poor and the
Cramps,
Cough, Rheumatism,
in this country.
It would be interesting
a
government and re- simple-hearted, the meek and the lowly.
Colic,
Colds, Neuralgia,
to learn how those who are glibly using
|
Temple, Congrega- Such was it in olden times; so it is to-day.
Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache.
I
The truth
the term deline its meaning.
\\ ash.
If we desire to meet with piety, with
is that, if there are plain people, they per_TWO SIZES, 25c. and 50c.
faith, with Christianity, it is generally
that have
classes
vade all classes, or all
\\
\ v
Only one key necessary to look for it among the poor.
the spirit of Americanism in them. There
That key is per- [Rev. Joseph
>"i.
Catholic.
Los
AnNunan,
Regimental Reunions.
aie
people of various degrees of intelliman must use it for
geles.
gence and of wealth and of different occuThe First Maine Battery Association at
n\
Holmes, Baptist,
its
with a view to earning a living
No one can enjoy his reunion in Waterville, Aug. 27th,elected the pations
TuonoL'onNESs.
and doing their work in the world, but
vacation thoroughly unless he aims at following officers: President, W. L Towne
a
Vice President, W. H. Nason,
There is a moral sense thoroughness in his work.
Augusta Sec- there is no class which has monopoly of
The finished
retary and Treasurer, T. B, Menally, Lewis- “plainness.”
Illiterate people are not
Cinch will assert itself product affords deep satisfaction.
Thor- ton.
plainer than intelligent people; men who
when that wrong is oughness is needful for success
everywear ready-made clothing have no claim
J. Hardman, Bap- where.
At the reunion of the 23d Maine
No one has a right to palm off
ment to be called
Eegi
plain above those who order
at Lake Auburn, Aug. 27th, the
or
work
one.
cheap
imperfect
upon any
fcdlowing ofmade for them by tailors; a small
To do so is to commit robbery against ficers were elected: President, H. N Bols- clothing
ter, South Paris; Vice President, H. C. Has- income does not imply a man plain above
The country is about man, against oneself.
[Rev. J. O. Harr- kell, Turner;
Secretary, Frank A. Conant another who has a larger one.
dlicult campaign. The vig, Congregationalist, Lynn, Mass.
Lewiston ; Treasurer, James White, Auburn
ims talk about plain people is accepti> this: “Be courageIt was decided to hold the next reunion at
ing and intensifying an assumption by
Self-Made Men.
Self-made men are one of the islands in Portland harbor. It certain
your own thinking.”
You’re
pretentious people which it is
I nitarian, Boston.
always more efficient than artificial men, will probably be at Peaks.
an indignity to those who are termreally
made such by their surroundings.
A life
If it means anything,
At an adjourned meeting of the stockhold- ed plain to admit.
al power differs from that rises to great and masterful promiit means that men who engage in certain
ers of the Seventh Maine Regiment
in
that
it
is
Building
nence
the
force
of
its
own
will
and
the
dynamics
by
Association at Long
Portland har- occupations in this country are set apart
nee, but God himself wise direction of its own powers is a bor, Aug. 28th, these Island,
officers were elected: from those who engage in others.
There
ihrougli the individual. nobler life on the moral lists than that of President, A. A. Nickerson; secretary may be
something of this kind in some
Presbyterian, Cam- a being made perfect at once even by the Hiram Ellis; treasurer, C. H. Waterhouse’- cities of the
East, but it is an opposition to
A. A. Nickerson, W. D. Hatch’
will of God.
[Rev. E. L. Rexford, Uni- directors,
tlie American idea that a man is to be
Eben True, George F. Hunt, W. H.
Mortley- estimated
versalist, Columbus, O.
according to what he is and
managing director, A. A. Nickerson.
have become so clever
does, and it does not pervade the AmeriPersonality. We need to distinguish
ing and in giving to
The 19th Maine held its annual reunion can nation
generally. It is absurd to call
dam for the real that between a
A man’s at Bowdoinhaui, Aug. 27th, with a
person and an office.
large a mechanic plain and a clerk an aristoeive God.
A.
[Kev.
personality persists through many offices. attendance. The following officers were, crat. X'o such line can be drawn on the
=
Refreshes, strengthens, is healthGrover Cleveland was a Sheriff, a Mayor, unanimously elected: President, Capt. A. J. [
Chicago.
§ ful and nourishes worn-out nerves
ground of occupation, and on the ground
a Governor.
lie is now a President. The Billiugs, Waterville; First Vice President, of income the
| of mind and body, does this great
pay of mechanics is often
J. L. Merrick, Waterville; Second Vice
become a Christian offices change, but the man abides,
lie
The attempt
§ temperance beverage.
J. H. Colson, Searsport; Chap- greater than that of clerks.
kind of life.
It is to was a citizen many years before he was President,
lain, J. D. Emerson, Skowhegau; Secretary, to make class distinctions in this way is
Your Druggist serves it.
•it pleasing and to acPresident, and let us hope that he will be- ('apt. Silas Adams, Waterville; Executive
ridiculous and deserves only contempt at
Your Grocer will take it
sellish service.
I
[Kev. a citizen many years after he ceases to be Committee, M. D. Libby, Freedom; Richard the hands of those who are sought to be
I
to your house.
•
;
Congregationalist, President, [Rev. O. P. Gifford, Baptist, Whitney, Unity : Reuben Rhodes, Troy.
I placed in a
it.
of
inferiority by
position
Brookline, Mass.
If by plain people is meant the people
The reunion of the 15th Maine Regiment
who are limited in pecuniary means, we j
was held in Gardiner, Aug.
2d, in Grand j
virrit.
Heaven and
If this nation is
National Wkliaju:.
But here there
about 75 of the members being J can easier understand it.
Army
hall,
There
to endure, it must be loyal to God, who
.imposition.
This kind of people are
present with their wives and friends. At 10 i are no classes.
but
one
i*s.
caused
it
to
exist
and
whose
has
i■':a
place,
blessing
o’clock the business meeting was held and in every class.
We find them among the !
THE
of new heaven or thus far prospered it. Honesty, morality tl»e
following officers were elected: Presi- highly educated men of the professions
Great RESTORER
T. MeElveen, C011- and industry must not oppress the poor dent, Colonel Isaac Dyer, Bangor: Vice! as well as in the ranks of labor.
Our atRestores perfect
k I v n.
and the poor must not light those on Presidents. E. W. Sprague, Easton, T. II. | tention was called
only a week since to a
health, vigor and
^
The Sabbath Wentworth, Bangor, G. P. Rolfe, Wake- I
whom they are dependent.
town
rein
a
New
V-1 manhood and reclergyman
Hampshire
Mass.:
and
field,
Secretary
Treasurer, Major ;
(bo where you
a
annum
and
Day must be honored and the liiguor traffic H. A. Shorey,
of
$250
moves all obstaper
salary
Bridgton; Assistant Secre- ceiving
thought or human must be controlled. [Rev. W. R. Good- tary, Walter
cles to marriage.
Executive his house rent., and there are probably
Ross,
Bowdoinhaui;
will tind that those win, Methodist, San Francisco.
nore in the same condition.
L. Thousands
/ft? Restores die
('ommittee, James Walker, Gardiner.
those that speak
P** entire nervous
Fisher, Bangor, Carlton Lancaster, Bow- There arc awyers with light practice,
the beauties of an
system and stops all
T believe that ib'inliam, Silas Holbrook, Harpswell. The doctors with few patients, school teachers
Tm: Comixu Crisis.
vital losses.
Re-ban it. Allen, there is an impending national crisis and next meeting of the regiment will be held at with small
and in newspacompensation,
noves effects of the
that the call of the hour is for the largest Fort Fairlied!, Aroostook county, when the 1 per oiiices reporters who would exchange
ins
of
and
exj
youth
North Aroostook regiment hold their rewisdom.
There is a larger ([uestion than
salaries with pressmen. The small sal a- :
esses o’f later years.
union.
ti
There must be the merchandise of our silver and gold. It
lies in the one class of instances make \
Removes all effects
tie!
of dissipation and reupitul, lor is that of simple honesty and -personal and
The First Maine Cavalry Association will their recipients no plainer; the greater
j
.■ :ns
ilie life of one national integrity. It is the supremacy of hold i*s reunion at Waterville, Me., Sept, incomes in the other make their
pairs all waste places.1'
r.ecipj
Cures Insomnia and
:•
The rates will be one fare for J ictus m> less
of the other. Each the nation, the preservation of comity be- Id, ispd.
plain. Xo class in point of ;
restores refreshing
round
''
on
the
in
railroads
!
the
and
trip
iiat mast be eare- tween the varied sections of our land and
State,
can be made which does not
•‘plainness"
-•no on the Boston and Kennebec
sleep. Cures ImW. It. h aodwin, the preaching of love, not hate.
ill kinds of occupations.
run through
[Rev. Boston to Augusta, and return. The boats,
potence and restores
hotel
Almon Gunnison, Universaiist, Worces- rates will be
It is illogical to reason that all these
full vital p o w e r.
j
fifty cents per meal and bulgCures all wasting
ter, Mass.
ing, or two dollars per day, and the saloons people do not desire low prices for what
.■'s ilorsK.
diseases
and restores
will furnish meals at twenty-live cents each.
Every
they buy, am. still more so to argue that
.: nee
to tlie kingdom
development to all pans ot the body.
Kind Words.
A single bitter word1 Tune covered by tickets, Boston N Keune-j the great number of people who do neither
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
_h one of four door> may disquiet an entire family for a whole bee S. 1». Co., Sept. 10th to 19tli, inclusive; ; mechanical m r mercantile nor professionscientific treatment and affords relief from
Maine
R. R.. Sept. 15tli to lSth, inin 1. the conscience,
al work are in favor of higher prices for
day. One surly glance casts a gloom over e'tusi \'e Central
It removes the cause
the
first day's use.
Maine
R.
; Boston N
1.5th
R., Sept.
cth >ns.
Love should the household, while a smile, like a gleam
what they purchase.
President Harrison
and assists "nature to effect a cure. Cures
to 17th, im-lusive: Bangor & Aroostook R.
force,
was much criticised four years ago fur
[itev. W. P. of sunshine, may light up the darkest and R., Sept. 15th to 17th,
discount
to physicians.*
guaranteed. Special
inclusive ; Somerset R.
< unaha.
Like unexpected tlowcrs | II., Sept, ldtli to 17th, inclusive. The com- saying that a cheap coat implied a cheap j
weariest hours.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
j
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
which spring up along our path, full of rades in Waterville and vicinity' will give man in it.
it does not; neither does the
free in plain sealed wrapper for two ‘1 cent
:
>t and best service freshness, fragrance and beauty, so do the members of the old regiment a cordial
ability to purchase cheaply interfere with ! Stamps.
Mention this paper.
Our
reunions
have
been
is
to be men.
kind words and gentle acts and sweet dis- reception.
happy the comforts of life of those who are
■nunity
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
himself to be biased positions make glad the home where peace and beneficial in making our added years probably meant by “plain people.”
Low
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
enjoyable and you are urged to attend. If
as to set aside the
and blessing dwell.
[Rev. T. F. Stauffer, for
prices have come to them, if to nobody
KALAMAZOO. MICH.1
any cause von can not be present, please
*\ purity and honor.
Reformed Church, Lincoln, Neb.
write a letter renewing your friendship for else, as among the advantages of improved
of
under
methods
Congregationalist,
advancing
production
your comrades of 'dl-!(>5. [Anson O. Libby,
I ndoi,ksvk.
A lazy man lias no place Pres., Waterville, Me.
It is a contradiction to procivilization.
in a position of trust, and J never heard
fess interest in the condition of men of
).\ oi.t'TiON.
There of God honoring a man in laziness.
If
A person is prematurely old when bald- moderate means and limited incomes, and
wonderful to me as David had been a lazy officeholder, we ness occurs before the forty-fifth year. Use then propose to raise the prices of the
Hall’s
Hair Renewer to keep the scalp necessities of life that they are compelled
■lution.
The people never would have had the book of Psalms.
>o few.
It was a most Every one who succeeds in any phase of healthy and prevent baldness.
Is it not a boon to plain
to purchase.
break away from King life must always keep going on.
The
Mrs. Jimsiuith—George, what does “carte people, as thus defined, that their Hour
no
no
blanche”
mean?
and butter and eggs
who
and
meat
those
and
y.
navy,
money. Lord helps
help themselves,
sugar
Jimsmith— It refers to the way a man feels are to be
1. Independent. Denver. but he isn't going to do anything for you
at low prices; and a boon
bought
he has got $2.1 in his pocket and his for the loss of which none of the schemes
if you can do for yourself.
[Rev. A. L. when
wife has gone away for a week.
[Buffalo proposed for tampering with the currency
.>t•»i"v verifies the claim Scarborough, Methodist. San Antonio,
Express.
<
Is a true expression where health
urch has ever been Texas.
can compensate?
Offer
a
of
To
Reward
100 Dollars
the cause of educaThe main objection to this kind of efis concerned.
academies and
Lxj idklity. Instability of thought and for a ease of catarrh that cannot be cured, fort is that it seeks, in the first place, to
amounts
to
to
sell
the
article.
Good
Blood means good health.
:a\
except
of darkness, and character is the basis of much infidelity.
nothing
create classes that do not exist, and in the
>od work to-day in The unanchored boat drifts, the unsettled Do you know of any such reward being next to prejudice people against each
Poor
Blood
means disease.
?
do
not
rewards
in
Ely Bros,
promise
'William J. Dalton, mind tloats about on every shifting tide of paid
interest.
The
order to sell their well-known “Cream other who have a common
Blood and keep well.
Purify
your
< >ue of the characteraids
all
of
the
or
classes,
country
thought
feeling.
Balm.” They offer the most effective medi- prosperity
There
Youth caids, prepared in convenient form to use, its adversity causes all to suffer.
istics of our youth .s instability.
“L.F.': Atwood's ‘Bitters make
n
!'v.
The end and is not apt to he weighted.
It has a thou- which is absolutely free from mercurials or is no natural
distinction
among the
good blood.
it- not reached when
sand charms, but one of its virtues is not other harmful drugs.
American people here, and arbitrary ones,
an intelligent look.
of
Hence young men
from
the
invention
stability of thought.
poliAsh for “L. F.," unci see
emanating
“Even watermelons ain't what they used
the R> d Letters before it
>oul, form a part of are peculiarly open to the temptation to to be,” said the aged loafer in the grocery.
ticians, are simply fraudulent and mis:ifW creature, else
it drift away from safe religious moorings.
There are “plain people”
is wrapped up. 35 cents.
“Kinder lost their strength." assented the chievous.
Avoid imitations.
en formality.
Rev. ('. 13. Mitchell, Methodist, Kansas other aged loafer. “Used to be that I could \ everywhere; they pervade all ranks of life.
[Itev.
< it v.
git a chill five minutes after eatin' one, but I They cannot be placed in a class by themin. Lancaster. Pa.
now they don’t take holt at all.”
[Indianap- ! selves, and it is a demagogic movement to
olis Journal.
!
to segregate them in this way.
IxiHvini ai.itv.
great race of men
Diversity is a law of
I attempt
"f selfishness.
We life.
In this presidential campaign such an enOf millions <*f blades of grass we
at the American can could not find two exactly alike.
In a
terprise is pure politics, and cheap polij
•nil we call upon men
We have faith that
tics into the bargain.
forest of oak, among all the millions of
uscilish and do some- leaves, we could not tind two that would
the intelligent voters of the country will
of others. [Lev. L. resemble each other perfectly.
There is
readily appreciate this fact and act aci in. Boston.
For Infants and Children.
Of all
the same law in human nature.
cordingly. [Boston Herald.
the people who have ever lived on this
The
facwere
We have two divine j earth no two persons
.just alike.
Twenty =two Months’ Warning.
simile
the Bible.
Each has j There is a remarkable individuality in
eignaiure
That of nature is j human life. [Kev. \V. G. Partridge, Bapthose who insist that the tariff is
Let
of
>i the Bible
theology. tist, Cincinnati.
not an issue in the present campaign conauthor and many ex- j
• its
Willy: “Do animals goto heaven, par- sider the imports and exports of the
The Web of Life.
The web of our
having one author
son?” Parson Goodman:
“No, William, United States during the first twenty-two
expositions, having life is laid in the loom of time to a patprobably not; or at least we have no reason
disagree.
[Bishop tern we do not know, but God know’s, and to think so.” Willy: “Then the milk and months of the operation of the present
our heart is the shuttle. This being struck
Minneapolis.
honey in heaven must be canned goods, I tariff as compared with the imports and
alternately by joy or sorrow carries back suppose?” [Puck.
exports for a similar period under the
i
staggers one to think and forth the thread which is light and
Under the McKinley
Belief In Six Hours.
McKinley bill.
number of books that dark, as the pattern needs, and in the end
Highest grade of Instruction.
and Bladder diseases tariff the receipts of the United States
Distressing
Kidney
Lowest rates of tuition.
A
all
its
man
could
is
when
the
held
and
y year.
garment
up
relieved in six hours by the “New Great treasury were $000,420,350; for a similar
Best equipped rooms.Bank,etc.
1 all the books iu the changing hues glance forth it will be seen
South American Kidney Cure.” This new period under the present tariff they
Open from Sept.to July. Per catalogue and
full
period of life allotted that the deep and dark colors were as remedy is a great surprise on account of its were only $558,144,559.
particuiars'-Address
This means
H.A.Howard,Rockland.Maine.
id the contents of the necessary to beauty as the bright and high exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
that in the same length of time our
Rev. W. E. Gritfin,
ones, and the mystery of life will be un- the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of national income was $102,000,000 less unraveled.
passages in male or female. It der the
Ithaca, X. Y.
[Kev. J. K. Montgomery, Pres- the urinary
present Democratic tariff than
relieves retention of water and pain in passbyterian, Cincinnati.
under the protection of the McKinley bill.
it
almost
If
want
ing
immediately.
you
it ion of its hope, and
In our foreign trade relations under the
relief and cure this is your remedy.
into the future with
The kingdom of heaven is a quick
Heaven.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel- tweutj-two months of McKinley rule the
for you have killed state of internal self-denial which means fast, Me.
trade balance in our favor was nearly
Iy27
Through the hot summer months with an
love to God and the neighbor. It is a state
•>pe. and it were betThat is, to be exact, we reold, uncomfortable
“Many years ago,” said the jubilee orator, $245,000,000.
nil ist. me were banged of active self-unconscious usefulness, and
“it was said of us that we were the inhabi- ceived from other countries $244,945,831
were east into the
human beings are best fitted for it by havtants of a one-horse town. To-day we stand more for goods that we sent them than we
ist. L'niversalist, Kauesof
God
and
the
the
love
neighbor
ing
with stigma removed.
As we look forth paid them for goods which they sent us.
tablished within them through the activi- upon our streets and see the merry bicycle
During the first twenty-two months of
when you can step into
ties and uses which this world affords. and the dignified gasolene carriage speeding the (iorman tariff the balance in our favor
We have as much The shortest way to the kingdom of to and fro, we say with conscious pride that was
shows
that
This
only $150,005,179.
Ymeri.aus who love heaven lies in the successful effort to keep we are a one-horse town no longer. The our favorable trade balance decreased in
n u e than they love
the divine laws of love, justice and right last horse has been banished, and we are a
numbers $95,000,000 under a Dem- |
round
no-horse town of the
•m foreigners.
Some uppermost and supreme and constant in modern, up-to-date,
oc ratio tariff.
first class.”
[Cincinnati Inquirer.
and get a
nm
ales of a holy Saball the varied experiences of life.
[Rev.
Adding the treasury loss under the
You make no mistake when you buy Dalwhile some of those John Goddard, Swendenborgian, CincinDemociatic administration from 1893, to
ton's SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC aild
'n to break down its
nati.
to the loss in the foreign trade baldalton’s family pills. Everybody says so, 1890
\ im ricans.
[Rev. U.
ance for the same period, and we sec that
must
be
true.”
and
“what
Co >1 and easy as an old shoe.
everybody
.‘■ays
Make the Most of Yourself.
st. Philadelphia.
the total loss to the country has been
It is the duty of every man to make the
Trees are like lovers—when the time
$241,743,080.
th<- mainspring of all most of himself. Whatever lus capacities comes for them to leave they stay right in
SUBSCRIBE
since xuarcti 1, ic*uo, uic i|iuiuuai
where the same spot, [Truth.
he material as well as may he, lie is sure to find some place
lias been increased $202,329,030.
he can be useful to himself and to others.
"ii.
Faith in the in- Hut he cannot reach his
English Spavin Liniment removes all
The closeness of these figures, our nahighest usefulness
•‘
men is at the fouuwithout good health and lie cannot have Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blem- tional loss under Democratic free trade
« tTort.
Faith iu the good health without pure blood. The blood ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
and the increase in the
Ring-Bone, Stifles, rule, $241,743,080,the same period, $202,Sweeney,
v and wise laws of an
circulates to every organ and tissue and Splints,
all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc. national debt for
1 "i are at the
foundation when it is pure, rich anil healthy it carries Sprains,
These figures tell
is significant.
the entire system, but if it is im- Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted 329,030,
belief.
[Rev. Charles healthittoscatters
Cure ever what our loss has been and why the nathe
most wonderful
Blemish
it
flows.
disease
wherever
pure
m, Evansville, Ind.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the one true blood known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- j tional debt has been increased.
Iy27
Under the policy of protection we
purifier. It cures salt rheum, scrofula, ca- gists, Belfast, Me.
aii!•;.
The bodies as tarrh, dyspepsia and rheumatism because
no falling off of
is during the wee small hours that the should have experienced
It
t the
people need our these diseases have their origin in the blood. wee small baby touches the low water-mark $147,403,028 in our treasury receipts;
i!
temporal as much as
there would have been no exportation of
of its popularity. [Puck.
"iHition demands our
He—IM like to know what enjoyment you
nearly $95,000,000 to compensate the old
Fop
Over
leaps.
Fifty
store
to
find
in
from
can
store, looking
niulred practical ways.
goiug
world for the unfavorable trade balance
of
the
least
idea
Remedy.—Mrs.
haven’t
at
and
Well-Tried
An
Old
buythings
as in
you
in
churches, food
due to the Democratic tariff.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
"ell as in sermons and ing.
The people of this country would have
She—I know I can’t buy them, but there over fifty years by millions of mothers for
•*t have compassion on
had at least $242,743,680 with which to do
is a sort of melancholy pleasure in thinking their children while teething, with perfect
Pev. Dr. Cartwright, that I could have
bought them if 1 had mar- success. It soothes the child, softens the business to-day had "it not been for those
"Iclyu.
ried George Scales when I had the chance, gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and first twenty-two months of the Demoinstead of taking you.
[Cincinnati En- is the best remedy for Diarrliiea. Is pleas- cratic tariff.
S|NThe man will go quirer.
ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
This is why protection is a great issue
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bot- of this
Mgaiu under some one
campaign, and will continue to be,
sure and
Be
is
incalculable.
Its
value
tle.
Bucklen’s
Arnica
Salve.
he is like a wall of
of a Democracy fearask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and despite the protests
for
in
the
world
Best
Salve
Thk
Cuts,
others. Conscious of
ful of its power.
[Boston '1 raveller.
take no other kind.
lyrKi
Fever
:
Salt
Rheum,
Ulcers,
Sores,
Bruises,
.is
a
"ill,
rule we are disSores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
’selves on our backs,
CASTOXIIA.
“But I am so unworthy, darling,” he
Corns, ami all Skiu Eruptions, and positive11
15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.
again by that one sin ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is murmured with a sigh.
The fee*
is on
■P'
“if
and
she
aimue
dly laid us low. [Kev. guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
you
papa
sighed:
“O, Harry,”
ever y
point as you do on signature
wrapper.
ITesbyterian, Dliiladel- money refunded. Price ‘25 cents per box. agreed on every other
& Wilson.
that, how happy we could be!”
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BICYCLES.
f

fas i M55$\9 rtf^iyl-l^fijlv

am

for tries*- well known

agent

wheels, and have all color* in
enamel.
ISi-.ycle sundries and
brazing frames and vulcanizing
supply of GAKDKN HUSK.

1 keep a
1896 Hartford Bicycle has been reduced to the follow iiift prices

tires done in all tlieir branches.
The

Patterns Nos.

1

and 2, from $80 to $65.

Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.
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Geo. T. Read,
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CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MAKINK INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
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BUY YOUR WINTER'S GOAL
F. C. WHITE.
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RISKS

Haddock’s &

Plymouth
Stove ami Chestnut.

Delivered and put in, (in barrels) ....
•*
in Dump Carts.
Prices at

Ji.HO

Wharf,..

Vein
and (irate.

it.Hii
it.
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by Kilgore

|

We Guarantee it

i

CUMBERLAND COAL

¥

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality anil delivery.
Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.

All Coal

Telephone
connection.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Kate Nickels is attending school at Bridgewater, Mass.
W. P. Putnam and

son

returned to Boston

Saturday.
Phineas P. Gridin of Attleboro, Mass.,
in town this week.
Mrs. James G.
friends in Calais.

Pendleton

Hope Curtis will attend
High school this winter.
Sell. Robert Pettis lauded
for our dealers Monday.

is

was

load of freight

Piam L. Gilkey of Rochester, N. H.,

by

rived

train

ar-

Monday.

Mrs. Liscomb end son Frank made
visit in town this week.

a

short

C. E. Bassiek and wife returned to their
home in Chicago Saturday.

Capt. James McGilvery left Monday for a
short business trip to Boston.
Scl .Emma W. Day discharged a cargo of
-Orn for Nickerson this week.
l.aupher and wife of New Brittain,
Conn., are visiting friends in town.
G. V.

Clossou took from

Lewis

pots Tuesday

a

his lobster
seven-pound codfish.
one

of

Sargent has employment

Alta

at

Belfast,

where she will remain for the present.
Minnie Thompson of Trenton has been the
guest of Maud B. Colcord the past week.
Scl.. Sallie I'On sailed Tuesday fur Annapolis, N. S., to load lumber for Rosario.
Aurilla Carlou and Miss Williston of Camare at Mr. A. J. Mitchell s.

bridge, Mass.,

A. D. Colcord had his pockets pickon steamer Penobscot last week.

Capt.
ed

"To

!

burkboai'd ride to Ml. Percival was ena party of young ladies
Tuesday.

A

joyed by

Ralph Tapper

of

Brtiuswiek, Ga., and Ned

Cakierwood of Boston
ens'.

are

at

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

visiting

the Roxbury

a

The campmeeting at Maple Grove will be
continued through this week, and there
will be a baptism next Sunday in Kane’s
Pond.
Thirty candidates are expected.
The attendance has been very large thus far,
and able aud interesting speakers have been
present.

Mrs. fc». A. Stev-

Burnham. Our two High schools, one at
the village aud one at the Reynolds school
house, began Sept, 7th. The Dodge school
house is to be thoroughly repaired before the
winter school begins.
Some $250 will be
expended.Mr. aud Mrs. Dennis Chandler
lately returned from a week’s visit to the
Chandler relatives and friends in Lincoln\ille....Mr. and Mrs. John Bassler have returned from a week’s visit to relatives and
friends in Belfast and vicinity.
Centre Montyillk. Misses Madge and
Edna Thompson visited Northport Camp
Ground last week-The schools in town

began this week... .Elmer Hall of Halldale
the teacher in district No. 4; Wales R.
Bartlett m district No. 7 ; Miss Margie Rowell in district No. i). Miss Madge Thompson is teaching in Liberty and Miss Lura
is

Bennett in Belmont-Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
Woodbury have returned to their home in
Boston-Miss Miriam (i. Bartlett returned
to

Bridgewater, Mass., Tuesday,

to

resume

her studies at the Normal School... .Mrs.
William Clements has been very ill the past
two weeks.
Swanville. Mrs. Mary Edgecomb is at
home from Belfast-Mr. S. D. Greeley's
family returned to Hampden the first of the
week....Mrs. G. D. Evans of Searsport is
the guest of her cousin, Miss Martha M.
Nickerson-Mrs. Abigail Nickerson is
quite sick-Mr. E. H. Nickerson of Portland is in town-Messrs. Harry and Al-

E. L. Patterson of pilot boat Columbia, !
Boston harbor, is spending his vacation in bert Applin are at home on a visit_Percy
L. Nickerson has returned from *5ar Harbor
Mrs. E. L. Griffin and family left Monday and entered the Maine State College at
for Boston, wheie they will remain during Orono-Ernest Nickerson left for Worces«
the winter.
ter, Mass., where he will attend school
On account of the high water in Swan
under the instruction of Prof. A. E. Bailey.
Lake our local fishermen anticipate a good !
-Dr. A. B. Spinney, wife and daughter
v*at' li this fall.
Pearl of Detroit, Mich., and Mr. A. P. GifGeo. E. Marks' brick yard was flooded
ford of Salem, Mass., are the guests of Mrs.
Sunday and 25,000 of newly pressed brick
R. G. Royal-Mr. Charles Knox is in town
were ruined.
en route for Lowell, Mass.
Alex Nichols returned Saturday to resume lus studies at the Roxbury,
East Searsmoxt.
Mr. and Mrs. Elias
Mass.,
High school.
Thompson of Belfast were in town last
Misses Mary and Luessa Ford, who have week, calling ou relatives and friends....
spent the summer in town, returned tc Rox- Irvin Howard and wife of Belfast
spent last
town.

bury Saturday.

On the last three sailings of the steamers
landing to Boston they have taken
passengers.

from this
away 145

Mrs. John Ward and daughter Isabella returned to their home ’n Peabody, Mass., by
steamer Penobscot Monday.
Geo. A. Nichols, Jr., who is
is visiting his parents
of a y ear and a half.

Boston,

employed in
after

an

ab-

sence

Grinuell has bought a Chicago
Aermotor, which will be used for pumping
water iroiu the artesian well.
W.

E.

Capt. J. N. Peudieton left by train Tuesday to join his ship, the Mary L. Cushing, at
New York, ioaded for Melbourne. Mrs.
Pendleton will remain at home this voyage.
G. E. Wright and wife of Boston and
I rank Crockett ami wife of Lynn arrived

Tuesday by

steamer

City

of

Bangor.

Ali -e Chase, who lias been in
Europe for
St-Vf-ral months, arrived in New York last
" et:i. ami is now at Moose Point

cottage.

im 'h Meyers will remain at home this
voyage. The hark Mabel I Meyers sailed
"om Boston for Buenos
Ayres Sept. 4th.
M

and Inez Dolliver, who have
friemls at East Corinth and
:a wamkeag, returned home
Monday.
on.re

visiting

M
it

is

es:;mated that it will

1

’-'hair tie- damage
bridges oiio. d by the great
Sunday.

the town
to roads and
rain storm last
cost

Irvin Young and son, who spent the
summer at the Searsport
House, returned to
ti
r
la.me at Providence, K. I.. by train
Mrs.
1

Monday.

P. Smith is supplying many of our sea
.( tains with their ship's supply of tobacco,
lie shipped
Monday to New York several
hundred pounds.
F.

Superintendent Smith lias had an expert
the Union school building.
lie
imis it perfectly safe, but advises some repairs now to prevent the water undermining
the wall u the future.

examine

E. P. Mahoney’s-Mrs. Henry
Marriner and daughter of Belfast and Lottie Robinson of Somerville, Mass., were at
George Donnell’s last week... .Mrs. Thomas
Scully and daughter of Rome, N. Y., arrived
Sept. 1st, and are the guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. I. H. Ness....Mrs. Caro-

Tuesday

at

line Gilmore of Union, Me., is at Joseph
Packard’s-Isaac Marriner is in Northport for a few weeks-Mrs. John Cunningham and two sous left Thursday for their
home in Franklin, Mass....Mrs. Emily Arnold was in Camden for a couple of days
last week-School in district No. 3 began
Sept. 7th, under the instruction of Sibyl
Marriner of Belmont-Fred Wyman of
Northport was in town last week. His sister, Mrs. Ella Marden, returned with him.
Prospect Village. Tlie S. B. 1. Society
with Capt. and Mrs. A. A. Ginn last j
Thursday and all pronounced the supper to
he first class-South Branch Grange initi|
ated four new members last Saturday evening, after which they all sat down to a harvest feast in the dining room
Mrs. Meta
Emerson of \Yinterport is the guest of Mrs.
Abbie Thompson for a few days....Miss
Grace M. Libby has returned to Whitman,
Mass., where she has a situation as teacher.
Her friend, who has been spending bis vacation here, returned with her, taking hack
one of Mr. Libby’s colts-Mr. Horace H.
Gould and Wendell Mardeu have returned
to the Castine Normal School....Mr. Bert
Philbrick of Rnxburv, Mass., is visiting relmet

....

atives here.... Mrs. Ella

M.

Littlefield

was

Morrill last week by the illness <>f
called
her father, Barak Hatch.
to

Prospect

Ferry.

Proctor is
Brooklyn-Mr. aud

Mrs. M. (J.

visiting

relatives

Mrs. P.

M. Genu of

in

Worcester, Mass., are
visiting relatives in this place... .Miss Emroy Ginn of Belfast visited relatives here
last week.... Mrs. Fannie Wilson visited
Mrs. J. T. Shiite of Stockton last Saturday
the
this
week
are EuAmong
departures
and Sunday.... Robert Sprague of Boston
gene P. Carver and son, M/s. Nathan P.
Carver Mrs. M M. Barlow and
family, Mrs. j called at Mrs. Rebecca Harriman’s last
G
B. Putnam, Frank and Herbert KneeweekMrs.
S. Harriinan and.Mrs. Clifland, Gertrude and Grace St\ :•
Harm M
Randall. Mary Costello, Clifford and Harold j tou 1\. Harriinan are visiting relatives in
M oodm Dt-siie
Laconia, is. II....Miss Nora Emerson is
Nickels, Laura M. Carver.
f- u.
visiting friends in Belfast.Mrs. Levi
S. Sherman was welcomed to
mm. Hal
iast Friday
evening by a large Berry and sons James and Alvah returned
it'd ug,
among whom were manv Demoto their home in Quincy, Mass., last Thurs’v:'
in the
Joined
hearty applause aer',:;
Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. G.
I,:’ >l the
speaker Mr. Sheiui.an was pleas- day....The
d
tiy impressed with his audience and made I Wescott last Saturday. A goodly number
1 hit liom
rlie iirst by the praise bestowed
were present and all
enjoyed a pleasant
:i:,! Maine's
Congressmen with a most evening... .John
Avery, who has been visitJamUome tribute to Mi. Milliken and the
’’ 'v
r' ices he has rendered the
Third Dis- ing relatives in this place, returned to Montund tlie ountry.
Proceeding he gave a pelier, At., last Saturday-Raymond Mar'••i '.
Far and concise statement of the
po- den of Swanvilie has moved into the Good^‘.'a‘ '’’tuation, ylosing with a handsome
win house-Mrs. Alma Harriman visited
bote to our village, which he
pronounced
ohr
tJl*' must beautiful on the coast of
friends in Searsport last week... .Miss ElizaM aiue.
beth E. Peirce and Geo. C. Peirce returned
NUKTH SEARSFORT ITEMS.
to their home in Peabody, Mass., on last
Elias Moore has typhoid fever. Dr. Erskine
Monday’s boat... Mr. Wm. Byard of Ellsis attending him.
worth is stopping here for a few days on
‘-has. Colson of Boston, Mass., is visiting
business-Mrs. W. C. Harding, who has
at E. B. Thayer’s.
been away with her husband for the past
Geo. C. Seavey aud wife are
visiting rela- three months, returned to her home last
tives at

Th.- Boston Transcript says Ex-Gov. Rosie Coieord
of Nevada, a former Searsport
hoy, has declared uncompromisingly for
•gold, believing that free coinage of silver lb
t > 1 would be ruin to the
country.

—

Passadumkeag.

Harry Morse arrived home last week from

Boston

on a

short visit.

Henry Herriman and wife

friends at

are

Passadumkeag.

visiting

Bernice Roberts was in town recently, the
guest of Miss Nora Thompson.
Geo. H. Chase of Dowell, Mass.,
last week calling on friends.

was

town

in

W. D. Mathews has secured a situation at
the Maine Central station in Brooks.
Mi's.

hut,

Win. J. Matthews is on the sick list,
improving at last accounts.

was

Mrs. J. E.

Marden, who was on the sick
list last week, is improving quite fast.
Schools throughout town will begin Sept.
with the same teachers who
kept the

14th

spring

terms

Mrs. k. J. Dow

driving contest
1 uesday evening.

the prize in the nail
Granite Grange last

won

a*

Schoool in dist. No. 9, with

wdi

begin

next

Carrie Closson.

a new house,
Monday, taught by Miss

A young boarder arrived at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Smart
Saturday, Sept.
5th. It is a girl.

O. O. Fernald and wife have gone out

West, where they will visit relatives for

month

or

a

more.

Miss

Louise A. Merithew of Peabody
visiting her parents, Mr. aud Mrs.
Win. Merithew.

Mass.,

is

Neil Fitzpatrick of Somerville, Mass., arlast week and is the guest of J. H.
Maguire at Sunnyside cottage.
F. H. Cleaves has gone to Saxonville,
Mass., where he will have charge of a stock
of cattle while on exhibition at the fairs in
Massachusetts.
Miss Addie S. Mathews, who has been
spending her vacation with her mother,
Mrs. Marion Mathews, has returned to her
school work in Everett, Mass.
S. M. Nichols, wife and daughters, Misses
Carrie and Lida, who have been visiting the
family of H. T. Scribner, have returned to
their home in Philadelphia, Pa.
rived

•

Thursday.
Sandypoint.

The

visitors have
their city homes and
soon the cottages will all be
closed, the
shores and walks deserted.
Many have
visited their old homes, bringing with them
strangers who think Sandypoint an excellent place to spend a vacation_Rev. J.
M. Wathen and wife and Miss Cummins of
Lisbon, N. H., are visiting F. L. French and
family... .Mr. Charles Perkins, wife and son
of Stoneham, Mass., are visiting relatives
here-Mrs. Frank Crockett ot Dix Island
lately visited her mother, Mrs. F. A. MaxHeld, and family-Miss Inez Maxtield left
Friday for Patten, where she will teach the
fail term of school... .Dr. Thompson and
wife of Boston are visiting Mrs. Martha
French and family-Mrs. Isaac Berry lately returned from Ames bury, Mass., where
she has been visiting lnr daughter, Mrs.
Lucy Lewis-Miss Viola Berry is attending the Normal School at Castine... .James
Stowers is attending school in Hampden....
Miss Nina Crockett of Dix Island is boarding at F. A. Maxfield’s and attending school
here-School in this district began Aug.
31st, Miss Rackliff of Liucoluville, teacher,
-Mrs. Frank Harriman has been in Bangor for a few days-Mrs. Rose Whitehouse
and Mrs. Harry Carley and son of Bucksport have been visiting relatives here_
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins and Mr. Macalpine and family have returned to Norcross-Donald and Minerva Young, who
have been with their grandparents for several weeks, have returned to their home in
Roslindale, Mass....Ross & Co. have been
repairing their wharf the past week-Several hundred cords of logs that were cut and
hauled to the mill cove last winter for Perkins & Co. have been rafted and towed to
their mill at Bucksport.Owing to the
severe storm last Sunday there was no service at the church-Farmers report potatoes rotting badly. Other crops are yielding

nearly all returned

summer

to

Waldo.

N. S. Simmons left Monday for
resume his studies
at the M. C. I.J. H. Cilley was at home
last week for a few days, but has returned
to Castine to attend school-Miss Luna
Ferguson of Troy is teaching the Ecans’
Corner school; Miss Phebe Paul the Whitcomb school; Miss Lela Payson the Paul
school, and Miss Lilia Harding the Holmes
school. The last three are residents of the

Prospect. Miss Katie Taylor and Mrs.
Veda Stratton of Belfast visited Miss Bertlia
A. Partridge recently-Miss Tay of Ken-

Pittsfield, where he will

^ARE

duskeag

has visited Miss Amy E. Lane.
Normal School graduates... .Dr.
Collier and wife of Brooks visited Mr. and
Mrs. F. M. Staples last week-Wendell
Both

are

Marden, Bertha A. Partridge and the usual
number have gone to Castine Normal School.
-Some of the people here pronounced the
Sunday evening thunder the heaviest they

town.

ever

Liberty. Willie Cargill and Harry A.
Brown left Saturday for Pittsfield, where
they will attend the Maine Central Institute.
Don Walker will leave in a few days for
Farmington to attend the Little Blue school.
....The schools in this village began Mon-

late

heard-Potatoes
rain

are

In

Something

*

New?

If so,

see

it in

UnJ

Fall

our

rotting and the

and water-soaked

soil

will

be

against saving a great crop-Isaac Partridge has arrived home from Lowell, Mass.,
and engaged to work for C. H. Partridge.
Belmont.

Mrs. Sarah B. York of HerCentre and her grand-daughter, Miss
Pearle Porter of Bangor, are in town visiting relatives-Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Kendall
and daughter Goldie of Providence, R. I.,
ates from Pittsfield and Castine, respectivewho have been in town visiting, returned
ly....Fred S. Johnson and wife of Belfast
home Saturday_Miss Inez E. Allenwood
were in town Saturday-J. O. Johnson atis in Boston visiting relatives_Miss Josetended a banquet of the Loyal Legion at
phine Neal, whc has been visiting her grandthe Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Sept. 2d.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Alexander, the
Unity. There was a heavy frost in some past summer, has returned to her home in
portions of the town Friday night which Lewiston-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moody
killed vines and damaged sweet corn.. .The I and Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Morse went to Bosamount of corn put up this season in Unity
ton Saturday, called there by the death of
by the Portland Packing Co. will he much Mrs. Morse’s and Mrs. Moody’s brother, Mr.
smaller tbau usual_The apple crop is
Augustus Acliorn, who was accidentally
abundant. Much early and small fruit will shot last Friday afternoon.
not he harvested.. .Henry Bacon 1ms moved
Stockton Springs. Mrs. Jennie Bragg
his family into one of Mr. Tabor's houses.
and sou Lester left by boat Aug. 31st for
Ur. Uodge of Troy was called in consulWest Brookfield, Mass....Mr. J. F. Frye,
tation with Ur. Cook to see Wm. Biather,
wife and daughter who have been visiting
who is very ill-W. C. Tabor of Boston,
friends in town, returned to their home in
who has been ill at his father’s, is gaining.
Roxbury, Mass., Sept. 3d. ...Mrs. Harry
Ur. Cook attends him_Perley Clark and
Griffin and daughter, Pauline left on ThursChas. Muzzy returned to Kent’s Hill last
day’s boat for New Bedford, Mass. Mrs.
week-Vivian Tabor and Beta Taylor have
Griffin was accompanied by her brother, Mr.
gone to Waterville to resume their studies in
Frank P. Patterson, Jr-Misses Lillie and
the C. C. Institute. .Ada Berry aud the Libby
Flora Moulton arrived from Rockland Sept.
girls have gone to the Maine Central Insti- 3d-Horace Nichols of
Boston, Mass., has
tute, Pittsfield-Mr. Nathan Farwellfrom
been spending a few days in town... .Frank
Rockland stopped at the Central House over
Colcord and family left by train Saturday
Sunday-Mrs.Benjaiuiu Woodsaud Sarah for
Brooklyn, N. V-Isaac Fletcher of BosThompson went to Belfast Friday_Mrs. ton is
visiting in town....Mrs. C. Sidney
Geo. Abbott, who has been visiting at Clms*
Smith and sou Carlton left on Monday’s
Bartlett’s, returned to her home in Lynn boat for their home in New
Bedford, Mass.
Monday-The Circle met with Miss Kate ....Lewis
Smith, Harry Randell and Isaac
Conner Sept. 3d and had a very pleasant
Fletcher left on Monday’s boat for Boston.
time-Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Nye of Warren,
....Misses Tena Cleaves, Cora Dyer and
Mass., were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A, sister
Maud, who have been spending the
R. Myrick last week-Mrs. A. Conner of
summer in town, left on Tuesday’s boat for
Lawrence, Mass., is visiting Mrs. S. Conner. their home in
Quincy, Mass-Dexter Grove
-The Reading Club met Sept. 5th with
left on Tuesday’s boat for Quincy, Mass.,
Mrs. Cook with a very good attendance_
Miss Lillian Simmons for Newton, Mass.,
There were no services here Sunday on acMr. and Mrs. Clifford Snell for Cottage City,
count of the severe storm... Friday, Sept.
Mass.
11th, there will be a lecture at the church by
Freedom. Miss Sarah Perley has gone to
Rev. Norman La Marsh. Subject, Success
and Failure. Tickets 15 cents. After the Pine Point, Portland, to spend two weeks
lecture ice cream and cake will be served. with her sister and family, Mrs. King of
The proceeds will go to repair the church. Washington, I). C-Mrs. Small of Deer
Isle is visiting her son, Dr. Small_Mr.
.Mrs. L. W. Moulton has sold her stock of
and Mrs. Gustave Bellows have gone to Bar
and
rented
her
millinery
shop. She will go Harbor for
a week-A
nice Republican
to Waterville....Rice & Colson, dealers in
feed and groceries at the Station, have sold riag floats over our streets_Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Gilpatric and sons of Danforth visitout to McCausland & Estes of Troy....Mr.
Sewall Hunter met with a had accident last ed Dr. and Mrs. Billings last Friday_The
descendants of the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Saturday. He was driving from Troy with
Sprowl, to the number of 28, held a reunion
a load of hay when the horse became unat the Veterans’ Building,
Windermere
manageable and he was thrown out and his
shoulder was broken. He is quite an aged Park, Aug. 28th and 29th. From Aroostook
man-Roy Knights has gone to Kent’s County came Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Gilpatric
and two sous, guests of Capt. and Mrs.
Hill to study music.
Frank Carver of Searsport. It was a very
Brooks. R. G. Edwards lias received a
enjoyable occasion... .Miss Ella Edwards of
car load of corn to sell at his mill.
lie has Belfast is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
treated his new house to a coat of paint....
Sparrow-Mrs. M. S. WhitS of Belfast and
Mr. Hannah J. Sites is in very poor health
Mrs. John Hincliman of Detroit, Mich., visand is boarding with her son-in-law, Rufus
ited Dr. and Mrs. Billings Sept. 2d_Rev.
B. Lancaster... .The Huff house, is
nearing Mr. Graham is spending his vacation in our
completion. Edwin Small of Swanville with village-Mayor Hanson of Belfast addresssome good help is putting on the inside fined the citizens of this place last Friday
ish.... L. C. Jones is repairing the old carevening. .Mrs. Moses Robinson and daughriage shop that his father used to work in. ter of New Jersey and Charles
Dodge of
....Dr. A. W. Rich has done aline
job of Few is to u are visiting their brother, D. W.
about
Lis
new
grading
buildings, He iias Dodge, Esq.
The French Professor Rurali
hauled in many loads of gravel ami now Las
and his wife find rare spot
rishiug in our
a nice yard. .'.The front room of Mrs. M. h.
pom Is and streams.
Miller’s clothing factory is being finished up
Winterport. Mrs. Joseph Stubbs died
for W. O. Estes, who will use it for the sale
quite suddenly of heart failure at her home
and manufacture of gentlemen’s
clothing
m North
Winterport last Friday, leaving a
Jonathan Irving has moved into his new
husband to mourn bis loss_Mr. and Mrs.
shop, ami it is a nice (me....The Roberts
Mark Bowden express much gratitude to
Co. find the addition to their mill a line
the friends who were so kind to them
during
thing, as it gives them the storage room so
the illness of their baby, and for the many
much needed....It is said that Carrie and
beautiful dowers sent in at the time of liis
Ruth, daughters of the late Alonzo Roberts,
death. .Mrs. Chadbourne of Hallo well is the
are to move back to Brooks soon and
occupy
guest of Mrs. A. W. Shaw_Mrs. 1. J. Durthe house that they own here.... F. O. Day,
ham is spending a few days in Bangor. .Miss
our hustling furniture
man, lias bought the
Catherine Simonton went ou the excursion
Israel Staples house and will move there in
to Katalidin Tuesday-Miss Christian of
a few days... Several of our
people attended
the Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting at Mon- Bangor is the guest of Miss Ada Walker_
Mrs. Flora Knowles of Worcester, Mass.,
roe Centre
last Sunday_Mr. Gould of
Massachusetts has been visiting C. E. Small visited friends in town last week_Miss C.
and family... .The gard en and lawn of John E. Knowles and Mrs. M. E. Hearn left for
H. Gordon is one of the most attractive
New York ou Friday’s boat_Mr. and Mrs.
spots
in the village....M. J. Dow has a mammoth
John Lougee of Haverhill, Mass., are visitTurk’s Head cactus that he prizes very highly. It had been kept by bis mother for ing relatives in town-George Howland retwenty years and has overgrown a large
turned to Boston on
boat_
wash tub. The plant is ugly but odd, and Miss Rose Eaton madeWednesday’s
a brief visit to Rockthe dowers are fragile, beautiful and fra- land last week-Mr. J. W. Blaisdell
and
grant-The orchards are laden with fruit family left for their home in New York and
and the grain is very heavy_Isaiah
Bry- Mrs. Lewis Grant and her little son Willie
ant has disposed of the heavy
pair of grey for their home in New Jersey on Thursday's
muses
i.e
uas
ueen using ior some years.
boat.Mr.
Edwin Clark and
family
Tliey have been one of the very best work- of Boston were the guests of Miss Anin
this
ami
have
done
ing pairs
lots nie Chick last Friday.... Horace Kneelaud
viciuity
of hard work-Rev. David Brackett will
has gone to Brewer to work.Masmove back to his farm this winter_John
ter Jimmie Atwood has returned
from
M. Dow, trie octogenarian West Brooks
his visit to Portland-Mrs. Edwin Gilman
farmer, who has been harvesting his grain is at home for a short visit_Mrs. H. C.
crop, says that it is the best lie has had for
Chapman visited her brother, Percy Rich, a
years... .Harry Hutchinson ami Prince Besfew days last week-Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
sey went to Portland last week to enter the
Eveleth have goue to Portland and Lewisbusiness college there-Mr. Colson is in ton for a visit-Mrs. H. A. Bolan went to
Boston this week on business. He is ar- Castine
Tuesday for a short visit at Col.
ranging for his winter’s work for the manuBolau’s-Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sliaw of
facture of clothing-Rev. David Brackett Bangor are in town... .The infant
daughter
is moving his business back to his farm in
of Capt. and Mrs. C. E. Littlefield is
Jackson-Mrs. Hannah J. Sites is very ill ill; and also the little son of Mr. and very
Mrs.
and confined to lit r bed... .Mrs. Cora Clough Timothy
Kelley.Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
of Waterbury, Ct., is visiting her parents at
Simpson spent Saturday and Sunday with
the Almon S. Forbes place-Mrs. Hannah friends in
Troy-Union Hall was filled on
Varney has spent the summer with her sis- Saturday evening with an attentive audiMrs.
Barbara
Forbes...
.Mrs.
ter,
Bertha ence to listen to the able lecture of Col.
Berry of Thorndike has spent a few day at Clark E. Carr of Illinois.
the Bessey homestead in this village... "political meetings are in order here now and
The New Shoe Factory.
business is dull, but tlie dealers are stocking up a little with fall goods. Mr. Dow
lias in a new line of ladies' boots_Fred W.
The committee to solicit subscriptions to
Brown, Jr., is having a serious time with the preferred stock are meeting with good
liis lame leg and is considering the advisability of having it amputated.... Augustus success, having already secured about £10,Curtis will board with the Huff family this 000. The stock is a very desirable investwinter... .The Hattie Jenkins house is bement and is subject to the following condiing thoroughly overhauled and repaired_
tions: It shall draw 7 per cent, animal diviAn exciting runaway occurred here last Sunday. A young horse belonging to Will Ham dend from profits of business if earned. It
of Jackson become frightened at the cars
shall be paid in full when business is wound
and ran away throwing out Mr. Ham ami
bruising him severely. The horse ran into up if there are sufficient assets. It shall he
the bridge railing and cleared himself from represented by one director. Jt shall have
the wagon, then started for home, but filial- a
per share vote in organizing the company.
ly ran into the John Cilley barn and was It shall
not be voted in ordinary stockholdcaught. At the depot he ran into the carriage of C. E. Bowen, throwing Mr. Bowen ers meetings. Subscriptions to this stock
out and injuring him quite badly.
A little
will be received by the committee, Geo. W
farther on he collided with a carriage conBurkett and James II. Howes. There will
taining Hon. I. G. Reynolds and his grandbe from £15,000 to £25,000 of common stock,
son, throwing Mr. Reynolds out. The hoy
kept in the carriage and after his horse had holders of which shall manage the manufacrun some distance towards home
managed turing business.
to stop him, though he had been left without
The papers for pledges to favor the exempreins. He kept a cool head in the matter
for one only 13 years old. Several other tion of manufacturing enterprises from
persons and
carriages narrowly escaped taxes will be at the polling places for signafrom collisiou wdth the runaways.
tures Monday.
---'■

CUSTOM
SI UTS

^

mon

day. The High school is taught by Miss
Lulu Payson of Camden and the Primary by
Miss Madge Thompson of Montville, gradu-
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TO ORDER.
Made
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look
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TROUSERS

..

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

Im itAMAM.
In T.i:h.
strong, Bangor; Edward Stewart, Kent, New 1
Ingraham, ap'd 75 vuHaven; ar, sch. Tofa, Port Tampa.
Moony.
In
v m
Ih-imonr.
2.
Ar
sch. Pawn, Shute, Port
Boston, Sept.
.Johnson; 3, ar, sells. .Etna, Chipuuu, Eddyville; j aged 53 years, d month' am.
Tin*mas. In Lincoln;in.
Willard Saulsbury, Hardy, New \ oik Flora Rogaged dl years. A months an.:
ers, Bunker, Jacksonville; Lizzie B. Willey, Fran\\ in I K.
In 1 nit v, An.
cis, Turks Island; 4, sld, bark Mabel 1. Meyers,
Charles
White, aged si <,
Montevideo; 5, ar, sells. James Holmes, Ryan,* Beldays
;u\ sell. Yale,
fast; Fannie A Edith, Ryder, do;
Whitnky. In Lake Hus>
Baltimore; 7, sld, sell. Fawn, Shute., Roberts HarA. Whitney, Sept. I. at s 4>
bor and New York It. P. Chase, Ktimebec.
eldest son <d Lena M
ley,
2.
sell.
Mabel Jordan,
Philadelphia, Sept.
Ar,
4 years and 4 months
Ser.
Hiebborn, Turks Island; 3, eld, sch. Anna Peiidie
house of Mr. and Mrs. H. i
ton, Thomas, Providence; 5, chi, sch. Horace
Morse, Portland; 0. ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton, Bur- Hev. J. W Hanna offudatii

Churches.

The

J. T. Beekley, D. I')., of New York
informal talk at the North church
Sunday evening on the “Aims and Objects
of the Christian Endeavor Society.”
J)r.
Beekley is a member of the Board of Trustees of the United Christian Endeavor.
Rev.

gave

an

Services at the Universalist church next

Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship with sermon at 10:45. Subject “The
Forward Look.”
Sunday School at 12.
Young Peoples’ consecration meeting at (5

gess, Kennebec.

Baltimore, Sept. 2.

Bangor; 5,
Belfast.

3. Ar, sells. Flora Condon. Sellers, Morse Cove. Sarah L. Davis, l’attershall,
Perth Amboy; Puritan, Sargent, New York; l>,
ar, sch. Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Belfast.
San Francisco, Sept. 1. Ar, ship Llewellyn J.
Morse, Lindberg, Karluk.
Bath, Sept. 2. Ar, schs. Emma S. Briggs, New
York (and passed up>; Daylight, Boston.
Fernandina, Sept. 2. Ar. sell. Nahum Chapin,
Arey, Boston; 0, sld, sch. Win. H. Sumner, Pen-

behalf of the Freedmen’s Aid and SouthEducation Society. Dr. Hammond is a
colored preacher, who is thoroughly conversant with the needs of his people and acquainted with the methods and objects of
the society. Ail should hear him.
ern

The following delegates froi'u Belfast attended the Lincoln Baptist Association

meeting at Rockport Tuesday and Wednesday : Rev. J. F. Tilton, Mrs. S. B. Parker
Mrs. S. H. Mathews, Mrs. Caro Carter, Mrs.
Esther Carter, Mrs. N. E. Keen, Mrs. M. W.
Rich, Mrs. C. II. Twombly, Mrs. Annie Burgess, Mrs. Lucy E. Perkins, Miss Flora
Webbtfr, Tolmau II. Fernald, Rev. Geo. E.

will be “Confidence m God.” Ps.
11:1.
The evening sermon will be upon the
subject, “A Profitable Life.” The reports

sermon

State Christian Endeavor Convention
will be given at the regular Endeavor meet-

of the

•*

The North church Christian Endeavor Soa unique and very enjoyable party
at the church parlors Tuesday evening. The
first on the program was a millinery contest
by the young men, in which, as may be supposed, some very remarkable results were
produced. The refreshments consisted principally of pie, each lady bringing a pie. The
gentlemen bought the pies at 10 cents each
and were each a partner in the eating, of the
maker thereof.
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Last Sunday evening at the North church
C. E. meeting Miss Smith of New York gave
a most interesting talk about the work carBORN.
ried on by the St. George Episcopal church
of that city, of which she is a member. UnA\ kkv. Ill Rui-ksporr. Ann. 21 to Mi. ami Mrs.
like many of the New York churches, St.
Albert S. Aven.ii daughter.
In Sandypoiut. .sept. 2. i. Mr. and M rs.
It a< k
George has remained down town, and is
Fred lilaek. a daughter.
reaching out in many directions, under the
Ci siiman.
In Centre M •nto 1!< .Sept 2.
Mr.
able leadership of its rector, Dr. Rainsford, and *lrs. Oscar Cushman, a daughter.
<h»TT.
In Tremonr, Au>r. 2b, to Mr. and Mrs.
to help the people of the tenement houses of i Sylvester (iott, a daughter.
i
Hi h’Iiins. In Hrooklin. Anpr. 14. o Mr and
i the East Side. The business meeting of the
.Mrs. Claiance K. Hutehins. a daughter. K,e!\r.
C. E, society was postponed one week on ac- ! Frances.
Hkai'.k'.
In Rockland. Au*r. 24, to Mr. and
count of the storm.
Mrs. Frank l>. Healey, a dauulit.t
Hrnti.kv
In Camden, Aiijr. 17. to Mr. and
The annual parish meeting of the North
Mrs. William Huntley, a daughter
Morkv. In Deer Isle, Au$r. 2‘d.
Mr. and Mrs,
church was held Monday evening, Sept. 7th,
Hiram L. Morey, a son.
and the following officers elected: ModeraIn Hucksport, Au£. 12, to Mr. and
Norton
tor, A. 0. Sibley; Clerk, Janies Pattee; Col- Mrs. Harry Norton, a son.
,I<»nes. In Searsmont, Sept. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Annie V.
A.

TNI
\\ 1

i
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■

j

lector,

Field; Treasurer,

C. Sibley; Agent for

ing,

H. P.

care

of

Thompson: Agent

for

care

of par-

sonage, Edward Sibley; Standing Committee, Dr. A. O. Stoddard, IT. M. Prentiss, C.
M. Craig; Committee on Music, Kev. G. S.
Mills, John Parker, C. O. Poor. The usual

appropriations wore voted.
Monday, Sept. 21st.

Adjourned

li is

the pas-

desire to have this a rally meeting of
the members of the church to plan for the
work as indicated in the suggestions made.
The services next Sunday will be as folSermon by the pastor, Kev. Geo. S.
a. m.
Suuday school at 12 m.
Business meeting of the V. P. S. C. E. at 0.15
r. m.
Lecture by the pastor at 7.15 p. m.

:

lows:

at 10 45
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EVERY ITMMi IN

In Camden, Sept. 1. Henry
Abbott--Cai.l.
Hurlburt Abbott, Es*p, ol'New York and Flori n
I.ou..>e Call of Boston.
Belfast l*ric»
In Camden. Sept. 3, WilAknold-Fkkkm a N.
liam Herbert Arno d of Searsmont and Hamm
«’OKRKCTKI> WKKKl.S IColburn Freeman of Caiuden.
In Ibnkport, Aug. 27. I>.
Prodoe, Market.
(arson Wiifflfu.
2* • a d.i' II
G. Carson ol A\on and Mira L. Wheeler ol U
Apples, I Ini,
And II
dried, I' 11'.
port.
1 It>>» ! ii
Beans. )*ea
Cilua HiooiNs. In Brooks. Aug. 2‘.». tiy K. \.
medium. 1 d<>" 4*1 !
D. Brackett, George G Cilley and Ai i--- Mabel M.
1
I
\;*l'u ev.-s I 2''
Higgins, lioi h »1 Tlioi ndikc.
'1
•
2
In souib la i..• i•. Aug
Butter. !• lb.
un McNamara.
I'
./
«i
4
1
\
la
Beet.
It.Mi N ini
lb.
22, Augustu E ( ain and Miss
r
4«*
Barit v. | bu.
both «>1 lV.nobscoi.
>•
A a 1
Ill
SC, I II'.
FhKNAl.I' Willi MORE.
Bangui. S<-]u. I. J Cl
111',
Hiram 1.. Fcrnald <■! Eidield aim Nelli*- F Whit- I Chick* !!, |> lb
.1
Call. Sains,
more ol Brewer.
\
In Camden, Sept. 2, Henr\
Duck. D lb.
French Milbfrn
L. French and Annie I.. Milbciy, i•«*t h t Camden j Kii^s. | do.
l-\
\
lh-\
Fowl, t> lb.
Lf.wis-Da vis. In Liberty, Sepi 1,
!’a
F. Chase, Charles Lewis. M. D.,<u Frost In
tJeese, [< It*.
anil Alice J Davis of Liberty.
Pet,,,! Pm e.
Morse- Dot on tv. In 'anuien, Sep!. 2. G* *. A.
Beet, corncil. (* lb. 7
Morse and Dorothy M. Doughty, both id < amdei
Butter.
sail, 14 lb b;e:. !
Patters*»n-Robin><>n. in Belfast, Sept. b, by
.*»>'• 1
Rev. Geo. S. Mills, William F Pat t arson and Miss < oru. | bn,
Cra
-ked
Corn, |a bu. 1>S
Annie M/Robinson, both *d Belfast.
< oru .Me.11
d
| bu,
Robinson Dean. In Camden, Aug. 2b, Geo.
12<il4i
Cheese, fc> .b,
W. Robinson of Appleton and Flora M. Dean ol
Cotton Seed. \' cwt, 1 2
Camden.
o,/i* lb
Codfish. dry. |* lb
In Roekport, Sepi. 2.
Smith-Montc.omkry.
('ranberrics, |1 <p,iu>(/«
Charles A. Smith and Lucy A., daughter <>l Mr
and Mrs. Robert Montgomery, both of Roekport. Ch.vcr Seed, |1 It.. 11--’, 2 m.
Flour, |d bbl, d 7A a -11.C.Seed, bu, 2 l A 2 2A.
7cbM
Lr
;.*>!!.
DIED.
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MARRIED

the North church this eveniug the
usual prayer and conference meeting will
(
l>e held at 7.-50 o’clock. Topic: The need of j
spiritual enterprise; Matt. 4:28:2.": John I
4:84:88.
What are the opportunities for
work the coming season?
How can our
church best plan its work 7 How can we j

doing

prices

s«*me

load in.:

breech

to

At

enlist all in

We have

Frank A. Jones, a son.
Sm \kt. In North Searsport., Sept. f», r>< Mr. and
Mrs. Freo \\ Smart, a daughter, Annie- Laura.
Stonkv. In Belfast, Sept 4. to Mr. and Mr.-.
Al. S. Stonev, a daughter.
Wentworth. In Searsmont, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Wentworth, a son.

church build-

!

••

■

■

FORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Sept. 2. Sch. Mary L Crosby, Trim, Portland.
Sept. 3. Sells. Miantonomali, Ryan, Boston;
Nautilus, Tolman, New York.
Sells. Janies

AMERICAN PORTS.

mi

a

New York, Sept. 1. Cld, sell. Isaiali Hart, Sawyer, Basse Terre and St. Pierre, Mart.; 2, ar, sell.
Abbie C. Stubbs, Charleston; 3, ar, sell. Eliza
J. Pendleton, Fletcher, Washington for Salem;
Henry R. Tilton, Bath; 4, ar, sch. Charlotte T.
Sibley, Bartlett, Jacksonville; sld, ship State of
Maine, Shanghae; sch. Abraham Richardson,
Wade, Bangor; 5, ar, sells. Norombega, Arm-

<.

Allen. In Searsport, Sept. 7, Fred N. Allen,
formerly of Brunswick, Ga., aged lb years ami 4
months.
Ellis.

In Brooks, Sept. 8. Abide S., wife of
Joseph Ellis, aged 01 years, B months, 14 days.
Gross.
In Deer Isle, Aug. 28, Hiram Gross,
aged 01 years, 4 months ami 21 days.
Hanscom. In Belfast, Sept. x. Grant 1.., son of
Warren and Carrie Hanscom of Thomaston, aged
months and 17 days.
Holbrook. In Rockland, Aug. 31, Mrs. Eliza,
widow of ( apt John Holbrook, aged 80 years. 4
months and 0 days.
Hatch. In Rockland, Aug. 30, Eliza Ann, widow
of Hiram Hatch, a native of Livermore, aged 77
years and 1 b days.
Hopkins. In Yiualhaven, Aug. 3o, W. M. Hop-

-i

kins.

T

com-.

port. Me., frt>m Two Rt\.-rs. N S I.• Now \
II.
,* •
with laths, ran a-hore on ;be N* rgi -i.i,
Fence shoal, Yinejard Sound, last
veiling, lurwere
ing hazy weather. The Barbour ami Badev
floated tin- forenoon and towed here
l ie Bar
lion-makes no water. ITl• Bailev is caking. The
Bucki has bilged.
< iiARTKits.
Bark Mannie Swas
New \ rk
Cork. 5,000 barrels refined petroleum, M-. >ep
Geo V .Iordan, Boston t.. Mmirev id*,.-•. I
.">•
tier, SS.5o. Buenos Aviv.-Sd. Ro.-arm
Gen. Adelbert Ames, New York to l‘>.ri!,ii"i
45 cents. Sch. D. H. River.-. Porland
Bmm..p. .leunm
Ayres, lumber, £7.75, Rosario >s 7;..
A. Stubbs, New Yoik to p.-ne**. general e.trg
S<'h. A B. Sherman. Pensacola to NVu-in |
£05'
s. .1. Lindsay, \
iugtoii, D. F.. lumber, £5.5o. s<
Romlout to Belfast, cement., 2o rents. S■ 1. Henry I
('hausen, Jr., Baltimore to Galveston, coal. 1.7
Sch. Levi Hart, Edgewater to Boston, coal, 15
cents.
Seh
George Gurney, Weehawken to Revere, coal. 5o cents and towage-.

meetings.

Holmes, Ryan. Boston;
Fox, Hopkins, Bangor; G. E. Brainard,
Beal, Roekport; George B. Ferguson, Ferguson,
Eddyville.
Sept. 5. Sch. Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Bangor.
Sells. Nautilus, Tolman, Roekport;
Sept. 7.
Miantonomali, Ryan, Boston.

r mm :

has

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church j
will l»e as follows:
a. m., Love feast. 10.do, Sermon by the pas- j
|
tor, followed by the Holy Communion. Col]
lection for the Lishops. 1J m., Sunday selmol.
j
4 p. m., Junior League meeting. 0.1', Meeting
closely following fheii sixth ves-ei, the steel -nip
! of the Epworth League. Leader, Miss Lena Helen Brewer, now en route.
The three- j
Yineyaid Haven. Mas-., hep; t..
: Sanborn.
Subject, “The Enemies through masteti
schooner- Hat; i• H. Barbour. Hrsk’m
-I
Passion and Appetite.’’ Tuesday evening, and from Bangor for Bridgep*c F*>nn., w iili i>
Hleeta Bailey, Thurston, from Baug*u foi p! n.i
prayer meeting. Thursday evening, class delphia with laths, ami Fharle- Bimki ..I .bu.es-

SAILED.

■

BECAUSE IT IS

••

Sunday, Sept. 1-lth,

Sept. 2.
Emma M.

wohderfuily-Blackberries arc very plentiful. Many who have cultivated ones are
obliged to leave them unpicked on the
bushes.There was a slight frost two
nights of the past week on the low land.

BENEF

MAlilNK Mist KLI.ANN
London. Sept. 4. Ship S. 1). Farletom Ain-bury, wmcli went ashore on Pudaiig Reel while.u,
a voyage from New York for Shanghai net aFward got otf, has sailetl for Singapore
Baltimore, Sept. 4. The la-; and elegant ship
HI Fapitun, Fapi. Fai ver, w B1 iv lie se\ cu: !i e —
.-•■1 on the now firmly e-taidi-1 e l Gliina a: .i .1 a\ u
■ 1
Line of Mes.-r- L\mi Bin-, a *
hiit \.
She is now a: Shanghai. ami wd: later o'ii.;n.
her cargo <»I general merchandise at Nagasaki
and Iloiig Kong, coming dii
Hal: in -re.
to

which all are invited. Tinannounced for last Sunday.

m., to
as

AND YOU WILL Rl

St. Lucia, Aug. 2'.*. Ar, sell. Talofa, Fletcher.
Norfolk.
Port Adelaide, Aug. A. In port, bark Penobscot.
McFaulder, from New York.
Halifax, N. S.. Sept. 4. Ar, ship A..L Puller
Iloilo via Delaware Breakwater sell. S. M. BirdNew York.
Buenos Ayres, July Ml. In port, sell. Georgia
Gilkey, for New York or Boston; Aug. 1!, -id,
bark Yilora 11. Hopkins. Barbadoes.
Rosario, July 21. In port, dark- < raet Ly:nv.1.
Gilkey, from Philadelphia, disg. Howard L. Mr.
berry, 11 iuds,*from New York.
Shanghai, July 24 Sbl, -hip Joseplius, < ilkev
New York ia Hong k uig; Ml in p■.it ship \Y
H. Conner, Pendleton, for New Y u u, :.. -ail
middle of August, -id t'«*r >ii;ga,-.r.no ionSept. 4, ship S. D. Far let ui.

Services at the Baptist church will be as
usual, with preaching by the pastor morning
and evening. The subject of the morning

N6

MEteTcHic

Salem, iSept. 7. Ar, sell. Eliza J Pendleton,
Fletcher, Washington.
Washington. 1). C., Sept. ti. < Id, sch. Young
Brothers, Snow, Portsmouth.
UlKfclU>

,XSAR£

ir-

Rosilia.

Tufts.

be

;

dleton, Elizabetliport.
Jacksonville, Sept. 5.
Sld, sch. Penobscot,
Dodge, New Bedford.
Newport News, Sept. 4. Ar, sch. W. Wallace
Ward, Boston.
Norwalk, Ct., Sept. 4. Ar, sch. Lizzie Lane, Colson, Philadelphia.
Ashepoo, S.
Sept. o. Cld, sch. Star of the
Sea, Hopkins, Baltimore.
Astoria, (_>., Sept 7. Sld, hark Harvard, Santa

...

ing

TAKE

Bangor, Sept.

in

music will

Kandell,
Rogers,

Portland, Sept. 3. Ar, sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames,
; eld, sch. Sarah E. Palmer, Whitar, sch. J. Manchester Haynes,

Rev. E. W.S. Hammond, D. D. of Cincinnati, Ohio, will speak at the Methodist
church next Wednesday evening, Sept. 10th,

p.

Ar, sell. Celia F.,
eld, sch. Lavmia M. Snow,

Small. New York
tier. Boston; 4,
Baltimore.

p. in., Miss Ethel Barr leader. There will
be the usual monthly offering received at
the morning service.

at b.l.j

ff,iS£&°fe!

*

iioston

I*ro«hn

Bi>s|( i\. Sept f>. 1 S’.'*',
day's qimtat i< n> "t pr i:> an
Butter Northei n
Eastern ereani. 1 4 n 1 7..
Cheese—Northern, elm
ern, new, 7 1-2 </ Se.
Eggs—Hennery chono
a 17 e.
Beans
Pea, si an,1 05 vellow eyes, .Si 1 7>
(a 1 17,:
Hay—New York and « *
fair t good, s 1 6,« 1 7 lou<
Rye straw, >16; oat st»
Potatoes Native ehoie,
hbl, > l
Apples—New,
—

~:

